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ABSTRACT
In [1], Kazhdan and Lusztig introduce the concept of a
W-graph for a Coxeter group W. In particular, they define left,
right and two-sided cells. These W-graphs play an important
role in the representation theory. However, the algorithm given
by Kazhdan and Lusztig to compute these cells is enormously
complicated. These cells have been worked out only in a very
few cases. In the present thesis, we shall find all the left,
right and two-sided cells in the affine Weyl group An of type
A n > 2. Our main results show that each left (resp. right) n-i
cell of determines a partition, say X of n and, is characterized 
by a X-tabloid and also by its generalized right (resp. left ) 
T-invariant. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
the set of two-sided cells of An and the Bet An of partitions 
of n. The number of left (resp. right) cells corresponding to 
a given partition X € AR is equal to mn *-- , where
n y . I
j-1 *
y - {y1 > ... > ym) is the dual partition of X. Each two- 
sided cell in An is also an RL-equivalence class of AR and is a 
connected set. Each left (resp. right) cell in An is a maximal 
left (resp. right) connected component in the two-sided cell of 
An containing it. Let P be any proper standard parabolic subgroup 
of AR isomorphic to the symmetric group Sn< Then the intersection 
of V with each two-sided cell of AR is non-empty and is just a 
two-sided cell of t. The intersection of V with each left (rasp, 
right) cell of An is either empty or a left (resp. right) cell of AR .
Most of these results were conjectured by Lusstig [2], [3].
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We shall first define cells of any given Coxeter group and 
state some of their elementary properties, most of which appear 
In [1], and then Introduce our work.
1.1 CELLS AND SOME OF THEIR ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES
Let W = <W,S> be a Coxeter group with S the set of Coxeter
•*generators. There Is an associative algebra H over the polynomial 
ring X[q] with basis elements {Tw |w e W} satisfying the following 
relations:
TwTw' “ Tww' if * i(w) + A(w')
(Ts+1) (Tg-q) - 0, if s £ S,
here &(w) is the length of w. We define the Hecke algebra K 
to be K ©s jgjA, where A - Z[g^,g-^].
To construct a representation of H endowed with a special 
basis, we define a W-graph to be a set of vertices X, with a set 
Y of edges (an edge is a subset of X consisting of two elements) 
together with two additional datat for each vertex x e X, we 
are given a subset Xx of S and, for each ordered pair of vertices 
y, x such that (y,x) € Y, we are given an integer ti(y,x) t 
These data are subject to the following requirements! let E be 
the free A-module with basis X. Then for any s € S,
-x, if s e i
t, (x) - {
qx ♦ q* I y(y,x)y, if s € I 
y€X *
SCXy
(y^c)€V
CHAPTER 1 i INTRODUCTION
defines an endomorphism of E (i.e. the sum. over y is assumed to 
be always finite) and there is a unique representation 
<t>:K *■ End(E) such that $(Ts) = xs for each s € S.
We shall construct, for any W, such a graph. First, we 
give some definitions. Let a -*■ a be the involution of the ring 
A defined by q* = q- .^ This extends to an involution h ■+ h of 
the ring H, defined by
zawTw " z5wT~-1
(Note that Ttf is an invertible element H, for example, if s € S, 
we have T~1 ■ q-1Ts ♦ (q_1-1)). For any w € W, we define 
qw - q*’^ ,  ew ■ (-1)*'^ W .^ Let < be the Bruhat order relation 
on W [defined in [9]]: We can now state
Theorem 1.1.1 For any w € W, there is a unique element € W 
such that
I
j£<w eycw <*w «y Py,w T
where P is a polynomial in g of degree < i (& (w)-&(y)-1) for ~ y 9 *
y < y. «aft pw,w U.-
It is well known that for each y < w with £(w)-t(y) < 2,
we have P„ __ ■ 1. In the case that W is either an ordinal Weyl y,w
group or an affine Weyl group, Lusxtig [1] [4] has proved that 
all coefficients of the polynomial Py are non-negative integers
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defines an endomorphism of E (l.e. the sum over y Is assumed to 
be always finite) and there is a unique representation 
<p:U -*■ End (E) such that <ji(Ts) = t s for each s € S.
We shall construct, for any W, such a graph. First, we 
give some definitions. Let a ■> a be the involution of the ring 
A defined by q* = q~^. This extends to am involution h ■+• h of 
the ring H, defined by
2awTw - ^ w t;-i
(Note that Tw is am invertible element H, for exaunple, if s € S, 
we have T~1 ■> q-1Tg + (q_1-1)). For any w € W, we define 
qw * q*'^ W ,^ ew ■ (-1)i'*W .^ Let < be the Bruhat order relation 
on W [defined in [9]] : We can now state
Theorem 1.1.1 For any w € W, there is a unique element € H 
such that
where P is a polynomial in q of degree < 1 (&(w)-&(y)-1) for " y f w
y < w and Pu u  - 1.
It is well known that for each y < w with t(w)-i(y) < 2, 
we have P ■ 1. in the case that W is either an ordinal Weyl
Jr 9 ™
group or an affine Weyl group, Lusstig [1] [4] has proved that
all coefficients of the polynomial P are non-negative integers.y 9 *
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Definition 1.1.2 Given y, w € W, we say that y ^  w if the 
following conditions are satisfiedt y < w, ew = -ey and Py w 
(given by Theorem 1.1.1) is a polynomial in g of degree exactly 
J(i.(w)-i(y)-1). In this case, the leading coefficient of Py t"
is denoted by y(y,w). It is a non-zero integer. If w ■( y, we 
set y(w,y) = y(y,w).
By this definition, it is easily seen that for any y < w 
with i(w) = A(y) + 1, we have y 4, w.
Let W° be the group opposed to W. Then (W x w°, S J_L s°) is 
a Coxeter group. Let rw be the graph with its vertex set 
{w|w € W} and its edge set {{y,w}|y ^ w}. For each w 6 W, 
let Iw * £ (w) _LJ_ *(w)° c s JJ_ S°, where £ (w) * {s € S|sw < w>, 
R(w) = {s £ S|ws < w).
Theorem 1.1.3 rw , together with the assignment w Iw and 
with the function y defined above, is a W x w°-graph.
Now given any W-graph r, and a subset S' c s, we can regard 
r as W'-graph (where W' is the subgroup of W generated by S') by 
replacing the set Ix e S for each vertex x of r# by the set 
Ix n S'. In particular, rw can be regarded as a W-graph and as 
a W°-graph.
Given any W-graph r, we define a preorder relation ^ on the 
set of vertices r as followst we say that the vertices x,x' 
satisfy x p x', if there exists a sequence of vertices x ■ xQ, 
x1,...,xt ■ x' such that for each i (1 < i < t), {xi_1,xi> is 
an edge of r and X £ X . The equivalence relation on the
set of vertices corresponding to this preorder is denoted r 
(Thus x £ x' means that x ^ x* ^ x). Each equivalence class, 
regarded as a full subgraph of r (with the same sets Ix and 
the same function y) is itself a W-graph. The set of equivalence 
classes is an ordered set with respect to In the case of the 
W x w°-graph rw , the equivalence classes for  ^are called the 
2-sided cells of W. When rw is regarded as a W-graph, we shall 
use the notation L instead of  ^ ; the corresponding 
equivalence classes are called the left cells of W. When rw is 
regarded as ,a W°-graph, we shall use the notation instead
of pi the corresponding equivalence classes are called the 
right cells of W. A minimal non-empty set which is both a union 
of left cells and a union of right cells is called a RL-equivalence 
class, written w ^  y If w,y lie in the same RL-equivalence class. 
Clearly, any 2-sided cell is a union of some RL-equivalence classes 
We now state a property of the preorders ^ and ^ on W.
Theorem A [1, Proposition 2.4]
(i) If x ^ y, then R(x) => 8 (y) . Hence, if x £ y, then B(x) ■ R(y)
(ii) If x j y, then £ (x) = £ (y). Hence, if x £ y, then £ (x) - £(y)
Let us fix two generators s,t in S such that st has order 3.
Let
DL (s,t) ■ {w € W|£(w) n {s,t> has exactly one element} 
8_(s,t) - { w e  w|8 (w) 0 {s,t} has exactly one element)
If w € PT (s,t), then exactly one of the elements sw, tw is inL
Dt (s,t), we denote it *w. The map w + *w is an involution ofli
DL (s,t). Similarly, we have an involution w + w* of PR (s,t) : 
w* is the unique element of PR (s,t) n {ws,wt}. Let <s,t> be the 
group of order 6 generated by s,t. We have
Theorem B [1, Theorem 4.2]
Let y,w be two elements in PL (s,t).
(i) If yw~1 t <s,t>, then we have y w if and only if *y *w, 
and then yi(y,w) - u(*y,*w).
(ii) If yw~1 e <s,t>, then we have y •< w if and only if *w •< *y, 
and then yi(y,w) ° u(*w,»y) - 1.
Let ytw be two elements in PR (sft).
(iii) If y~1w t <s,t>, then we have y ^  w if and only if y* -4 w*, 
and then u(y,w) - M(y*,w*).
(iv) If y"\( € <s,t>. then we have y A  w if and only if w* •< y*.
and then y(y,w) ■ w(w»,y*) ■ 1. □
Theorem C [1, Corollary 4.3]
(i) Let y, w be two elements in PL (s,t). If y R w, then *y R *w.
(ii) Let y,w be two elements in PR (s,t). If y £ w, then y* £ w*.
We now define an equivalence relation PL on W generated by
w £  *w in PL (s,t) for some s,t € S with st having order 3. We 
L
call these equivalence classes the PL-equivalence classes. 
Similarly, we can define an equivalence relation PR on W by 
replacing "w £  *w in PL (s,t)" by "w w* in PR (s,t)", and also 
dafins a P-aquivalanca class on W to ba a minimal non-ampty sat
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in H which is both a union of PL~equivalence classes and a union 
of PR-equivalence classes.
Theorem D. For any y, w e W.
-  f \ j
(i) If w y, then w y.
PL___________ L
(ii) If w J'* y, then w £ y.
PR R
(iii) If w p y, then w y.
Proof: (i) cam be reduced to the case when y = *w in DL (s,t) for
some s,t € S with st having order 3. Then either y ^ w or w y. 
Since the sets £ (y) fl {s,t} and £ (w) n {s,t} both contain exactlv 
one element and these elements are distinct, this implies 
£ (y) ft £(w) and £(w) £ £ (y). So y L w. Similarly for (ii), and
(iii) follows from (i), (ii). o
Now we define the generalized right (resp. left) -["invariant 
of w € W. [8]
Definition 1.1.4 We say w, y € W are equivalent to order zero,
£
written w m  y, if B(w) - R(y). Inductively, we define equivalence 
o
to order n for n > 1. We sav w,y are equivalent to order n # 
r Rwritten w M y, if w w y and for every s,t € S with st having
Rorder 3 and y,w € D„(s,t), we have y' m  w ', where y' - y* andR n-1
w' ■ w* in DR (s^ t). We say w,y have the same generalized right
2i
T-invariant if w m y for any n > 0. Similarly, we can define the n
generalised left T-invariant of w € W by replacing R, 1 by L, £ 
in the above definition.
§1.2 A STATEMENT OF OUR MAIN RESULTS
From the above statement, we see that the cells play an 
important role in the representation theory. However, the 
algorithm given by Kazhdan and Lusztig to compute these cells 
is enormously complicated when the order of H gets larger.
They have been worked out only in a very few cases. For 
example we know [5] that in the symmetric groups Sn , n > 1, each 
left (resp. right) cell determines a partition of n. There exists 
a one-to-one correspondence between the set of two-sided cells 
of SR and the set An of partitions of n. In the present thesis, 
we shall extend these results to the case of the affine Weyl 
group AR of type AR_^, n >  2.
The affine Weyl group Ar can be described in several different
ways: It cam be described as a Coxeter group, as a subgroup of the
permutation group on S or a group of affine matrices of period n
(The precise descriptions of all these will be given in Chapter 2)
etc. The last two descriptions lead us to define a map
a»A„ -*• \ by Curtis Greene's procedure [7]. n n
Our main results show that for any X .■ {X1 >  ... > Xr) € An
the fibre q~1(X) is a two-sided cell and also an RL-equlvalence 
class of A . o”1 (X) consists of ” *■ ■ ■ ■ left (resp. right) cells
---------- s----------------------  ; v.i --------------------------
j-i 3
of An, where y - (u1 >  ... »  ym ) is the dual partition of X. o_1 (X) 
is also a connected set (for the definitions of a connected set as 
well as a maximal left connected component below, see f 15.2).
Each left cell in c~1(X) is a maximal left connected component of 
o~1 (X) which can be characterised by some x-tablold, where a
X-tablold is, by definition, an array of n numbers n,2,...,n} 
into X1 columns such that its t-th column contains yt numbers for
any t, 1 < t < A... Each left cell is also characterized by its
generalized right x-invariant. Let P be any proper standard 
parabolic subgroup of An isomorphic to the symmetric group Sn.
Then the intersection of t with any two-sided cell of An is non­
empty and is just a two-sided cell of P. The intersection of f 
with any left (resp. right) cell of An is either empty or a left
(resp. right) cell of P.
In the present thesis, we mainly regard &n as a group of 
affine matrices of period n.
In Chapter 2, we give three different descriptions of the 
affine Weyl group An and some elementary properties for this 
group. We also define a star operation on an element of An which 
is one of the most important operations in our thesis.
We define a map o:*n •* An In Chapter 3 by Curtis Green's 
procedure [7] and show that the fibres of o are invariant under 
star operations.
In Chapter 4, we determine some special cells of An, n > 2.
In particular, we get all cells of A2« So in the subsequent 
chapters, we shall always assume n > 2.
We define, in Chapter 5, iterated star operations on an 
element w of An and interchanging operations on blocks of w.
They are all successions of left star operations. These operations 
are very important in the proof of our main results.
Then the proof of our main results starts from Chapter 6 and 
is divided into four main steps.
-9
First we show in Chapters 6 and 7 that for any x € An»
-1o (X) is a union of RL-equivalence classes of AR and for any 
— 1w € a (X)» there exists an element y of K with y p w, where
A  Jj
is the set of left normalized elements (often simply called 
normalized elements) of a 1 (X).
The second step is the most difficult part in the whole of 
our proof and includes Chapters 8-11. In this step, we define 
a map T: N, C for some fixed x C A and then show that for X 11
w if and only if T(y) = T(w). The proof of thisy, w € y L
result is achieved bv considering a new kind of operation on an 
element w of called a raising operation on a layer of w, which 
is not in general a succession of star operations but gives an 
element in the same left cell as w. Since |C^ | = — -n- with
)
;i
n v . i 
j-1 3
y = {y^ > ... > yn ) the dual partition of this confirms 
Lusztig's first conjecture [2] which says that o_1(x) consists of
------- left (resp. right) cells of An for any x € An .
n yi)
j-T 3
Thirdly, we show in Chapter 12 that o~1(X) i» just a single 
RL-eguivalence class of An for any x € An *
Finally, by applying a recent result of Lusztig [6], which 
comes from the deep theory of intersection cohomology, to the 
affine Weyl group An , we verify Lusztig's second conjecture [2] 
in Chapter 14 which says that o”1 (X) iz a two-sided cell of AR 
for any X € An * This recent result of Lusztig is as follows.
-10-
Theorem E. Let W be any affine Weyl group. Let z, z' be __________________ a .....
two elements of Vi which satisfy the following conditionss
(i) Either z' > z or z* < z.
(ii) B(z') t R(z) and f(z') t £ (z).
Then z and z’ are not in the same two-sided, cell of W . oCl
On the other hand, in Chapter 13, we give another character­
ization of any left cell of Ar in terms of generalized right 
x-invariant and conclude that any two elements y, w of Ar lie 
in the same left cell if and only if they have the same generalized 
right x-invariant. Let P be any standard parabolic subgroup 
of An isomorphic to the symmetric group Sn. We show in Chapter 
13 and 14 that the intersection of P with a“1 for any X € An 
is non-empty and is just a two-sided cell of P and then verifies 
Lusztig's third conjecture in the case Wft ■ An . This conjecture 
[3] says that each two-sided cell in Wfi meets some proper 
standard parabolic subgroup of W . where W is any affine Weyl 
group. We also show that the intersection of P with any left 
(resp. right) cell of An is either empty or a left (resp. right) 
cell of P.
In the last chapter, we show that left star operations commute 
, with right star operations on an element of An . We also show 
that each two-sided cell or P-equivalence class in AR is a 
connected set and that each left (resp. right) cell or PL~(resp.
P_-)equivalence olass in A_ is a left (resp. right) connected set.K XI
Moreover, each left (resp. right) cell in An is a maximal left 
(resp. right) connected component in the two-sided cell containing 
it.
-11-
CHAPTER 2 : ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF THE AFFINE WEYL GROUP
A OF TYPE A_ n >  2 n __  n— I ____
In Chapter 1, we have given the definitions of left, right 
and 2-sided cells as well as RL-equivalence class for an arbitrary 
Coxeter group. From now on, we shall restrict our attention only 
to the affine Weyl group Ar of type An_^, n > 2, and consider 
how to decompose this group into these equivalence classes.
In this chapter, we shall first give three equivalent 
descriptions of An and then show some basic properties of the 
length function A(w) and the sets £ (w), R(w) for any w € An .
In §2.3, we shall describe the left (resp. right) star operations 
on w in terms of permutations on X and in terms of affine matrices 
when w lies in some st+1 ^ <resP* DR (st ,st+1)), where
sfc, st+1 are two Coxeter generators of Afi with Bt8t+  ^ having 
order 3. The star operation is one of the most fundamental 
operations throughout our thesis. Finally, in §2.4, we list some 
terminology on an affine matrix for later use.
§2.1 THREE DESCRIPTIONS OF THE AFFINE WEYL GROUP A,n
An can be described in the following three different ways, 
(i) By generators and relations
A_ - <s. 11 < i < n n i 1
m, «
, (■¿■j) ■ 1# for 1 < j < n>
where
“ij •
if i j
if I t J, j ± 1 
if I ■ j ± 1
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with i ♦ Ï to be the natural map from Z to the set of the residue 
classes n = {T,2,...,n}. We denote A = < i < n}.
(ii) Regarded as a set of pernujtations on Z.
(i+n)w ■ (i)w + n for i € Z"
< wtZ z n n L
£ (t)w ■ i t
0 t=l t=1
The relation between these two descriptions is as follows: 
For any i, 1 < i < n, corresponds the permutation
if t / I, i + 1 
if t » i + 1
if t = I
for t 6 Z.
(iii) Regarded as the set A^ of all ® x ~ affine matrices w 
of type An-1 which are defined as follows:
(a) The integer set Z is the set parametrising its rows (resp. 
columns). The integers parametrising its rows (resp. columns) are 
monotone increasing from top to bottom (resp. from left to 
right).
(b) The entries in each of its rows (resp. columns) are all 
zero except for one which is 1.
(c) Let (e(u,ju)|u e Z) be the set of its non-zero entries,
where e(u,ju) lies in its (u,ju)-position. Then ju+n ■ ju ♦ n
n n
for any u € S and z - £ u.
u-1 u u-1
Clearly, an element w e A" is entirely determined by any
-13-
of its non-zero entry sets {e(u,j )|u £ S} with S c X, |S| = n 
and S = {T,5,...,n}, where S is the image of S under the natural 
map i - I.
For any X, Y £ A£ with (ex (i,j) |i,j € X} and {eY Ci *, j*> |i',j'
as their entry sets, let Z = X*Y be an » x « matrix satisfying
condition (a) with its (i,j)-entry Z e (i,k)ev (k,j) for any
k£X x *
i, j € X. It is easily shown that Z € A^ and A^ is a group with such 
multiplication.
For w £ A', we define an <» x «> matrix X.. which satisfies n w
condition (a), (b) with {e(t,(t)w)|t € X} as its non-zero
entries. Then X.. £ A". So we can define a map from A' to A"
by w + Xw . It is obvious that such a map is a group isomorphism,
where 1 < i < n, corresponds X^ £ A£ with its non-zero
entries {e„ (u,j ) |u € X} satisfying 
xi u
u if u i* I, i + 1
*u u— 1 if u ■ I T T
u+1 if u * I.
From now on, we shall identify An with A^ and A^, and 
denote them all by AR. The set A * {s^l < i < n) always 
denotes its (distinguished) Coxeter generators. We stipulate 
that ■i+qn ■ for any q, i € X.
12.2 THE FUNCTIONS t(w), £ (w), U(w) ON THE AFFINE WEYL GROUP Afl 
Let us list some simple properties of A .
Lemma 2.2,1 For y € An, sA £ A,
€ X }
a
(i) w = s^*y is obtained from y by transposing the (i+qn)-th 
row with the (i*1+qn)-th row for every q € X.
(ii) w = y-s^ is obtained from y by transposing the (i+qn)-th 
column with the (i+t+qn)-th column for every q € X.
tlii) w = y~1 is obtained from y by transposing y .
Proof t By definition of the affine matrices and their multi­
plication. a.
Let ) be the length function of regarded as a Coxeter 
group. Then we have
2-.2-2 &(y> ° i<i;i<n| [ i ^ i ^ H  for y € An , where [h]
is the integer part of h for h £ ffi.
Proof:
l
1<i<j<n
Let us compare 2 I [-LlLXzJALZ) | with 
1<i <j<n n
(j)sty-(i)st (y)
| [------ --------- ] | for any 1 < t < n. Since
<h)sty - 
this implies that
(h)y if h t {t, t+1}
(h+1)y if G ■ t
(h-1)y if E ■ t+1
11— S i --- — 11 - I [(3> V -
When t  ^n, Z |
|{I,3>n{t,S+T)|-i
if (1,3) n {t,t+T> - 0.
|{I,?)n(£+f>|-i
It— I
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When t = n, 1 < i < n, we assume that (n)y - (i)y * kn ♦ r
and (i)y - (1)y “ k'n + r' with k, k', r,r' € Z and 0 < r, r* < n-1
(actually, 1 < r, r' < n-1 since (n)y + (i)y i (1)y). Then
11 ^ ^ 1 1 = . |(-k')n^ (n-r')..] , „ | | . | [JiltillX] |
and
( i l s j - d l s j
It- ■ - V - ^ 1 1  - |[.<A)r»-.<-n->^ ]| * |[(-k)n+(n-r)]| = | _k | K ([JiiiiliAiZ] |.
So we a lso  have
( j ) s _ y - ( i ) s  y
2 1 1------ s -s ------ - i  1. 1Ci<j<n n
|{I, j>n(T,n>|»1
£ I [ UiX-.LUy.i I
1<i<j<n n
|{I, J>n{7,n} | »1
On the other hand, when t + n, we assume that 
(t+1)y - (t)y *= kn ♦ r with k,r € Z and 1 < r < n.
Then |[(t+1)aty~ <t)Btyn  . , jitlx^tHiyj | . , {(,-k-1 lyln-r) ] , 
- I [ (trijyr.jt^ j  | * 1 if k s. o
“ l-k-1| - , (1)
[ |[<t*1>y-(t>Y]|- 1 if k < o
When t * n, we assume that (n)y-(1)y ■ hn + u with h, u € Z
and 1 < u < n Then
16-
(n)s y-(1)s yII-----*-s------ I I I ^ 2n+ (1 )y-(n)yj | , (1-h) n+ (n-u), 1 n 1
= |1-h|
it(n>y;(1)y]i ♦ 1
| I -  1
if h < 0 
if h > 0
(2)
(j)s y-(i)s y M W - i i W
So Z | [-----------— ] | - Z | [liLX-lilX] | t 1 (3)
1<i<j<n n 1<i< j<n n
It is easily seen that Z | [-LliXzlilX] | = 0 if and only
1<i<j<n n
if for any 1 < i < j < n, the inequality 1 <  (j)y — (i)y < n 
holds if and only if y * 1. (4)
Then formulae (3) and (4) imply that i(y) > Z i [.iiLXziilX] I.
1<i<j<n n
To show equality, it suffices to show that for any y i 1,
3 at least one t, 1 < t < n, such that
1<i<j<n II----*-B-----II
i | [illtilU, | - ,
1<i<j<n n
i.e. to show that at least one of the inequalities
(t+1)y - (t)y < 0, for some t, 1 < t < n.
(n)y - (1)y > n
holds, or, equivalently, to show that if (t+1)y-(t)y > 0 for
all 1 < t < n, then (n)y-(1)y > n. In general, we have 
n-1
(n)y-(1)y ■ Z ((t+1 )y-(t)y) > n-1. If (n)y-(1)y ■ n-1, then 
t»1
(t+1)y-(t)y ■ 1 for any t, 1 < t < n. Hence it follows from the
n n n-1
equation I t *» Z (t)y = n*(1)y + Z t that (1)y * 1 and so 
t-1 t-1 t-1
(t)y = t for all t, 1 < t < n. But this means y = 1. It
contradicts y t 1. Also, since (n)y / (1)y, we have
(n)y-(1)y ? n. Thus it follows that (n)y - (1)y > n.
Our assertion is proved. □
Corollary 2.2.3 (of the proof of Lemma 2.2.2)
Let w,y € *n , sfc € A with w = sty. Then
(i) Mw) “ Mv) + 1 — » (t+1)y > (t)y
(ii) Mw) - My) - 1 «■» (t+1)y < (t)y
Prooft We write (t+1)y - (t)y * kn + r with k, r € X and 
1 < r < n when t t n. Then by formula (1) and Lemma 2.2.2,
l(w) * i(y) ♦ 1 k > 0 ~  (t+1)y-(t)y > 0 «■ (t+1)y > (t)y.
Also, we write (n)y-(1)y ■ hn + u with h, u € S and 
1 < u < n when t ■ n. Then by formula (2) and Lemma 2.2.2,
Mw) - My) ♦ 1 h < 0 «— ■ (n)y-(1)y < n «-• (n+1)y-(n)y > 0
«-* (n+1)y > (n)y.
So (i) follows. Since (ii) is equivalent to (i), our 
proof is complete. a
Corollary 2.2.3 can be restated in terms of matrices as 
followsi
Corollary 2.2.3*i If w is obtained from y by transposing the 
(i+qn)-th row with the (i*1+qn)-th row for all q € X, and if 
•y (u»3u) 1« th* non-zero entry of y lying in the (u,ju)-position 
for any u C X, then Mw) ■ i (y) ± 1  and
-17-
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(i) l(w) = My) ♦. 1 ji+1 > j±
(ii) Mw) = My) - 1. ji+1 < n
The following two lemmas concern the functions £ ( ), It ( )
on k .n
Lemma 2.2.4 For any w € An, we have
£(w) = {sfc € A|(t+1)w < (t)w>
8 (w) = {st € A|(t+1)w”1 < (t)w“1}
Proof: By definition of the functions £( ), B( ) (see Chapter 
1) and Corollary 2.2.3. a
Lemma 2.2.5 For any w € An, we have 0 < |£(w)| < n and
0 < |8(w)I < n. Moreover, the following three statements are 
equivalent t
(1) If (w) I - 0 (11) 18 (w) I ■ 0 (111) w ■ 1
Proof» Obviously, w ■ 1 Implies |£(w) | - |B(w) | ■ 0.
In the proof of Lemma 2.2.2, we have shown that w t 1 
Implies |£(w)| > 0. And so w + 1 Implies w~1 + 1 and then 
|£(w**1)| >0. It turns out |8(w)| > 0. Therefore the latter 
part of the lemma has been proved. Now It Is enough to show 
that |£(w)| i n. Otherwise, we would have (t)w > (t+1)w for 
all 1 < t < n. So by Lemma 2.2.4,
(1)w > (2)w > ... > (n)w > (n+1)w - (1)w * n, l.e. n < 0.
This Is Impossible. Our result follows D
Now we assume n > 3. Let us denote PL (st,st+1) and 
PR (st ,st+1) by Dl <sfc) and DR (st), respectively, for any t € *.
We call the map w + in (>L (st) t*le left star operator on w 
and y y* in DR (st) the right star operator on y. In terms 
of permutations on X, w € *n lies in DL (st) if and only if w 
satisfies one of the following inequalitiest
(i) (t+1)w < (t)w < (t+2)w (ii) (t+1)w < (t+2)w < (t)w
(iii) (t)w < (t+2)w < (t+1)w (iv) (t+2)w < (t)w < (t+1)w.
Also, in terms of matrices, w € An lies in CL (s^) if and only 
if w has one of the following forms:
2.3 THE SUBSETS (st >, DR (st > OF THE AFFINE WEYL GROUP *n , n > 3.
(iii')
)—  ml
(ii')
(iv')
where form (o') is the matrix version of inequality 
(a) for a * i, ii/ iii/ iv.
If w € DL (*t)/ then w, *w (or *w, w) in 0L (*t) »re either 
of forms (i')r (ii'), or of forms (iii'), (iv'), respectively.
Since PR (»fc) ■ {w 6 *n |wT € bY I'«®»« 2.2.1 (iii)
we have the corresponding results on PR (st), where wT is the 
transpose of the matrix w.
9
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2.3 THE SUBSETS Dr (s.), D.(s.) OF THE AFFINE WEYL GROUP A .  n > 3.^__w r t n
Now we assume n > 3. Let us denote x^.^ 6t'st+1 ^ an<^
DR (st,sfc+1) by J>L (st) and t>R <st>» respectively, for any t 6 Z.
We call the map w -*■ *w in DT (s. ) the left star operator on w
and y y* in pR (st) the right star operator on y. In terms
of permutations on X, w € An lies in DL (sfc) if and only if w
satisfies one of the following inequalities«
(i) (t+1)w < (t)w < (t+2)w (ii) (t+1)w < (t+2)w < (t)w
(iii) (t)w < (t+2)w < (t+1)w (iv) (t+2)w < (t)w < (t+1)w.
Also, in terms of matrices, w € An lies in |>L (st) if and only 
if w has one of the following forms«
where form (a') is the matrix version of inequality 
(a) for o ■ 1» ii, iii, iv.
If w € then w, *w (or *w, w) in 0L (st) ere either
of forms (I'), (ii'), or of forms (iii1)» (iv'), respectively.
(iii') (iv')
Since DR (»t) ■ {w € An |w € by Lemma 2.2.1(iii)
Twe have the corresponding results on &R (*t)» where w is the 
transpose of the matrix w.
T 
» J t J _  •  •  •  1 .  a  A  t  m  V •. • Vs a  « .a  •  i t k  a
/
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S2.4 SOME TERMINOLOGY
Now we make some conventions for later use. Fix an
element w € A .n
(i) When we say "an entry of w", we always mean that this entry 
is non-zero unless the contrary is indicated. When we mention 
"an entry of w" (not necessarily non-zero), it means that we 
know both its value and its position in w. The entries are 
usually denoted by e in expressions such as e (w) , e(i,j), e ^ ( i (j), 
e(i,(w)), e(w),j), etc, if it lies in the (i,j)-position of w.
(ii) Suppose that E = {e(i^,j1),...,e(ifc,jfc)} is a subset of 
entries of w such that i1 < ... < ifc and j1 > ... > j^. Then E 
is called a descending chain of entries of w (briefly, a 
descending chain of w). Let |E| * t be its size. In that 
case, we also call {(i.,)w > ... > (it)w> a descending chain of 
w.
(iii) The submatrix, consisting of any m consecutive rows of w 
with m < n, is called a block. Blocks will be written as
A, B, C,... . We write |A| - m as the size of A.
(iv) For a block A of w, if e(i+1,j1),...,e(i+m,j ) are its 
entries such that i € * and j ^ > ... > jm , than A is called a 
block of w whose entry set is a descending chain (briefly, a 
DC block of w). In that case, if the entries e(i,jQ),
e (i+m+1, jmif1) of w satisfy jQ < j., and jn < jm+1# then A is 
also called a maximal DC block of w (briefly, an MDC block of w).
If A is contained in a block B such that jQ < j1 and jm < jm+1 
whenever e(i,j0), e(i+m+1, jm+1) lie in B, then A is called a
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local MDC block of w in B. Clearly, any MDC block Is also a
local MDC block and any DC block Is a local MDC block In itself.
Assume that A, B are two blocks of w. Then A U B denotes
the union of A and B. In particular, when A, B are consecutive
ablocks of w, we see that [A,B] = (Q) is a block of w, provided 
that |A| * |B| < n.
(v) Let e, e' be two entries (not necessarily non-zero) of w. 
Let f, f' (resp. g, g') be two rows (resp. columns) of w. We 
define
r(e,e')
* 0 if e, e' lie in the same row of w 
. ±m otherwise
where m-1 > 0 is the number of rows between e and e'. 
r(e,e') = m (resp. r(e,e') - -m) if e* is below (reap, above) e. 
We also define
c (e,e')
0 if e,e' lie in the same column of w
<
11 otherwise
where &-1 > 0  is the number of columns between e and e'. 
c(e,e') " l (resp. c(e,e') ■ - 1) if s' is on the right (resp. 
left) of e.
Similarly, we can define r(f,f'), e(g,g'). Clearly, 
r(e,e') ■ -r(e',e), c(e,e') ■ -c(e',e), r(e,e”) ■ r(e,e*) ♦ r(e',e”), 
c(e,e") ■ c(e,e') ♦ c(e',e") for any entry eM of w (not necessarily 
non-zero), etc.
(vi) For any entries e, e' of w, we say that s' is congruent to e 
if r(e,e') ■ c(e,e') € n*.
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For any rows f, £' (resp. columns g,g') o£ w, we say
that £' is congruent to £ (resp. g 1 is congruent to g) if
r(f,f) € ni (resp. c(g,g') e nX) .
The set o£ ail entries (resp. rows, columns) congruent 
to a certain entry (resp. row, coluron) o£ w is called an entry 
class of w (resp. a row class, a column class). Let ë be a set 
of m entry classes of w. Then we define the size of ê by |e| = m.
Let ë be a set of entry classes of w. Let ç be the set of 
ail rows and columns of w each of which contains some entry of 
ë. Then ç is called a set of row-column classes (briefly, 
rc-classes) of w. We define the size of ç, written |ç| , by 
the size of ë.
We cali two blocks A, B of w congruent if the top row of 
B is congruent to the top row of A and |A| * |B|. For any block
A of w with |A| * m, we usually denote any of its congruent blocks
also by A. Moreover, let SA - {e(i+u,(w))|1 < u < m} be the 
set of entries contained in A, SA (q) ■ {e(i+u+qn,(w)) |1 < u < m} 
for some q € S. Then by abuse of terminology, we also cali 
SA (q) a block of w and denota it by A.
(vii) For any w € *n , we say that w has the form (A^,...,A^) 
at i if w has the form
the first row of A^(w) in w. Xf we first say that w has the form
l  'At (w)
, where Afc(w), 1 < t < l, are consecutive blocks of
t
t
and £ m. < n. i+1 is the intager labelling 
t-1 c
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(A^,...rA 1) at i and subsequently mention "the u-th entry of 
A^ . (w) ", it always means that this Afc(w) is a single block of 
w lying between the (i+1)-th row and the (i+n)-th row. We 
denote the u-th entry of At (w) by e((w), j^(w)), e((w), j^(w,i)) 
or e((w),j£ (w)). If all A1(w),...,A^(w) are DC (resp. MDC) 
blocks, then we say that w has the DC (resp. MDC) form (A^,...,A^) 
at i. If all A 1 (w),...,A£(w ) are local MDC blocks in the block 
[A&,...,A^], then we say that w has a local MDC form (AJ^ ,...,A1) 
at i. Sometimes, for the sake of emphasizing that the block 
At (w) of w lies between the (i+1)-th rows and the (i+n)-th row, 
we denote A^fw) by A^(w,i).
(viii) In the present thesis, for any w € *R , when we say
"transposing the i-th and the j-th rows (resp. columns) of w”,
it always means that we transpose the (i+qn)-th and the
(j ♦ qn)-th rows (resp. columns) of w for every q € X. We make
the same conventions for the transformations on the blocks of
^ «
w. We also make similar conventions on w € A -nmt
A will be introduced later). n
(The notation
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CHAPTER 3 t THE PARTITION OF n ASSOCIATED WITH AN 
ELEMENT OF THE AFFINE WEYL GROUP A_' ' ■ ■ ■  . .  . i i . i n
Let An be the set o£ partitions of n, n > 2. Let A be the 
set of proper subsets of A. We shall define two maps: o: An -*■ An
the star operations and the inverse for any X € AR . These two 
maps, especially the first one, are at the heart of our thesis. 
In this chapter, we shall also discuss some relations between 
these two maps.
For any J £ A, Wj is by definition a standard parabolic 
subgroup of generated by J.
Definition 3.1 A map n:A -*■ An is defined as follows: For
It is easily seen that the map ir is well defined and surjective.
Definition 3.2 A map o:A_ -*• A_ is defined as follows:■ ■ .... n n
To w € AR, we associate a sequence of integers d1 < d2 < ... < dr ■ n
as follows: d^ is the maximum cardinal of a subset of S whose
elements are incogruent to each other mod n and which is a disjoint
union of k subsets each of which has its natural order reversed
by w. Let ■ d1# Aj ■ d^ - d^_1 for 1 < j < r. Then it is
clear that X, > X, > ... > X, and £ - n. We define1 * r J
and ir: A -*■ An, and show that the fibre a"*1 (X) is invariant under
J = J, U ...UJ € A with WT - »i r — j
1 < j < r, and | |  > .... 
ir(J) ■ { |J1 | ♦ t > |J2 | ♦ 1 > .
X ... x W T and W- indecomposable,j “““ "j. r j
we define
> |Jr l + 1 > 1 > ... > 1) € An
o(w) - {X. > X2 > e e e
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The Integers d^, 1 < k < r, in Definition 3.2, can also 
be described in terms of an affine matrixt dk is the maximum 
cardinal of a subset of entries of w whose elements are incon- 
gruent to each other and which is a disjoint union of k descending 
chains of w.
The following lemma shows that for any x € An , the fibre 
(X) is invariant under the inverse.
Lemma 3.3 g(w) = o(w~1) for any w € *n
Proof: We know from Lemma 2.2.1 (iii) that the matrix w 1 is 
the transpose of w. Since the operation of transposing a matrix 
keeps any descending chain and sends any two incongruent entries 
to incongruent ones, our result then follows immediately from 
the definition of the map a. a
For w € An, the following condition on S » 0 ... U St c X
is called Cn (w,t)t Elements of S are incongruent mod n and 
(a)w > (b)w in Sj, 1 < j < t, implies a < b. Let E * E1 U ... U Efc
be the subset of entries of w with E^ * {a(a,(a)w)|(a)w C S ^ ,
1 < j < t. Then condition Cn (w,t) on S - S1 U ... U Sfc is 
equivalent to the following condition on E ■ E^ U ... U Efcs 
Elements of E are incongruent and E^ is a descending chain for 
any 1 < j < t. So we can also say that E > E ^  U ... U Efc satisfies
Cn (w,t) and regard condition Cn (w,t) on E ■ E^ U ... U Efc as a
matrix version of condition Cn (w,t) on S ■ S1 U ... U St .
Now we define a preorder > on An as follows! Let 
X ■ {X1 > X2 > •••> Xr}, v ■ {y1 > > ... > yB > € An . We
say X > y if X1 ♦ X2 ♦ ... ♦ Xk > y, + y2 ♦ ••• ♦ yk tor any k > 1 
with the convention that X^ ■ y^ ■ 0 for all i > r and j > m, or,
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equivalently, if X1 + X2 ♦ ... + Xk > y1 ♦ u2 * ••• + Uk for any 
1 < k < r. Clearly, this Is a partial order on An. X > p Implies 
r < m. For any X ={X1 > X2 > ... > Xr> € An , we call 
p = {y1 > p 2 > ... > ym > € An the dual partition of X if pk is 
the number of parts Xj of X with 1 < j < r and Xj > k for any 
1 < k < m. The map which sends any element of An to its dual is 
an involution of An and is order-reversing with respect to >.
Lemma 3.4 For any w, w' € *n and sa € A with w' = s^w and 
l(w') » i(w) ♦ 1, we have o(w') > o(w).
Proof: If S * S1 U ... U Sfc e 1 satisfies Cn (w,t) for any t > 1,
then S' * (S1)w”1w' U ... U (St)w_1w' satisfies Cn (w',t). This 
implies that the integer dfc in Definition 3.2 for w' is not less 
than that for w, for any t > 1. So o(w') > o(w). a
Corollary 3.5 If w' * ws in A_ with s 6 A and i(w') * A(w) ♦ 1,“ __________ a_____n a
then a (w1) > o (w) .
Proofi This follows immediately from Lemmas 3.3, 3.4. □
The following lemma gives a relation between two maps a and n
on a given element w € A_.n
Lemma 3.6 For any w € *n , ir(£(w)), tt(R(w )) < o (w).
Proof» By Lemma 3.3, it suffices to show that ir(£(w)) < o(w).
Assume that £ (w) ■ J ■ J1 u ... U Jr € A such that
W_ ■ W_ x ... k w_ and W, is indecomposable, 1 < j < r,U J ^ Wy W j
with Jj ■ + ^ '' ^ ij+Bj^1 ®1 ^ ®2 ^ ••• ^
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Then tt ( jC ( w  ) ) =  { m . j  +  1 >  m 2 + 1  >  . . .  >■ m r + 1  >  1 >  . . .  >  1 }  €  A R .
On the other hand, for t with 1 < t < r, let
Sj ■ {(ij + Dw, (ij+2)w,..., (ij + n»j + 1)w}, 1 < j < t.
By Lemma 2.2.4, we have
(ij+1)w > (ij+2)w > ... > (ij + m.. + 1)w, 1 < j «4 t
and this implies that S = S. U ... US. satisfies C (w,t) with 
t t 1 t
ISI ■ E (m.+l). So E (m.+1) < E X . for any t with
j-1 3 j=1 3 j-1 3
1 < t < min {r,h}, where we assume o (w) = {X. > ... > X. }.
t t 1 n
But this easily implies that E (m.+1) < E X. for any t > 1.
j-1 3 j-1 3
Therefore ir(£(w)) < o(w). a
Now we shall show that for any X € An , the fibre o~1 (X) Is 
invariant under the star operations.
Lemma 3.7 Assume that w' • *w in &-(#.) for some 1 € *
Then o(w1) - o(w).
Proofi By symmetry, it suffices to discuss the case that 
(i+1)w < (i+2)w < (i)w. In that case, w' ■ SjW, i(w') - 4(w)-1 
and then for any j € X, we have
r <j)w i f  J * I, ITT
<j*1)W it J - I
„ <j-1)W i f  5 - ITT
By Lemma 3.4, it follows that o(w) > o(w'). We now need only 
show that o(w') > o(w).
Let S = S1 U ... U Sfc c * satisfy Cn (w,t). If J 1 < j < t,
such that Sj contains two elements (h^)w, (h2)w with h^ - I
and h2 = h n +1, then <S)w"1w' - (S^w^w' U ... U (St)w“1w' 
satisfies Cn (w',t). Clearly, | (S)w“1w ’ | = |S|. Now suppose
that 3 1 < j < t such that contains (h^w, (h2) w with h1 = I
and h2 = h 1 + 1. If i (g)w 6 S such that g = i+2, then let
, (S )w-1w' if l / js* * < *
* ((h1-*-2)wUSj)w-1w'-(h1)w' if i ■ j
where for «my sets X,Y, X-Y denotes their set-theoretical 
difference. If 3(g)w € S such that g - i+2, say (g)w € S^, then 
it is clear that k / j. Assume that
Sj » {(i^iw > (ij2)w > ... > < ij2 < ••• < ija^
Sk “ i(ik1)w y (ik2,w > **• > (ikak)Wlik1 < **2 < *** * ika,t}
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and for some 1 < u, u' < aj, 1 < v < ak, we have
ikv - T+ T  and i^u , ■ i^u+1. Then u' - u+1. By proper choice
of S^, we may assume that ikv - i^u +2. Then let
(S )w_1w ‘X if » I1 k,j
{ (ij1)w'>.••>(ij,u-1)w'>(ij»u+1)w'>(ikv)w'>(ik,v+1)w’L 1
>...><1kojt)W')lf 1 " j
[j (ik1,w,>*,,>(ik,v-1lw’>(lj,u)w'>(ij,u+2)w,><ij,u+3)w'
>.. .><1.. )W  ) if l ■ k.
3 j
An example of this construction of in terms of matrix is given 
in the following figure.
29-
Sk
— row—
—  ij u'H row —  
row —  
ikylii row
s;/h — F l - ~ ~ s l____
- 7 -
vJif;' ✓ ::: „ * i /
w'
where i. „ - i. „.,-1 = i. -2. w ’ is obtained from w byJ ru J § 1 * f v
transposing the ij u~th row with the i^ u+.|-th row.
In both cases, S' = u . . .  u satisfies Cn (w',t) and 
|S'| = |S|. Now for any S = S.j U ... U S ^ c S ,  t > 1, satisfying 
Cn (w,t), we can find S' * Sj U ... U c I which satisfies 
Cn (w',t) with |S'| not less than |S|. So by the same argument 
as that in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we have o(w') > o(w).
Therefore o(w) = o(w') as required. a
Corollary 3.8 If w' - w* in fl^s^) for some i € I, then 
a (w*) - g (w).
Proof: Since w' ■ w* in ®R (®^)• it implies that w'“1 ■ *(w-1) 
in By Lemma 3.7, g(w'”1) - g(w-1). So g(w') ■ g(w)
by Lemma 3.3. □
Proposition 3.9 If w, w' € *n satisfy w ^ w*y then g(w) ■ c(w*>.
Proof > Since P-equivalence is generated by w £  *w in P^fs^) 
and y £  y* in BR (Sj), where s^, s^ run over A, our result follows 
from Lemma 3.7 and Corollary 3.8. o
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Proposition 3.9 shows that for any X € the fibre o~1(X)
is a union of some P-eguivalence classes of An and then is also 
a union of some PL~(resp. PR-) equivalence classes of An .
From Lemma 3.6, we shall ask whether there exists some 
element w € o_1(X) for any X € An such that ir(<C(w)) - o(w)
(resp. ir (R (w) ) » a(w)). The answer is affirmative. First let 
us show the following result.
Lemma 3.10 For w € An, we assume that
E * {e(it ♦ qn, + qn) |1 < t < i, q € X} is a set of entry
classes of w such that i1 - n < i . < i.
1  l -
| K s e e  < i1 and
* 1  “  n  <  <  j * - 1
^ e e e ^ 3 | * Let S = 1|1 < u < m} be
a descending chain of w with i' m < ... < M  and j; > . • • >
Then |E n S| < 1.
Proof: Otherwise, there exist o,6 with 1 < o < 6 < m such that
3a » Ja and 3^ = 3b. Then there exist p,q € S such that
- ja + PH* - ia ♦ P.n, - jb + q.n and i£ - ifa + qn. So
the inequality (ia~ib) + (p-q)n < 0 follows from i^ - i£ < 0 and
(j -j. ) ♦ (p-q)n > 0 from j' - jl > 0, i.e. We have a d a ts
| ia - ib < (q-p)n (D
ja-jb > (q-p)n (2)
Since 0 < |ia"ib J» |ja-jb | < n' the inequalities ( 1 ), (2) imply
q-p > 0 and q-p < 0, respectively. Hence q ■ p and we have
r < 0 (3)
1 ja - jb > o (4)
But the inequality (3) implies a > b and (4) implies b > a.
This gives a contradiction. So our result follows. □
Fix a partition X *  {X.j > X2 > •. • > Xr> € An * Let
X ,X be a permutation of X.,X,»...»X„. Assume thatai a2 ar
J = U ... U Jr € A With Jj = {saj+1'SUj+2',**'Saj+ a^-l*'1
r j
and Ou = i ♦ Z X for some i € X. Let w be the longest 
3 h* j + 1 *h
element in Wj. Then ir(f(wQJ)) * tt(8(woJ)) = n(J) “ X.
As an affine matrix, woJ has the form
r-1
where K j - ia a xaj * Xa^ dia9onal block of WQJ» 1 < j < r.
The integer libelling the first row (resp. column) of K j in wQJ is 
aj+1. In other words, w0J has the MDC form (Ar,Ar-1,...,A1) at 0 
with the t-th entry e(i£r 3h* of Ah^WQJ^  1 < h < r ,  1 < t <  Xa^»
+ 1-t.where ij - ah+t, - ah_.,
Assume that p - {p., > p2 > > p. } is the dual partition
A1
of X. Then it is clear that for any 1 < t < X ^  
4*
*1
- n < i* < i* <
61(t) M * * V (t)
- n < j* < <B^t) aB^(t) v (t)
... < i_ and
... < where
“s^t)
ft,(t), 0,(t),...,B (t) is the subsequence of 1,2,...,r such that 1 *
for any h with 1 < h < p^, we have Xt > t. LetVt>
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E. = ie(i^ + qji, j* ♦ qn) | 1 < h < y . , q € X }  be the
r aBh (t) Bh (t)
set of entry classes of w for 1 < t < X^. Then by Lemma 3.10,
the intersection of with any descending chain of wQJ has
cardinal at most 1. Assume that S ■ U ... U S^ is a disjoint
union of k descending chains of wQJ satisfying Cn (w,k), k > 1.
Then the cardinal of the intersection of E. with S is at most
min {y.,k>, for any t with 1 < t < X.. Since U E is the full 
t 1 t-1 r
set of entry classes of wQJ, it implies that 
M  k j
|S| < £ min {y.,k} * £ X.. Hence o(w ) < X. By Lemma 3.6,
t=1 z j«1 3
this implies that a(wQJ) ■ if (£ (wQJ)) ■ ir(R(w0J )) = X. So we have
Lemma 3.11 For any J € A, let woJ be the longest element in Wj. 
Then we have
o(woJ) ■ it (I (wQJ)) * ir(S(woJ)) ■ ir(J). d
Corollary 3.12 The map o»*n •* AR is surjective.
Proof: Since the map ir«A -*■ An is surjective, and since by Lemma 
3.11, for any J € A, there exists an element w € *n such that 
o(w) - 7t (J) , our conclusion follows immediately. o
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CHAPTER 4 : SOME CELLS OF THE AFFINE WEYL GROUP An
Let Cj. {srsr+1*** «t > 8r ,8r,_1...st |r < t, r' > t} for
1 < t < n and let C ■ U C. . In this chapter, we shall first
t«1 r
show that the sets {1}, C are both 2-sided cells of An correspond­
ing to the partitions { 2 > 1 > . . . > 1 } €  An»
respectively.
for any t, 1 < t < n. Then by applying this result to A2, we
We shall also show that Cfc is a left cell of Ar
can find all cells of A2.
Proposition 4.1 Let W be any Coxeter group. Then the set 
consisting of the identity element 1 is a 2-sided cell of W .
Proof: Otherwise, there exists some element w \ 1 such that
w ?  1. So there exists a sequence of elements x„ ■ 1, rW °
x.,••«,Xr - w with r > 1 such that for each j, 1 < j < r,
either x^_1 -< x^ or x^ ^ xj_i» and either £1x^,1 * £(x^) or
R(Xj_1) £ «(Xj). But this is impossible since £(xQ ) - R(xQ ) * 0
and then both £ (xQ) e jC(x .j) and R(xQ ) c S(x^). □
By Proposition 4.1, we see that {1} is a 2-sided cell of An.
Lemma 4.2 Let w € C. Then |£(w) 18 (w)
Prooft By Lemma 2.2.5, we have |£(w)|, |R(w)| > 1 since w j 1. 
When n ■ 2, then also by Lemma 2.2.5, we have |£(w) |, |R(w)| < 1. 
So our result is true in this case. Now assume that n > 3. It 
is clear whan i(w) < 2. So we may assume that t(w) > 3. If our 
assertion fails, than we can take a shortest element w € C such
that either |£(w)| or |8(w)| is greater than 1. By symmetry,
we may assume that |£(w)| > 2 and w = srsr+i***st with r < t-1. 
Then there exists u with u ? r such that i(suw) < i, (w). By the 
exchange condition, there exists m with r < m < t such that
susrsr+1* * *sm srsr-t>1 ** *sm+1' So 1 (susrsr+1 * * ,sm+1) < l(8r8r+1***
sm+1>. By assumption on i(w), we must have w = srsr+i•••sm+v
We claim u r~FT. Otherwise, srsusr*1* * *8m 8r8r+1* *'sm+1 and
it follows that susr+i***sm s^, • • •S-.j.i • Hence w ’ r+i in+ 1 sr+1sr+2* * *
s € C with i,(w') < i(w) and |jC(w ')| > 2. This contradicts 
our hypothesis. If u « r-1, then sr_i8r*•*sm “ srsr+1* **8m+1*
By symmetry, we have 8r8r+1••-8m+1 = ®r_v8r_v+1••-sm+1.v for any 
v, 1 < v < n. Thus £ (w) = A. This is impossible by Lemma 2.2.5.
i. e .If u - r+T, then 8r+i8r8r+18r+2***sm “ 8r8r+1* **8m+1*
8r8r+18r8r+2‘ * *sm 8rsr+1* *,sm+1* It follows that
8r8r+28r+3* * *8m “ 8r+2***8m+,r  So w " " 8r+28r+3** *8m+1 € C 
satisfies Uw") < i (w) and |£(w")| > 2. This also contradicts
our hypothesis. So our result follows.
Lemma 4.3 (i) Cfc lies in some left cell of for any t, 1 < t < n.
(ii) C lies in some 2-sided cell of *n
Proof: Let w - 8r8r+i***8t e ct for 8ome r, r < t. Then by 
Lemma 4.2, £ (w) - {sr>, £ <»r+18r+2‘••*t) “ {8r+1J* So we haV8 
w L *r+18r+2***8t* Similarly» w* have
»r+1*r+2* * *8t L *r+2* * *8t l ••• l 8f  Than w t 8f  B* -V-try,
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we can show that srisri_i • **st £ st for any r', r' > t. Therefore,
any element of Ct lies In the same left cell as st> (1) Is proved.
Also, we cam easily check that sfc £ stst+1 L st+1 for any
t, 1 < t < n. So A lies In some 2-sided cell of AR. By the
proof of (1), any element of C lies in the same left cell as
some s € A. This implies that C is contained in some 2-sided
cell of an
To show that C is a 2-sided cell of &n , we need the following 
result which appears in [1, (2.3e), (2.3f)].
Lemma 4.4 Assume that W is a Coxeter group, x,y € W and s is a 
Coxeter generator of W .
(i) If x < y, sy < y, sx > x, then x -< y if and only if y * sx.
(ii) If x < y, ys < y, xs > x, then x ■< y if and only if y = xs. o
Proposition 4.5 (i) C is a 2-sided cell of An.
(ii) Ct is a left cell of Ar for any t, 1 < t < n.
(ill) C is a union of n left (resp. right) cells of AR.
Proof t (i) It is enough to show that if x € C, y t C, then
x J* y. By Proposition 4.1, we may assume that y |l 1. If x ^  y,1W W
then there exists at least one pair x', y 1 with x' 6 C, y' t C 
satisfying either x'«< y' or x' >  y', and either £(x') £ £(y') 
or B(x') jt R(y’). By symmetry, we may assume that £(x') £ £ (y’) . 
Then Lemma 4.2 tells us that £(x') n £ (y*) ■ 0. By Lemma 4.4(1), 
we have x' ■ sy1 for some s € A. We claim that i(y') > i(x')
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since otherwise we would have y' € C and this contradicts 
our hypothesis. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that x' = srsr+i***st for some r < t. We claim s / sr± v  
For otherwise, y' must have one of the following forms:
sfc with r < t
But in cases (1), ( 2), we have y' £ C| in case (3), when 
n * 2, y' e C, when n > 2, JC(y') = {sr> “ f(x'). All these 
cases contradict our hypothesis. Then s + sr±i* This implies 
that y' ■ srssr+1***st 4,1,3 hence £(y'). i.e. £(x') c I(y').
This still contradicts our assumption. So we have proved (i).
(ii) For any t, t' with t / t' and for any y € Cfc, w € Cfcl, 
we have 8(y) ■ {sfc} + {st ,> - 8(w). By Theorem A(i), this
implies that y ^ w  and hence by Lemma 4.3, and Ct , belong to
L nthe different left cells of A .  But by (i), C ■ U C. is a
n t-1 r
2-sided cell of A_ which must be a union of some left cells of n
An. Zt turns out that Ct is a left cell of An for any t, 1 < t < n.
(iii) By (i), (ii), we see that C is a union of n left cells of
An . Since the map w -► w_1 in Afi induces a bijection between the
set of left cells of A_ and the set of right cells of A . andn n
since C is invariant under this map, this implies that C is also 
a union of n right cells of AR. o
Now we shall apply the above result to the affine Weyl group
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Proposition 4.6 In the affine Weyl group A2 , there are two 
2-sided cells: {1} and C, where C consists of non-identity 
elements of A.» There are two left (resp. right) cells in C.
Proofs Note that A2 is actually am infinite dihedral group and 
that every non-identity element has one of the following forms:
(i) s1(s2s1)*' (ii) s2(s1s2)*'
(iii) (s2si)m (iv) (sls2)m
where ¿ > 0 ,  m > 0 .  Our result follows easily from Proposition 
4.5. a
Proposition 4.7 Let X = {2 > 1 »  ... > 1}., y ■ {1 > ... > 1} € An. 
Then {1} » a 1(u) and c g q 1(X).
Proofs First we shall show that {1) - o”* 1 (y). It is clear that
{1) c o“1(y). On the other hand, if w + 1, let w ■ sty with
st € A and i. (w) - 4(st) + 4(y). By Lemma 3.4, we have o(w) > o(«t). 
But it is easily seen that o(sfc) ■ {2 > 1 > ... >1). So w f o-1(p). 
Therefore (1) ■ o-1(y).
Secondly, we shall show that C ■ o~1 (X). When n * 2, we
have A2 ■ {X,y>. It follows from {1) - a-1(y) and A2 - {1} U C
that C - o-1(X). Now assume n > 3. Then by the proof of Lemma
4.3, we see that C is actually a P-equivalence class of An . So
by Proposition 3.9, this implies that C c o_1(X') for some X* € An<
But we have s1 € C and o(s.,) - X. Thus X' ■ X and then C c o~1(X).
Suppose w t C. Then there exists a reduced form w ■ s, s. ...i,
12 1t
with t > 2 such that w satisfies one of the following conditions:
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(i) 3jr 1 < j < such that I., j* i..^ ± 1
(ii) t > 3 and 3j, 1 < j < t, such that ij_1 * + 1 and TT =
In case (i), we have a (w) > o(s. s. ) = { 2 > 2 > 1 > . . . > 1 } >  X.
4j*1
In case (ii), we have a (w) > a(s, s, s, )= {3 > 1 > ... > 1 } > X.
lj-1 ij ij*1
So in both cases, w fL o_1 (X) . This implies that C = o-1(X). o
Remark 4.8 We can show that when w € C, the length function M w ) 
has the much simplier form:
Mw) - (t)w - (t+1 )w - [(t!w
if st € £ (w).
CHAPTER 5 8 ITERATED STAR OPERATIONS AND INTERCHANGING
OPERATIONS ON BLOCKS
In the remainder of our thesis, we shall always assume n > 3.
We wish to determine the left cell of AR containing a given
element w. We know from Theorem D that each PL-equivalence class
of A lies in some left cell of A . But any two elements of a n n
P -equivalence class of A can be transformed from one to another L n
by a succession of left star operations. It will turn out that 
we can perform various interchanging operations on blocks of w 
which are successions of left star operations and so give us 
elements in the same left cell as w. Although we cannot in 
general obtain all elements in the same left cell as w in this 
way, the interchanging operation on blocks will be crucial in 
our subsequent determination of the left cells.
15.1 ITERATED STAR OPERATIONS
Assume that w £ A. has a DC form (A) at i £ Z with n
|A(w)| ■ r, 1 < r < n. Assume that the entry e(i,j(w)) of w 
satisfies j(w) < j^(w), where e((w), j£(w)) is the h-th entry 
of A(w) for 1 < h < r. Let k - max {h|1 < h < r, j^(w) > j(w)}.
Then there exists a sequence of elements xQ » w, x.,...,xr_1, in 
AR such that for every 1 s t < r-1, we have xt ■ *xt_,j in (■¿•►t-l * * 
In particular, w' ■ xr-1 has a DC form (A) at i-1 with |A(w')|» r 
such that
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u
for u ■ k
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where e((w'), j^(w')) is the h-th entry of A(w') for 1 < h < r. 
and the entry e(i+r, j(w')) of w' satisfies j(w') «
Definition 5.1.1 For w, w' € An, 1 < r < n and i 6 X, we write
w , ^ w ,  if (i) w has a DC form (A) at i with |A(w) | = r
(ii) 3 a sequence of elements xQ ■ w, = w' in Ar 
such that for every 1 < h < r-1, we have x^ = *xh-1 in ®L^si+h-1^
For w, w' € *n, i € X and 1 < r < r+m < n, we write
w' < —  w, if 3 a sequence of elements xQ = w,
x, ,...,x_ - w' in *. such that for every 1 < h < m, we havel m n
xh <*(^2-h,r_). we write w w . if w <*d+1-™,r,
Here is an example for w € Ar which has DC form (A) at i € I
m) w'
with |A(w)| - 3.
jlvd-A column
iJ(W) - 'di Column
Then there exists w' with w' w as followsi
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Remark 5.1.2 (i) If w has a DC form (A) at i € X with
|A(w)| = r < n, then we can easily check that w' with 
*
w' <— w exists if and only if jQ < j^(w) • Also, w"
*
with w — w" exists if and only if j* (w) < where
e(i,jQ), e(i+r+1,jr+1) are the entries of w.
(ii) Given w € A n , i € S, r , m > 0  with r + m < n, an element w 1 
w* <— (l*1'r.fm)  w or w — ii±lt£iJSL» w > is unique if it exists.
(iii) In general, the expression w — >rrm  ^> w ' is equivalent
to w < * „• but not to w* < * w .
§5.2 SOME RESULTS ON ITERATED STAR OPERATIONS
In this section, the first two lemmas give a necessary and
sufficient condition on an element w of A„ for which the iteratedn
star operations on w can be carried out. The last lemma states 
a property of the iterated star operations.
Lemma 5.2.1 Assume that w C A_ has a DC form (A) at i € S.■ ■ ■ ■ n
Let m satisfy 1 «< m < n-|A|. Then there exists w' with
w — tAl.1 1 w* if and only if A(w) is a longest descending
chain in A 1(w), where A*(x) is the block of x consisting of rows 
from the (i+1)-th to the (i+ |A| ♦ m)-th for x € Aft.
Proof t («) We apply induction on m > 1. The result is obvious
for m ■ 1. When m > 1, since A(w) is a longest descending chain
in the block [A(w), B(w)], where B(w) is the (i ♦ |AI ♦ 1)-th*
row of w, there exists w 1 such that w  ^» w^. By the
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proof of Lemma 3.7, A(w^) is a longest descending chain in 
A' (w^) and so also in A"(w1), where A(w^) (resp. A"(w1>) is the 
block of w.| consisting of rows from the (i+2)-th to the (i+1+ |A|)-th 
(resp. from the (i+2)-th to the (i + |A| + m)-th). By inductive
(•) We also apply induction on m > 1. It is true for m = 1.
Now assume m > 1. Since w' exists, it implies that there exists
inductive hypothesis, A(w^) is a longest descending chain in the 
block (A(w.j), c(w.|)], where c (w1) is the block of w^ consisting 
of rows from the (i + |A| + 2)-th to the (i + |A| + m)-th. By 
Lemma 3.7, to reach our goal, it suffices to show that A(w.,) is 
also a longest descending chain in A' (w^) , or equivalently to 
show that for any descending chain D c A'(w^), there exists a 
descending chain D 1 c [A(w.j), C(w,j)] such that |D'| - |D|. Now 
suppose we are given a fixed descending chain D c A'(w^). If 
D c [A(w1), C (w.,)], then let D' ■ D. If D g [A(w.,), C (w.,)], let 
D ■ {ew (i^,j ^ )11 4 t < 1, ii < ... < j^   ^ ...  ^jj)• Then
i1 - i + 1. Let ew (iQ,j0) be the first entry of A(w.j). Since 
iQ - i1 + 1 > i1 and jQ > j1# thia implies that ew ft D.
But by i1 < i2, iQ - i^+1 and i2 i i^  + 1, we have iQ < i2.
hypothesis, there exists w' such that w^
we have w — (.W 1,? 1 A.l f > w '.
w1 such that w
Clearly, jQ > j1 > j2. Let D' - <<% U 0 #j0)> U D) - i«w ^
Then D* c [A(w.,), C(w1)] is as required. □
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Lemma 5.2.2 Assume that w € A_ has a DC form. (A) at i € X... ........... n
Suppose m satisfies 1 < m < n-|A|. Then there exists w' with
w* < -M-*1 r.I.A l.fcSL^ w if and only If A(w) is a longest descending 
chain In A'(w) where A'(x) Is the block of x consisting of rows 
from the (i+1-ra)-th to the (i+|A|J-th for x € AR .
Proofs (^ ) We know that the existence of w' C *n with
w' <— ^ w is equivalent to the existence of w' € *n
with w' ■ l A l w and that when w' does exist, w* has a
DC form (A) at i-m with |A(w')| ■ |A(w)|. Now we start with w'.
Then since w with w' (l+1-mf |A | w exi8tg, we see by Lemma
5.2.1 that A(w') is a longest descending chain in A'(w'). So 
A(w) is a longest descending chain in A' (w) by the proof of 
Lemma 3.7.
(«•) Imitate the proof of the corresponding part of Lemma 5.2.1. o
Lemma 5.2.3 Assume that w € A_ has a DC form (A) at i € X with ■ ■ n
|A(w)| - r, 1 < r < n-2. Let e(i-1,j1(w)), e(i,j2 (w)) be entries 
of w. If w' € A_ with w' 4— rrJ?.l w exists, let e(i+r-1, j.(w')),n i
e(i+r, j2 (w’)) be entries of w'. Then 
(1) j.,<w) > j2(w) j.,(w') > j2 (w')
(ii) j, <w> < j2 (w) •• j ^ W )  < j2 (W).
Proofs It is enough to show the implication in the direction 
for both cases.
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(i) Let & 2 = max {h|1 < h < r, jA (w) > j2 (w)>
a1 ■ max {h|1 < h < a2, jA <w) >
Then since w' exists, this implies that a1, a2 both exists
a,with j1 (w') = jA (w) and j2 (w') ■ jA'(w). Since a1 < a2, 
we have j^w') > j2 (w').
(ii) We may assume that r > 2, since otherwise, the result is
obvious. Let a ■ max {h|1 < h < r, jA <w) > Then
j2 (w') = jA (w). Since j1(w') - min {j2 (w), jA (w)|1 < h < r, 
jA (w) > j1(w)}, it follows that j^w') < j2 (w) > j2(w'). o
§5.3 THE INTERCHANGING OPERATIONS^1 AND .
In this section, we shall first define the interchanging
operations P ^ 1 and Q ^ 2 on an element w € A and then give a
\ a 2 a 1
necessary and sufficient condition for which the interchanging 
operations on w can be carried out. We also give the formulae 
to calculate these operations. One special case when w has a 
local MDC form which is quasi-normal (reap, normal) for the 
first k layers, k > 1, is most interesting for us. In that case, 
p operations on w have a very good behaviour.
We assume in this section that w € An always has a local MDC 
form (A2,A 1) at i € I with |At | ■ mfc, t - 1,2, unless the contrary 
is specified.
eA,A (w) if 3 w' satisfying w ------------ ► * '0A2 2 * (i+m2+1,m.,m2)* (w) if 3 w" satisfying w" 4-----=----!— =-A1 w
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Note that such elements w', w" do not always exist in 
general. But when w 1 (resp. w") does exist, then by Lemma 5.2.3, 
w' (resp. w") has a local MDC form (A^,A£) at i with 
|A£| = mfc, t - 1,2. We shall always assume that w' (resp. w") 
has a local MDC form (A^Aj) at i unless the contrary is specified.
Clearly, in that case, » ■ & ' 2 f ' (w) (resp.
For convenience we admit blocks occurring in
(w) ) .
which
6 r\have the size 0. We make a convention that w = r A (w) and
V 2
A (w) when either |A1| ■ 0 or |A2 | = 0.
When w' does exist, we define a sequencexo,m_-1 “ w ' c11,x12'***,x1,m_-1' *219x22 9 * * * 9 *
m,, 1 ' xm 1,2'*‘*'xm1,m,-1 such that ’‘hj = xh,j-1 in DL (si+.h-1+m2-j1
for h,j with 1 < h < m1 and 1 < j < m2-1, and xh+l>1 = xh m _1 in
m V  a m  F  /  *.* KJ
PL (Bi*h-1+m2> £or 0 < h < Then £ (w,^A 1) exists with
w x„ « 1 • We call Ç iin « § nu " I ) the sequence corresponding to
2)
<•t i I .1 2 '  ^ a Ao
P  1 on w. Similarly, we can define the sequence C(w,yA
' 2 a Aj 1corresponding to y A on w when w" exists.
For example, let w have a local MDC form (A2,A^) at i € Z 
with |A2 | - 3 and |A1| - 2 as follows«
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(i+O-tll TOW --
y a,(w)
A,(w)
Then w ’ = ^ A1 (w) has the following form
(itl)-ifc row ---- (
K
A,<wO
and the sequence corresponding to ^ A1 on w is
‘0,2
c12 1
° L (* i + 2 ) *
w, x^, x12' x21' x22 
X11 in ®L**i+1*' X21
w ’, where xQ2 in !>L (si+2),
*x12 in ®L <8i+3) and x22 " *x21 in
In the above example, we also have w ■ 9 i ’ (w') and the
sequence corresponding to Q . 1 on w' is obtained from the
a 2
A1) just by reversing its order.
Now we shall give the formulae for calculation of P 7 1 (w)
f\A2 V A2and (w), and also give a necessary and sufficient condition
*1
on tha existence of 0 A 1\ A2
(w) or Q » 2 (w).
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Let
(5.3.2)
and
(5.3.3)
ac " 0
= min {hlay^! < h < liij, J2(w) ■'< j“ (w)}i 1<u < m..
Sm2+1 = m1+1
eu ■ max (h 11 < h < 6u+i / j^tw) > j2 (w) }, 1 < u < m 2
Lemma 5.3.4 When |A2 (w) | M i  we have
'A1 
2^
w' = ^ A1 (w) exists all oui 1 < u < m^, exist.
When they do exist, we get
C j"(W) - j“n (w) if 1 < u < m 1
r jV
jj(w') “ j2 (w) if 1 < v < m,, v t io1#...,om )“1
j!|(w) if v - oh for some 1 < h < m1
Proofi By definition of . o 
Lemma 5.3.5 When |A2 (w)| f 0, we have
w' - ^ ^ 1(w) exists ~  A2 (w ) is a longest descending chain 
in the block [A2 (w), A^ (w)].
Prooft By Lemma 5.2.1 and the definition o f ^ A\  □
Lemma 5.3.6 When |A^  (w) | ¿0, we have
w" = Q a2 (w ) exists «—► all eu , 1 < u < m2, exist.
When they do exist, we get
[ j > " > - if 1 < u < m2
r j 1 (W) if 1 < v < m t, v t { 6 1 ,...,6m
j,<w")
j£(w) if V  * 6h for some 1 < h < m2
L
Proof: By definition of QA2 Pa . * □
Lemma 5.3.7 When |A1(w)| t 0, we have
w ” = fl 2 (w) exists <-• A.(w) is a longest descending chain
______ 2J________________]___________________________________
in the block [A2 (w), A^ (w) ].
Proofi By Lemma 5.2.2 and the definition of 0A . o
In the remainder of this section, we shall introduce the 
concept of being quasi-normal (rasp, normal) for the first k 
layers of a local MDC form of w. Before doing this, we give 
some definitions.
Definition 5.3.8 For any A, i € S with l > 0 and 1 < i < A,
suppose that either a1 € S or aA does not exist. We define
(a.,...,a.)(om) € U Mt as follows«
1 * t-0
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(i) (om) - (, 
exist for some 1 < j < i, where 
omit the term a^.
(ii) (air...rat)<om) = (a1#... 
convention that Z° = 0.
• ^ ,... »a^) , if a^ does not
the notation means that we
a^), if all a's exist with the
Definition 5.3.9 For any a, i € X with t, > 0 and 1 < i < a, 
suppose that either a^ € Z or a^ does not exist. We define 
(a1 < ... < a ^ ) a s  follows:
(i) Let (a1 < ... < a^)(om) be (a1 < ... < a^ < ... < afc)<om',
if aj does not exist for some 1 < j < &.
(ii) Let (a1 < ... < a ^ ) b e  a^ < ... < a^, if all a's exist 
with the convention that (a1 < ... < a&) i s  an identity when 
l < 1.
Suppose that w has a loc&l MDC form (A£,...,A.|) at i € X. For 
any u > 1, the u-th layer with respect to this local MDC form is,
by definition, the set of entries of w consisting of all the u-th
entries of At (w), 1 < t < i, and their congruent entries.
Definition 5.3.10 Suppose that w has a local MDC form (A&,...,A1)
at i € I. Let k satisfy 1 < k < max{|Afc
■h,.., _ ah . _ jh
1 < t < j,}. Zf for any 
(om)h, 1 < h < k, (j^iw) < <w > < ••• < holds, then we
say that w has a local MDC form (A.,...,A^) at i which is quasi- 
normal for the first k layers. Zf for any h, 1 < h < k,
(j!|(w) - n < jj(w) < (w) < ... < j^(w))(om) holds, then we
say that w has a looal MDC form (A^,...,A^) at i which is normal
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for the first k layers. In particular, in the above definition, 
if k = max {|At | |l < t  < i}, we shall say that w has a local MDC 
form at i which is quasi-normal (resp. normal).
Now assume that w has a local MDC form (A2,A^) at i which 
is quasi-normal for the first k layers with k - min {m1,m2}.
Then in Formula (5.3.2), we have av ■ v for all 1 < v < k.
Let * “u+k”^ for ^  0 < u < m^-k. Then we have
Corollary 5.3.12 Assume that w € An has a local MDC form (A2,A.j) 
at i € X with |A2 | f 0 which is quasi-normal for the first k 
layers for some k > 0. Then
ao
(5.3.11)
< , - min {h|a^_1 < h < m 2-k, j2 (w) < j1 (w)}, 1<u<m.)-k
w* ■ (w) exists «—► a
When they do exist, we have
ll au » k+1 < u < m 1, exist
* (j^(w'), jjtw')) - (j£(w), j^tw)), if 1 < h < k
j"(w') - j2u (w) if k+1 < u < m 1<
if k+1 < v < m1 and v t iok+1, • • . }
Proofi This follows from Lemma 5.3.4. o
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We can regard Lemma 5.3.4 as a special case of Corollary 
5.3.12 when k » 0.
15.4 MORE GENERAL INTERCHANGING OPERATIONS
In this section, we assume that w € A„ has a local MDCn
form (A^,...,A^) at i € I. We shall extend the results of 15.3 
to more general cases.
First let us observe an examplet Assume that w € *n has a 
local MDC form (A4,A3,A2 ,A1) at i € Z.
(.1+0* row - (
X
T
I
±
j .
l
I
l
I j
_ —L . - U i
A*(w)
Aj(w)
} A,i
J A.<
iw)
(w)
Then there exist elements x^, x2, x£,x3 and x4 such that 
X1 x2 “ f i 3 (x1)' X2 - ^ (X1>» X3 " f i j (x2)
and x . ■ ^ A1(x3) are aa follows:
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r ~ r — — rlJ—i 1 1ii l|i
U*0-* *""»
A, CM
/V«*)
Aj(x*)
So x.
Definition 5.4.1 Set
' $ . s ..... V w>
...............A , <«»
p Aj****'A1 . . _QA1 P A2 . . . P Aj
\ Aj+i»****Aj, w \ Aj + i »• • • *A*, V Aj+ 1 '• • • ,Ai  v Aj+1 • • • ,Ai
1 < j < A.
' .... v . 9 ‘* o ‘>-’... e » 2 1»>
Ai Ai Ai 1
6Ai a a* flAt n A*Ajj- l  ,Al - 2 '  * * * ,A1 v fc j ,  . yA^_^ (w)
<«> -ex* * s i “ 1 a  •••0 » 1 * 1 ,»V/AyieiA^ VAjf vAj,e.,,A^9 13 * ’ •••»A.»•••»A^
1 < j < A.
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when the right hand sides exist.
Lemma 5.4.2 When they exist, we havet for any 1 < j <
A A Am A I
P A A P A A ••• P A  ^ A (w)
»  A ^ ,  .  .  .  , A ^  .  f t j  r  .  .  . , n ^  » j i  .  .  .
V A * v a a-i * vAj+i
.A« f#e• § A A  $••• 9 A 1
(w )
& A l » & » “•’ A - & A 3*1 A <«>▼ ** jfee* f V n j fees / A,j vr ft j fee# / ft ^
“ 0 ^ + 1 * * * &A^ + 1 # * * *,A)l 0 A^ + 1 ' * * * 'J (w)
Proofi By definition of p,e it suffices to show that when they
" 1,t- ^ A 3’ ^ a 32<“ ' - f * 32 P a 3,<-> “ ■> C '  0 a'2<"' - 0 a"2 0 a '1'"1 
X1 ' *2 l2 v 11 31 32 32 31
hold, where j^, j2, i1# i2 C {1,2,...,*,} are distinct. But this 
is obvious. □
As in the above example, we can rewrite x4 by
eA, i • • • »A.Aj + 1 • • • • •
{or0A '^*'1, A # *) in terms of p A (or Q A ) is not unique. So for
the sake of definiteness, we shall define the sequence corresponding
t o P . 3 (resp. H  3 . l) on w In the following way.
> j+1,"*, * , • • *,
These sequences will be used in Chapter 9 to define a family of 
much longer and also more important sequences.
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If w' = K. . (w) exists, then there exists sequencesV a2 • • • •
corresponding t o P . 1 on P ^ 1 , (w) for 2 < j < i (For theV A j \ A2'*'*'Aj—1
definition of these sequences, see 15.3) with the convention 
that . is the identity map on w for j ■ 2. We cally *2 I•••>"j_^
ÇA. « A.. . ) the sequence corresponding to . , on w if
»2 \ «2, • • • , »j
* i .
»2 » • • • »"i \ ^ 2 ' * * * ' "i
it is obtained by linking all the above sequences together.
ftA-t,..., AiFurthermore, we call 5 (w,H.J . ) the sequence correspondingV"j + ^ »•••tPA A . j. on w if it is obtained by linking all the sequencesAj+i,...,A^
—A.,..., A. — 1
£(Pa3 a (w) ' P a A )# 1 < t < j + 1, together, with\**j + *J f  • • • \ “ j+!| » * * *
the convention thatP-^* ,At. (w) ■ w for t ■ j+1. We canV A  j ♦ 1 • • • • •
£\Aj + . , ■ • . ,A.define £ (w, U J ) as the sequence corresponding tow«j » • • • i»A,*. , . . . »Aj.J , on w to be obtained from the sequence«j»• • • t
QA ......,A. «A. ,■..,A.L3 . tw), r.1 ) by reversing its order.»•••t \ »j»•••# Aj + ^
The following two lemmas generalize Lemmas 5.3.5 and 5.3.7.
lemma 5.4.3 Assume that w € *n has a local MDC form (A^,...,A^)
at i € I. Then w ’ , D  1 (w) exists if and only if a  (w) is
_____________________ 1 3 ________________________________________  1
a longest descending chain in the block [At (w),..,,A1(w)].
Proof t Since 1-1*<i«*),|AJ, t£,|At |)
« — -— -— -— > w', this follows from
Lemma 5.2.1.
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Lemma 5.4.4 Assume that w € has a local MDC form (A£,...,A.j)
at i £ X. Then ^ 2 »A3 , . . .rAj (w) exists If and only If A1 (w)
Is a longest descending chain In the block [A^(w),..., A ^ (w)]
Proofs (•) The existence of w' Implies that
Aj<A(_^ »•••»Aj ^Aj»Aj»•••»A
w
\ A 1 0
(W) O i ' i - 1U 1 (W). By
Lemma 5.4.3, It follows that A^w') Is a longest descending chain 
in the block [A^(w*),...,A^(w1)] and then A^(w) is a longest 
descending chain in the block [A^(w),..., A.^(w)] by Lemma 3.7.
(«) This is proved as in the proof of Lemma 5.2.1. □
The next lemma and its corollary show that p operations 
preserve the property of being quasi-normal (resp. normal) for 
the first k layers of a local MDC form.
Lemma 5.4.5 Assume that w € k_ has a local MDC form■ ■ __________________n
(A.j ^  , * * *' 1 ' ^ 2 i. » • • • »^ 2i ,A3i » • • • » ^ 3 *A4 ' * * * 1 ^ i € S4 1
which is quasi-normal (rasp, normal) for the first k layers, if 
there exists w' ■ P, 3*3* 1 31 (w), then for any h with 1 < h < k,
_____________________ >A2 1 ............V ___________________________________________
we have < J?^» (W ),..., (W ), j|t (W ) , . .., jj, (w*), (W),...,
i£l(w,>'i5l4 (w’).... jii(W ) ) (on) - li^lw),...,!},^), la.. <">•” ”)h’at.
(cm)2^1 ^  '^3i3 ^ ' * * * '^ 31 ^  #^ 4i4 (w)»• •• » ¿4 1 (w))' ; • In particular, w' has
a local MDC form (A ^  ,...,A^, Aj^r ■ • • ,A31 ' ,A21 * *
X41) at i whiclT is quasi-normal (resp. normal) for the first k layers
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Proof: By repeatedly applying Lemma 5.2.3 and Corollary 5.3.12. □
Remark 5.4.6» (i) Assume that w € *n has a full DC form
(A£,...,A.,) at 1 € X and assume that there exists 
A Aw' ■ P *1 ai6 (w). Consider the block A. (w'). This isV A. t . ..(A, 1
X1 a
defined up to congruence mod n. But when we mention the u-th 
entry e((w'), j^(w')) (or e((w'), j“ (w',i'))) of At (w'), we 
mean that the block At (w') involved here has been specified 
precisely by the following rule:
(1 ) At (w') lies between the (i+1 )-th row and the (i+n)-th row 
of w' if 1 t U {i'f. .
(2) A.(w') lies between the (i ♦ Z |A.,| ♦ 1)- 
t t - 1  xt
th row and
Bthe (i + Z |A,,| + n)-th row if 1 6 {i.,...,! }. 
t - 1  t
(3) A.(w') lies between the (i - Z
t t - 1  1
A, | ♦ 1)-th row and the
t
(i - Z |A. | ♦ n)-th row if 1 € {i!f...,il} . 
t - 1  t 0
(ii) Assume that w € *n has a full DC form (A^,•••#A^) at i € X
and assume that there exists wM I1: . 8(w). This time#•••f
when we mention the u-th entry e<fw"), 3t<w")) <or j£<w"ri")))
of At (w"), we specify Afc(w") involved here by the following rule«
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(1) At (w") lies between the (i+1)-th row and the (i+n)-th row 
of w- if 1 t {i1 #...fio) U }.
( 2 ) A.(w") lies between the (i - £ I A.,,| * 1)-th row and the
* t - 1  t
(i - I |A± .| «• n)-th row if 1 € {i^,...,iQ}.
(3) A. (wM) lies between the (i + £ IA. | + 1)
r t-1 xt
a
(i + £ I A. I + n)-th row if 1 € {i',...,il}.
t-1 1 B
-th row and the
Corollary 5.4.7 Assume that w 6 *n has a full MDC form
(A£,...rA1) at i C I which is normal for the first k layers.
If there exists w ' - *  * *'^v+1(w) for some v, 1 < v < i,
\ A^ r•••»"y
l
then w' has the full MDC form ( A A . )  at i + £ |A.| which
____________________________  *______ __________ t-v* 1 _______
is normal for the first k layers such that for any h, 1 < h < k,
<j£(W), (om) - <jj<w), j5_1(w),...,j^(w),
(om) *1j£(w) + n, (w) + n,...,j^+1(w) + n) (5.4.8).
Prooft Formula (5.4.8) follows from Lemma 5.4.5 since w has an
1
MDC form (A *... #A .g A«/...*A ..) at i ♦ £ | |  which is
v 1 * t-v*1
normal for the first k layers. This implies that w' has a full
MDC form (A^,...^) at i ♦ 
first k layers. □
l £
t-v+1
|Afc| which is normal for the
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CHAPTER 6 : THE SUBSET d~1 (X) OF THE AFFINE WEYL 
GROUP kn
In Chapter 3, we have defined a map a from the affine Weyl 
group An to the set of partitions of n. In this chapter, we 
consider the fibre o” 1 (X) corresponding to a given partition x 
of n. Our main aim is to show that each element w in this fibre 
can be transformed by a succession of left star operations into 
an element y of a rather special form, y has the property that 
the blocks in a full MDC form have size where X1 »...»Xr
are the parts of X with x.j > ... > X_•
This result will have two useful consequences. In the first 
place, it enables us to show that the fibre o_ 1 (X) is a union of 
RL-equivalence classes. This is done in §6.4. In the second 
place, we shall use this algorithm as the initial stage of a 
longer process for passing from w to a simpler type of element 
which will be described in the next chapter.
By Chapter 4, we may assume that Xl< { 1 > . > « > 1 } .
¡6.1 TWO SIMPLE LEMMAS ON ITERATED STAR OPERATIONS 
Lemma 6.1.1 Assume that w 6 »n has a DC form (A2 ,A.,) at i € S, 
where A 1 (w) is a longest descending chain in the block [A2 (w),A1 (w)]. 
Then there exists an integer k with k ■ max {h|1 < h < |A^  |, 
j2 (w) < jk(w)} and w' * Q A 2 (w) such that w' has the DC form
(A1 ,A2) at i with jj(w') ■ j*(w).
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Proofs The existence of the element w' € and the integer k
follows from Lemma 5.3.7 and the condition that (w) is a
longest descending chain in the block [A2 (w) , A^ (w)]. Then
4 kformula (5.3.3) and Lemma 5.3.6 imply jj(w') = j.,(w). c
Lemma 6.1.2 Assume that w £ A_ has a DC form (A) at i € Z . . —  ■ ■ n
with |A(w) I = i, and suppose that the entry set
{e(i+i+u, ju (w))|0 < u < m} of w with m+ i,< n satisfies
j»(w) = j (w) < j,(w) < ... < j (w). Then there exists w' € A„
with w — w • such that w' has the DC form (A) at i+m
with j£(w') M jk (w), where k * max {h|0 < h < m, jh (w) < j*-1(w)}.
Iiet {e(i+1+u, ju (w')) |0 s u < m) be the entry set of w ’.
Then j0 (w') < jA(w') < ... < (w*) - j^(w') and jh (w') *
for 0 < h < k .
Proofs The existence of w' follows from 5.2.1. The other 
conclusions follow from Lemma 5.2.3 (ii) and by repeatedly 
applying formula (5.3.2) with m 1 ■ 1, where m 1 is as in (5.3.2). a
S6.2 THE SUBSET F OF THE AFFINE WEYL GROUP kn
We shall describe the process of passing from an arbitrary 
element w € o“1(X) to an element y of the required form by a 
succession of left star operations in two stages. In the first 
stage, we shall show that we can pass from w to an element in the 
subset F defined below. In the second stage, we shall show that
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starting from an element of o~1 (X) n F, we can pass to an
element y of the required form.
n-1
We define F - u with F1 ■ {w £ *n |(i+1)w < ... < (i+n)w} 
for 0 < i < n-1.
Lemma 6.2.1 For any w € *n, there exists y £ F such that y ^  w.
Proof: It suffices to show that there exists y with y w such
----- PL
that for some t £ i, we have (t+1)y < ... < (t+n)y. We may
assume w / 1 since otherwise the result is trivial.
By Lemmas 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, there exists i € X such that
(i+1)w < (i+2)w < ... < (i+j)w for some 2 < j < n. We apply
induction on £ > n-j > 0 .  The result is trivial for a - 0.
Now assume A > 0. If (i+j+1)w > (i+j)w, then the induction can
be applied. Otherwise, assume that for some 0 < u < j,
(i+1.)w < (i+2)w< ... < (i+u)w < (i+j + 1)w < (i+u+1)w < ... < (i+j)w.
Let z - w, then zQ € »L <8i+j+1)* L*t Z1 " *zo in ®L(*i+j-1)' 
then € DL (si+j_2) j > 3* In general, we have
zu € DL (8i+j-u) n PL (,i+j-u-1) for 1 < u < 3-2, where *u - *«u-1 
is in DL <ei+j_u ) £or 1 < u < j-1. Let y1 - Then
(i ♦ v)w ■ (i ♦ v * 1)y1 if 1 < v < j, v i< u + 1 
(i + j + 1)w ■ (i + u ♦ 2)y1
(i ♦ u + 1)w ■ (i ♦ 1)y^
<h)w ■ (h)y1 for K £ {T+T, T+7,...,1+3+1}
In particular, we have
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(i+2)y1 < (i+3)y1 < ... < (i+u+1)y1 < (i+u+2)y.j < (i+u+3)y1 <... < (i+j+1)y1
II II II II II II
(i+1)w < (1+2)w < ... < (i+u)w < (i+j+1)w < (i+u+2)w < ... < (i+j)w.
Let us take an example to Illustrate the above result. Assume 
that n > 5 and w has the form
row ----
row ----
(i*$H* row --
where u - 2 and j « 4. Then y 1 has the form 
(i+O-A row — ( I
/ I
I
I
I /
y.
with (i+1)y1 - (i+3)w and
(l+2)y1 < (1+3)w < (i+4)y1 < (i+5)y1
II II II II
(i+1)w < (i+2)w < (1+5)w < (i+4)w.
Now let us continue to prove Lemma 6.2.1. Clearly/ 
j+1 j
Z (i+v)y. < I (i+v)w and (i+j + Dy. < (i+j)w. If 
v»2 1 v»1
(i+j+2)y1 > (i+J+Dy^ then our assertion follows by induotlve 
hypothesis. Otherwise/ the same procedure can be repeated.
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We get y1# y2,..., where for each c > 1,
j+c j+c-1
(i+c+1)y < (i+c+2)y < ... < (i+j+c)y , £ (i+v)y < Z (i+v)y .,
V-C+1 V-C
and (i+y+c)y < (i+j)w. We claim that there exists c > 1 such c
that (i+j+c+1)y > (i+j+c)y and then the induction can be applied,c c
Otherwise, for any c > 1, (i+j+c+1)yc < (i+j+c)yo and then we have 
j j+1 j+2 j+c
Z (i+v)w > £ (i+v)y. > Z (i+v)y, > ... > £ (i+v)y > ... .
v« 1 v“2 v* 3 v“C+1
n n
By the conditions that £ (v)x = £ v and (v+n)x = (v)x + n for any
V“1 c+X"1
x € A , this implies that lim £ (i+v)y_ •• «. So there exist
n c-m» v-c+1 c
integers c, h with c sufficiently large and i+j+c < h < i+n+c 
such that (h)yc > (i+j)w. Hence
(i+j+(h-i-i-j)+1 )yh_1-i_j - (h,yh-i-i-j “ (h)yc > (i+^)w
> (i+j + (h-1-i-j) )yh_1_i_j “ «b-Dyh.-i-i-j*
This gives a contradiction. a
For w € Fq/ we define an m chain set for w to be a set
of m disjoint sequences {iuv# 1 < v < cu> for 1 < u < m
such that iuv € {1,...,n} and iuV are all distinct, and for
every u,v with 1 < u < m and 1 < v < au » we have 
(i )w - (i „ ,)w > n. We call an m chain sat for w saturated 
if it satisfies the further conditions!
(i) For every u,v with 1 < u < m and 1 < v < ou»
iuv - max (h11 < h <n, d u>V+1 )w-(h)w > n, h t iipq# 1<p<u, 1<q<ap)}
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(ii) 11« = n 1 a 1
u“u max {h|1<h<n, h t {ipq# 1< p < u ,  1 < q <  cxp }},1<u<m
(iii) {h 11 < h < n, d Uf1)w-(h)w >n, h t {ipq,1<p<u, 1<q-<ap }> - 0,
1<u<m
(iv)
m
L a, 
u»1 u
n.
Clearly, in this case, both m and au, 1 < u < m, are entirely
determined by w. So we call such an m chain set the saturated
chain set for w and denote it by N°(w). Obviously, a1 > ... > a
so N°(w) determines a partition {a1 > ... > am> of n. In such
♦oa way, we get a map F ---
m'
-> An by sending w to {a^ > ... > am >.
For example, assume n ■ 5 and that w C Fq has the following
form: 1st column
1*t row
W
Then {1 < 3 < 5 } U { 2 < 4 } i s  the saturated chain set and so 
♦c (w) - {3 > 2} € A5.
Let * be the automorphism of such that »(s^ > s±+1 for 
all i € *. Then * induces a bijective map from F to itself by 
restriction to F which sends F^ onto Fi+1, 0 < i < n-1, with 
the convention that Fn - Fq . So we also get a map F± —  > An 
such that the diagram
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n-i
n
->■ F.
commutes.
Lemma 6.2.2 For any w € FQ fl a-1(X), we have 4>Q (w) - X.
m
Proof: Let N(w) = U {!..« < < ... < i.._ ) be the saturated
u-1 U1 uau
chain set for w. Let i^ - iuv - (v-1)n for 1 < u < m, 1 < v <  ou *
Then iu 1 .........; ,a “ d (iu 1 ,W " • • " (ii,au )w for any> ... > i.'
*. -1 < u < m. So m > r and £ < £ X. for any 1 < & < r. Now
t-1 t-1 *
l i.
it suffices to show that for any 1 < l < r, £ X«. < £ a. .
t-1 t-1 r
First we claim that for any i • pn « a, j - qn + b with 
1 < a, b < n and p,q € Z, if i < j and (i)w > (j)w, we must have 
a > b, p < q and (a)w - (b)w > n. For
(i)w > (j)w » (a)w > (q-p)n ♦ (b)w
-► (a)w - (b)w > (q-p)n > 0 since i < j
• (a)w > (b)w
-» a > b by our hypothesis on w
• p < q since 1 < j
• (a)w - (b)w > n.
Now suppose S - U ... U S £ c |  satisfies Cn (w,t) with
St ■ {<hu )w > ... > (htp )w|ht1 < ... < htp } for 1 < t < t
t t
and let h't  ^be defined by ■ hfc^  with 1 < h£h < n. Then, by
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the above claim, we have (h^)w - (h 't,j + l*w > n htj > ht,j*1 
for 1 < t < i and 1 < j < Bt. Lat \ u - b;,B + 1_u for 1 < t < t
i
and 1 < u < B..» Then K * U {k. , < k. 2 < ... < k.g \ is an l 
fc t«1 t \  t, *
chain set for w, and we must show £ 6.- < £ a*. • If n is not
t-1 r t-1
a term of any chain of K, then by replacing k , ^  by n, we also
get an i chain set for w.. If n is a term of some chain of K, 
we may without loss of generality assume that k ^  - n. We now
define a number h such that i1>a^+1_j * ,61 1 — j' 1 <  ^ * h for
some 1 < h < a1 + 1 with h as large as possible. We shall now 
modify the set K as follows. If h < a 1# then when iif0t+i-h i®
m form o -f enmo chain Of K. we reDlace k. . .. by i. .. w in
the case B-j > h, or we replace { k ^ ^ <  k ^ 2 ^ e e # < k1h> by
{i1,ai+1-h < i1,a1+2-h < ... < i, } in the case B. “1 lO^ 1 h-1.
If i1f0l+i-h “ kuv £or some 1 < u < i, 1 < v < V  we replace
{kui < ... < kuv < k 1fB1+2-h < ••• K k 1,Bl} by <k11 < ... ^ k
< * 1 1 < ... < *lj6 i<.i_h < *„,v. 1  * • "  * ltti.6u 1 by
Ik,, « ••• < h-’*v by * 1 “ a 6 1 * eu *'-h-v by 6-'
we also get an l chain set for w. If h - a., + 1, then by definition
of the saturated chain set for w,we have B1 ■ In such a way,
we can make 6^  ■ and replace {k^ < ... < k^g^} by
fi.. < ... < i. >• The cardinal of this new X is equal to or 11 lu^
greater than that of the original ona. Similarly, we can make
Bv ■ ov and {kv1 < ... < k ) ■ U v1 < ... < for all 1 < u < t.
i
But now we have |X| ■ £ at and so the cardinal of the Initial X
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is not greater than -I a.. Our assertion then follows. □
t-1 *
-1Corollary 6.2.3 For any 0 < i < n-1, w E F^ n a (X), we have 
♦i (w) - X.
Proofs (w ) = <f>0 (4,n_i(w)). Since w 6 o“1 (X) implies 
4>n-i(w) € o”1(X), our conclusion follows by Lemma 6.2.2. o
§6.3 THE SUBSET Hx OF o"1(X)
Let be the set of all elements w of o”1(X) which have a 
full MDC form (A ,...,A.) at i for some i € S with |AjJ = Xh ,
1 < h < r. Such an MDC form of w £ is called a standard 
MDC form of w. By Lemma 2.2.4, w £ implies that ir (£ (w ) ) ■ X.
Suppose n ■ 5, X ■ {3 > 2}. Then the following element 
w £ Ag lies in the set H^.
W
Lemma 6.3.1 Let w € F n o”1(X). Then there exist y € *n with 
y ^  w such that for soma j € S,
( j + 1 ) y  < ( j + 2 ) y  < . . .  < ( j + n - X ^ U y  > ( j*n-X. ,+2)y  > . . .  > ( j * n ) y
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Proof: This is trivial for w - 1. Now assume w + 1. Then
we have (i+n)w - (i+1)w > n with (i+1)w < ... < (i+n)w for
some 0 < i < n-1. Let i+1 < i. < i, < ... < i - i+n such that 
for each 1 < t < a, (it)w - (it_1)w > n but (it)w - (it_-j ♦ 1)w < n.
By Corollary 6.2.3, we have a - X.,. We know that (i)w > (i+1)w.
By Lemma 6.1.2, there exists x1 € *n with w 2-t- -— »x1
satisfying (iQ_1)w * (i+n-Dx., < (i+n-2)x1 and
(i)x1 < (i+1)xn < ... < (i+n-2)x1 with (k-1)x1 - (k)w for all
i+1 < k < 1 -. If a > 3, thenot- 1
(i)x. - (i+1)w < (i ,-n)w - (i-Dx. < (i-2)x.. Also by Lemma 1 a- ■ ■ # 1
6.1.2, there exists x2 £ *n with x1 (i~2f3fn~3) > x2 satisfying
2 2
(i ,)w - (i ,-1)x, - (i + n - Z t)x2 < (i + n-1 - Z t)x- 
0 - 2  0 “ 2 1 1 + 2
2 2 2
< (i + n-2 - Z t)x, > (i+n-3 - Z t)x9 > .. . > (i+1- Z t)x_t-1 2 t-1 t-1
with (k-2)x2 - (k)x1 for all i < k < io_2-1. That is,
(k -
2
Z t)x,
4- «  1  *
- (k)w for all i+1 < k < i .a * In general, suppose
we have x ^ . . . ^  with l < o-2 such that for each 1 < u < 1, the 
element xu with
*(i+1- tJ1 t, u+1, n-u-1)
H u
satisfies (I«.,.)« - (i+n - Z t)x < (i+n-1- Z t)x <... < 
1 t*1 t-1
U U
(i+n-u - Z t)x„ > (i+n-u-1- Z t)x > 
t-1 u t-1 u
see u> (i+1- Z t)x„ with 
t-1 u
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(k - £ t)x - (k)w for all i ♦ 1 < k < i .
t-1 u a“u
£
Then (i ♦ 1 - I t)x - (i+1)w < (i .-n)w » 
t-1 * ° 1
£ £ £+1
(1 - £ tlx, <(i-1 - £ t)x.<... < (i+1 - £ t)x and
t-1 1 t-1 *■ t-1
(i - £ t)x. - (i _. .)w is the greatest number among thea—Jt“ i t*1 ^ ot“)c" i
set {(v - ?! t)x. I i+1 < v < i .} which is smaller than
t-1 t a~l
£
(i ,-n - £ tlx, = (i ,-n)w. So by Lemma 6.1.2, there existsa— x t-1 *■ o~£
*(i+1 -*?. t, £+2, n-£-2)
It. . c A with x. ------ £— *---------------- ► X_ ,  satisfyingx£+1 € *n with X£ £+1
£ £+1 £+1 
- £ t)x, - (i+n- £ tlx... < (i+n-1- £ t)xc.« < 
t-1 * t-1<ia-*-1 )w * (ia-£-1 ~t^  t,x£ ‘ ' ------- ^ , fc' ~ £ + 1
£+1 £+1 £+1 
< (i+n-£-1 - £ t)xA+1 > (i+n-£-2-^£^t)x^+1 > ... > (i+1- £ t)x4+
t-1
£+1
with (k - £ t)xA+1
t-1 t-1
t-1
(k)w for all i+1 < k < i Clearly,
£+1
if £ ^ e-3, then (i+1 - £ t)xA+1 - (i+1|w < U^.-j-nlw
£ + 1 £ + 1 £ + 2  
- (i - £ tlx... < (i-1- £ tlx. . < ... < (i+1- £ tlx .
t-1 Z 1 t-1 * t-1 *•
and the same procedure can be repeated. Finally, we get y ■ xo_2 
o -1
and take j - i - £ t. Then y has the required property. o
t-1
Suppose n - 5 and that w € *5 is the following matrix.
U«)-tk
Then w € F n o”1({3 > 2}). There exists x^ with w 
which is as follows.
raw
(i)X,—**> column
X,
with (i)x1 - (i+1)w. So x1 here plays the role of y in 
6.3.1.
Assume w € o“1(X) such that for some i, m € X with
we have
(i+1)w < ... < (i+n+1
U+n+1- I X«.)w > 
t-1 z
Let i+1 < i1 < i2 < ... <
m
- I X. )w 
t-1 *
A-1
. > (i+n- £ X. )w, 1 < l < m
t-1
m
i - i+n- £ X. such that 
° t-1 fc
Lemma
1 < m < r,
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Bm+1,j “ ij' 1 < j < a, all exist
i L
- min { (i*n- Xt+v)w|1<v < x£, (i+n-^z xt+v)w > (Bi+1 tj
1 < j < a 
1 < l < m
(ij)w - max { (k)w|i+1 < k < i j  + 1, (Bn f j + 1 )w-(k)w > n}, 1 < j < c
{(k)w|i+1 < k < i1# (B1f1)w-(k)w > n} = 0.
Since w € o~1 (X), it follows that once g . j exists,nv* l / j
all B^j» 1 < a < m, automatically exist.
Using the above example and replacing x^ by w, we have
Column
Tow__/ 1 “I“ : r r :
1 i
I
1
-Hh-J-41 — i l l —
\
with m ■ 1 auid a ■ 2. Thus g2 1 ■ A+1# 2 " i+2* 1 “ i+5
and B-| 2 B i+3*
We shall prove that
Lemma 6.3.2 Let w € o”1(X) be as above. Then a - Xm+1*
Before doing this, let us show some simple results.
Lemma 6.3.3 Let w € o~1(X) be as in Lemma 6.3.2. Then
)w>,
Proof: It suffices to show that (f51;.)w - (i^)w < n for any
1 < j < a. If - (ij)w > n for some 1 < j < 0, let
u u
S„ = {(i*n+1 - Z X*)w > (i+n+2 - z X..)v > ... > 
u t-1 r t-1 c
u-2
(Buj)w > f j + 1 )w > ••• > (i+n- z Xt)w} for 1 < u < m
S1 * {(i+n+1 - X.,)w > (i+n+2-x^w > ... >
(BijJw > (ij+n)w > (Bmj+1+n)w > (Bmj*2*n)w > ... > 
m-1
(i+2n - I X«.)w}.
t-1 r
m
Then S - S. U ... U Sn satisfies C (w,m) with I SI - z X^ + 1.1 m n 11 t«1 ^
This contradicts w € c~1 (X). Also, (B1;j)w - (i^)w i n since
(®ij>w ** (ij)w. Our result follows. a
Corollary 6.3.4 Let w € o~1(X) be as in Lemma 6.3.2. Then 
for 1 < l. l' < m and 1 < 1. 1' < g, we have
" gi'1’ ~  * - 11 and j - 3 \
Proofi («•) This is obvious.
<-) It is clear that BAj ■ B^.j. implies l - A'. So it 
suffices to show that for any 1 < A < m and 1 < j < a»
(gij,w < (8i,j*1,W hold** In 9«n«ra1» w* hav* (8j,j)w < (gt,j + 1,w*
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If ( B ^ w  * (Ba j + i>w for some 1 < 4 < m, 1 < j < a, then we 
have (Bijiw - <Bi,j+i)w* But " <ij)w < » and
(B, “ (ij)w > n. This gives a contradiction. a
Lemma 6.3.5 Let w £ a”1 *(X) be as in Lemma 6.3.2. Then a < Xm+1.
Proof: We shall define sets S2 '* *•'Sm'Sm+1 as follows*
For 1 < u < m, let
u u
S * { (i+n+1- £ X^)w > (i+n+2- I X..)w > ... > (B„ )w 
u t-1 t-1 r ua
> <6u-1 ,a+1)W > (Bu- 1 ,a*2,W > ••' > (6k,a-u*k)w
> (®k-1,«-u*k*1,w > (6k-1 ,a-u+k)w > ••• > <Bk*,a-u*k')w
> (6k ,-1,a-u+k,-1)w > (Sk ,-2,a-u+k,-1*1)w > (Bk'-2,a-u+k'-1+2)w
^  e e e }
Sm*1 “ < (Bm+1,a,W > (6m,a+1)W > (Bm,a+2)W > > (Bk,a-m-1+k)w
> <6k-1,a-m-1+k'*1)w > (6k-1,a-m-1+k+2,w > ••• > <Bk*,a-m-1+k*)w
> (Bk'-1,e-*-1*k'-1,w > (Bk'-2,o-ro-l4k'-l+1)w> (Bk'-2/o-m-Hk,-l+2)w>” *>
where k $ 1, k' s 1 (mod m+1) and Bf>g ■ + n* xt
remains to specify the last term of each Sv . Let a-v-k(m+1) ♦ q,
1 < q < m+1, h € S. Then the last term of Sy , 1 < v < m+1, is
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(i+ (h+2)n - ?  Xt)w if Bm+1.qf1 + i+n_t^" Xt and 1 < q < m.
ra-q
CBm+2-q,1 + (h+1)n)w otherwise.
Then S ■ S, U ... U Sm+1 satisfies Cn <w,m+1> with
s - { (i+n+1- L X. )w, (i+n+2- Z X )wr..., (i+n) w, ij, 1 < j < “>• j t»1t»1
It follows that ISI « Z Xt + a. So a < Xm+1 by w € o (X). □m ,
t«1
' S1 u
-1
6.3.5 is as follows.
-1Suppose n  -  1 0 , X  « U  > 3 > 3> and that w £ o (X) is as
below.
W
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Then w is as in Lemma 6.3.5 with m ■ 2 and a ■ 3. The sets
S., S2, S3 are as in this diagram which consist of all entries
of w occurring as the vertices of the corresponding broken
lines. We see that the lowest vertex of each broken line is
either the last term of some maximal descending chain of w
or lies in some congruent row of the 6 j“th row of w for somei# J
j, i, with 1 < j < a and 1 < l < m+1.
Proof of Lemma 6.3.2
Let S *■ S1 U ... U Sm+1 be as in the proof of Lemma 6.3.5. 
It suffices to show that if S' - U ... U S^+1 satisfies
with the convention that iQ ■ i. For each 1 < t < a, let 
Ut - {(j)w|it-1 < j < it> U i(6ht)w|1 < h < m>. By Corollary 
6.3.4, U. fï U. , » 0 for any t, t' with 1 < t, t' < a and t t t'.I* t
It is clear that { (i+j)w|1 < j < n > - U Ut c s and 
|0 n S| ■ m+1 for any 1 < t < a, where X ■ {x|x € X}.
So it suffices to show that |Ut n S'|< m*1 for any 1 < t < o.
But
and (B1t)w - (it-1+1)w < n. By Lemma 3.10, our conclusion
m
t-1 ^ 1<t<a
a
where i+1 < < it-1+2< see
follows a
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Lemma 6.3.6 Let w € o~* 1 (X) be as in Lemma 6.3.2. Then there
exists y € A with y £  w such that for some j 6 Z,L
m+1
(j+1)w < (j+2)w < ... < (j+n+1 - E X..)w
t=1 *
A 1-1
(j+n+1 - E X..)w > ... > (j+n - E X*.)w, 1 < A < m+1
_________ t-1 ___________________t-1 t________________
Proofs If a = 1, then y = w is as required. Now assume a > 1.
By Lemma 5.2.2, there exists a sequence of elements x1Q = w,
x..,...,x. such that for each 1 < A < m, we have 
11 * m+1-A
ti+n+1~ t=1 Xt,Xm+1-i) t1 . By Lemma 6.1.1,X1A*
(i)x- “ <6, )w-n > i)w> (i+1)w - (i+1)x. . So by1 zn la ot i *111
Lemma 6.1.2, there exists x1 m+1 with 
m
* (i,2,n - . Xt~2)x1m ----------- ------ > x1 m+1 having the following properties!
(i) <!„_,)* - (i+n-1 - > U+n-2- ^  Xt)x1>n+1.
(ii) (i+n-2- J iXt)x1m+1 > (i+n-3- ^ X ^ x ,  ,B+1 > •••>i1»*!,ro+1
with (k-1)x., m+1 - (k)w for all k with i+1 < k < ifli_1 or 
A-1
6, < k < i+n- E Xi, 1 < A < ®.
la t-1 t
A A-1
(iii) (i+n- E Xt)x. . > ... > (i+n-1- £ X^x, , for K A O ,
^■1 9 tBl
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If a > 2, then there exists elements x2Q “ xi>m+i*
m 8uct 
m+1-1
x21»...»x2m such that for each 1 < l < m, we have
(i+n-.E. X.,Xr 2 )
x21* -- x2 By Lemma 6.1.1,
(i-2)x2m > (i-1)x2m - (Bl/a_1)w-n> (io_2)w> (i+1)w-(i)x1m+1 = (i)x2fm.
So by Lemma 6.1.2, there exists x2 m+1 with 
m
*(i-2,3,n- tE ^ t_3) *(i)
2 ,m
follows:
♦ x2 m+1 satisfying the properties as
(i) (ia_2)w - (i+n-3-JiXt)x2 B+1 < (i+n-4-tZiXt)x2#n+1
m
< (i+n-5-^r^Xt)x2 ,m+i•
m
(ii) (i+n-5- I X )x2 , > (i«-6- I X )x2 +1 X.. >(i-2)x2 +1
t*i ' t-1
with <k - J t)x2f||+1 “ 0t-1)x1>m+i ■ (k)w for all k with
i+1 < k < ia_2 or B
1-1
i,o-1 < k < i+n - I X. ,t-1 *
1-1
‘2, m+1 > ... > (i+n-3- It-1
we have got x^ B+1, h< o
h m
I t - 
:-1 t=, V W l  < U *”
for 1 < l <m.
h »
< ...<(i+n-h- I t -  I X^x^,m+1' t-1 t-1
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m m
(ii) <i+n-h- E t - E X. )X. > (i+n-h-1 - Z t - Z X. )x.
t-1 t-1 * *l'm+1 t«1 t-1 fc ^ ' m+1
> ...>(i+1 - t^ t)xh,m+i with (k - t^1t)Xh#m+1 - k(w) for all
Î.-1
k with i + 1 < k < i . or Ba-h î.,a-h+1 < k < i+n - Z X. , 1 < t < m.t = 1
l-1
(iii) (i+n+1 - I t -  Z X^Jx. . > ... > (i+n- I t -  E X«.)x. 
t-1 t-1 t h 'm+1 t-1 t-1 t 71 »m+1
for 1 < i < m. Then there exists elements Xj^ +1 Q = x ^ ^ ^ ,  
xh+1 1****»xh+i m such that for each 1 < i < m, we have
A h m+1-í,
(i+n+1 - E t -  E X*., Xm . . 0, h+1)
t-1 t-1 r m l  i
*»»♦1,**----—  *h+1.»-1*
By Lemma 6.1.1, we see that
h+1 h+1 h
(i+ 1 - trit)xh + n m  > < ^ - trit)xh + n B >...>(i-tEit)xh+1rB
(ß1,a-h)w“n >(ia-h-1)W > (i+1)W “ u+1 " t^ t)xh*1,la­ so
by Lemma 6.1.2, there exists x ^  m+i with 
* h+1 m
(i+1 - t£it, h+2, n - tS-|Xt -h-2) ^
*11+1,10 ” >xh+1,m+1
satisfying the properties as belowt
h+1 m
<*> (ia-h-1)W " (1+n - t-1 * ’ tï1Xt ,xh*1f»+1
m
t -
t-1
h+1
< (i+n-1- Z t - 
t-1
m h+1
ti / t » V l , « + 1  < •••<(i+B“h’1'tS1 * " t S / t ^ + n m + l *
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h+1 m h+1
(ii) (i+n-h-1- I t -  I X.)x. ., > (i+n-h-2- I t -
t-1 t-1 * ^ +l'm+1 t-1
m
t^ Xt )xh+ 1 ,m+ 1
h+1
> ... > (i+1- I t)x, 
t-1 h+1,m+1
with
h+1
(k - I t)x. - (k)w for all k with i+1 < k < i . , or1 h+ 1 ,m+i a-h- 1
l-1
. < k < i+n - I X. , 1 < & < m. ,,a-n t - 1  z
h+1
(iii) (i+n+1- I t - I X. )x. . . > ... >
t-1 t-1 t ni+1'm+1
h+1
(i+n - I t - 
t-1
i-1
E X. )x.
t-1 t h+1, m+1
for 1 < l < m. So if h + 1 < a -1, such a
recurring procedure can be carried on. Finally, we get
y = x . By Lemma 6.3.2, y is as required. □J o-l,m+ 1
As in the example for the proof of Lemma 6.3.5, let x 1Q - w, 
x11' X12' x 13 be a sequence such that
X11 *
(i+4,X2)
x10' X12 *
(i+7,X , ) (i,2)
x11' X12 X1 3 *
We have x12 as followst
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Then let x2Q = x,3, x2,
*(i+3,X2,2)
X21 *  x 2 0 '
, x22, x23 be a sequence such that
*(1+6,1,,2) * (i-2,3,0)
x22 * X21' x22 >x23‘
We get the following x23
which is required.
Now we can prove our main result in this chapter.
Proposition 6.3.7 For any w € o“1(X), there exists y d Hx with
Proof» By Lemma 6.2.1, there exists x € F such that x w.
By Lemma 3.7, x € F n o"1(X) . It follows from Lemmas 6.3.1 and 
6.3.6 that there exists y with y p  x such that for some j 6 * 
and all 1 < i < r, we have
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r r r
(j+1+ I X.)y > (j+2 I Xfc)y > ... > (j + I Xfc)y. i.e.
Chapter 1. Now we shall show an important result on the RL- 
eguivalence relation.
Proposition 6.4.1 For y, w £ y w implies o(y) ° o(w).
Proofs It suffices to prove that y £ w implies a(y) = o(w).
By Proposition 6.3.7, there exists a sequence of elements 
yo - y, y1,...,yr in *n such that for each 1 < j < r, y^ = 
in 0r (s. ) for some s. € A and tt (£ (y_)) - o (y ) - o(y). SinceL ij ij
w y, by Theorems A(ii) and C(i), there also exists a sequence R
of elements wQ - w, w1,...,wr in AR such that for each 1 < j < r,
Wj - *wa , in PT (s, ) and for each 0 < k < r, £ (w. ) - £ (yk)• In j 3-1 ^
particular, ir(£(wr>) - ir(£(yr>) ■ o(y). By Lemma 3.6, 
o(w) - o(wr) > ir<£(wr)) - a (y). By symmetry, o(y) > o(w). 
Therefore, we get o(y) ■ o(w). a
By Proposition 6.4.1, we see that for any X € An, o"1 (X) 
is a union of some RL-equivalence classes of AR .
t«i+1 t-i+1
y € H, o
16.4 o~1(X) IS A UNION OF RL-EQUIVALENCE CLASSES
Recall the notations * introduced in
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CHAPTER 7 s THE SET OF NORMALIZED ELEMENTS OF C_1(X)
In Chapter 6 , we have shown that any element w € o 1 (X) Is
PT- equivalent to some element of H,. Now we shall prove that 
any element w £ is PL~equivalent to some normalized element 
defined below. A normalized element has a quite simple form and 
good properties which will be useful to us later.
In §6.3, we have introduced the set . Here we give a 
lemma for H^. Let X = {X^  > ... > X r> £ An and let 
y ■ {y1 > ... > ym > € An be the dual partition of X.
Lemma 7.1 Assume that w £ H^ has a standard MDC form (Ar,...,A1> 
at i £ X. Then for any 1 < t < X1,
Prooft Otherwise, there exists some t, h with 1 < t < x1 and
Sv - {e((w), jj(w))|1 < u < Xv>, 1 < v < h
Sh ■ {e ((w) , j“ + 1 (w)), e ((w), (w)) 1 1 < u < t, t s u' < Xh }
Definition 7.2 Let be the set of all elements w € Hx, called 
normalized elements of o“ 1 (X), such that w has a standard MDC
1 < h < such that K (w). Let
h
Then S - S, U ... US. satisfies C (w,h) with |S| - l 
This contradicts w € o” 1 (X). So our proof is complete
e e e
o
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form (Ar,...,A1> at i € X which is normal. In that case, if 
for any 1 < u < X.j, either j£(w) > (w) for some 1 < t < pu
or (w) > j“~ 1 (w)-n, then w is called a principal normalized 
element of o (X). Let N^ be the set of all principal normalized 
elements of o~1 (X).
Strictly speaking, we shall call an element defined above a 
left normalized element (or a left principal normalized element), 
since we can also define a right normalized element (or a right 
principal nor(plized element) to be an element which is obtained 
by transposing a left normalized element (or a left principal 
normalized element). But in this thesis, we shall only consider 
left normalized elements and left principal normalized elements. 
So the word "left" here is usually omitted.
Now we shall give some examples of elements in or in
A « u Jr 6 A with
i +
r
I Xu 
h-j + 1 h
(i) Assume that J'1' =
Jj " {8aj+1' •aj+2'***',aj*Xj-1}' 1 < j < r and a;
, 1for some i € Z. Let w“ be the longest element in W 4 . Then
ji - 1  Jby Lemma 3.11, we have w C o  (X). So by observing its matrix, 
,iwe can see that w“ has a full MDC form (Ar,Af_^,...,A^) at i
with |A.(w^1)| ■ XH for any 1 < j < r. We also see that the t-thJ ® £ J j £ y
entry of A. (w"? ) is e((w^ ), jw(w^ )) - e(i + I X ♦ t,^  0 o h o  u-h+1 u
ri +  E X  ♦ 1 - t) for any h, t with 1 < h < r and 1 ■< t < Xh .
u-h u i i
We can check that for any 1 < t < X1# j*(w£ ) - n < j* <w£ ) <
. . 1  . jlj” _i<w^ ) < ... < ). Moreover, for 1 < t < X1# if ut > 2 ,
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then we have j^+ 1 (w^ ) i +
r 
Z X 
u= 1 u
+ 1 - (t+1) > i + Z X 
u« 2
r
u + 1-t =
jjiw“ ); if ■ 1 , then we have j^+1<w q
. T *  -  . .T 1-
(w|r > -1 > Ji(woi)-n‘
So w_ € N,o ~ ' V  
important role in Chapter 11
The elements wQ , 0 < i < n, in will play an
(ii) If X = {n}, then we have = H^.. An element w € lies
in if and only if w has a standard MDC form (A) at i € * with 
j*(w) - j^+ 1 (w) < n for all 1 < t < n.
We know that for any 1 < t, t' < n with t t t', jj^ (w) t (w).
On the other hand, if we are given a permutation of T, 2,..., n,
say 1 «, then there exists a unique element w £ *n which
has an MDC form (A) at i for some i € X with |A(w) | = n such that
j > >  = iu and j*<w> - j^ + 1 (w) < n for all u,t with 1 < u < n
and 1 < t < n. This implies that |Kjnj| * nl. Later on, we
shall see that | ^ n}| is just the number of left cells in o” 1 ({n}).
But this result cannot be extended to the general case when X € A_n
is arbitrary.
(iii) If X • {2 > 1 > > 1}, then Hx - o” 1 (X). Suppose
w € o"1 (X) with st € £ (w). Then w € if and only if
(t+2)w > (t)w. Also, w € Sx if and only if w € with t(w) < n.
T,ammj> 7 . 3  For i > 2. assume that w € a~1 (X) has an MDC form
(Ajl_ 1 ,...,A1 ,AJl) at i € I with the following properties:
(i) |At (w) | ■ Xfc for 1 < t < It |At (w) | > K+1 for some 0 < k < Xt.
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?A (w) such that w' has theA1 Al - 1 MDC
form (A^,..», A^) at 1  with
j f 1 (w) - n < J**1 (w'). < j f 1 (w) 
j£+ 1 (W) »  j£+1 (w), for all 1 < t < 1 - 1
Proof: The existence of w' follows from Lemma 5.3.5.
Let = min {h | k < h < X1, j^(w) < .k+ 13 1
4
Aul
= min {h | k < h < xu , j^(w) < / » -Ju-1
Then p r (W ) ■= j±i'"1 (w) 1 - 1r (w') - max {j£+1 (w), jt^"1 (w)} , 1
So it follows that j* + 1 <w') < and > j* + 1 (w)
k+1 V +1for 1 < t < 1-1. Suppose (w) - n > (W). i.e.
j*+ 1 (w) - n > j ^ ; 1 (w). Let
St - {•( (w), j“ + 1 (w)), e( (w) , j^(w)) 1 1 <u<it+1, it< v <xt}, 1 <t<i - 1
- {•( (w), j“ (w)) , e((w) ,j* + 1 (w)) , e( (w) ,j^_n (w)+r» |1 <u  < i1,
1 1 - 1  < V < Xl-1 }*1 -1
Then S ■ S 1 U ...US4 - 1  satisfies Cn (w,i-1). But |S| - Xt + 1.
. 1  i/x 1 le+1It contradicts w e a (X). So jj (w) - n < <w') because
□
Proposition 7.4 For any w € , there exists y € such that
Proofs Suppose that w € has a standard MDC form (Ar,...,A^) 
at i and suppose that k is the largest number with 0 < k < 
such that for all h with 1 < h < k, we have
w € Nx and the result is trivial. Now assume k < X.,. Then there 
exists v such that v is the smallest number satisfying 1 < v < r
Assume that for some v < m < r, x m > * + 1  but Xm+1 < k+1 (such 
an m obviously exists). Let
(jk(w) - n < j£(w) < jj.^w) < If k ■ X.i then
and j*+ 1 (w) - j* + 1 (w) > n. By Lemmas 5.4.3 and 3.7, there exists
( 1 )
•••’• wm+2 -v
Then
see*
k+ 1 < h < Xi
-8 6 -
(j?(w!) *n, j J+1 (w, )*n,.. •, j^(w1) *n, ) , jf (w,).....j*., (w,) ,
^m+1 <W1 *• ^m+ 2 <wi)* • • • * (wi ^  <0m)
1,1 (j^(w) + n, j® + 1 (w)+n,...,j®(w)+n,j^(w) ,j|(w) (w)) <om) ,1<g<k
So for 1 < g < k,
(j^Cw1)+n)-n< (W1 i <jr-1<w 1> < ••• < < i?-1 <w 1 * < ^ v-2(w1 ) < •••
< < j^<wi> + n < j^-1 (w1 )+n < ••• < Jy(w1 ) + n)(om)
By Lemma 7.3, we have
' (j£ + 1 <w > ♦ n) -n < j£ + 1 ( W ) < j£ + 1 (w) ♦ n for v < t < m 
jJt1 (W) > j£!1 (w) for 1 < t* < v - 1
*
But it is clear that j*+1 (w') ■ j*+ 1 (w) by our hypothesis.
So this together with Lemma 7.3 implies that
0 < j*+1 (w') - j£T1 (W) < j*+ 1 (w) - j£!1 (w) for 1 < t' < v - 1
^0 < j* + 1 (w*) - j£ + 1 ( W ) < j!f+ 1 (w) - jj+ 1 (w) for v < t < m
In particular, 0 < j*+ 1 (w') - j$*1 <w') < j!f+ 1 (w) - j*+1 <w) (2 )
Combining (1), (2), we see that whenever j*+ 1 (w) - j*+1 (w) > n,
we can always find w' € by a succession of p operations such
that w' has a standard MDC form (Ar,...,A1> at i' for some i' 6 Z 
which is normal for the first k layers with j*+1 (w‘) - j£+1 (w') < n
for all 1 < t < v and 0 < j*+1 <w') - j*+1 (w') £ j* 4 1 (w) - j*+1 (w).
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V + 1 Ir 4.1Applying induction on the difference (v) - jv (w) > n, we
can finally find v' £ which has all the above properties and 
also satisfies 0 < j*+1 (w') - j^+1 (w')< n (note that
w 1 still by w, then the number v for w defined above gets
strictly larger. By applying induction on the number r-v > 0,
we can find x £ H. with x w such that x has a standard MDC 
A PL
form which is normal for the first k*1 layers. Finally, by 
applying induction on the number X ^ k  > 0 , we can get the required
y € V  0
We shall finish this chapter by giving an element of to 
see how to normalise it into
Assume that n = 5, X = {3 > 2} and w £ has a standard MDC 
form (A2 ,A1) at i £ I as follows 1
V + 1 “TT+T----j 1 (w') / j (w') always holds). If we denote such an element
J-e column
r«W
. 1
A,(w>
Ailw)
w
Now j](w) - j2 (w) * 8 > 5, letwhere j is some integer.
is as follows:
¡ ¡ - 4 t  Column
li*J)'d> MW --
A,(x)
X
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We see that x has a standard MDC form (A^A^) at i + 2
2 2which is normal for the first layer. Now j.j(x) - j2 (x) = 8 > 5,
let y > P * 2 (x). Then from the following matrix, we see that V A 1
y € is a normalized element.
j-lfc Ciiumn
f-
I
\r»w
V
y
y
A.cyj
A,m
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CHAPTER 8 s. THE ORBIT SPACE A OF THE AFFINE WEYL GROUP A_________  __________________n_________ ___________________n
In this chapter, we shall introduce the concept of an
unlabelled affine matrix which is essentially a «-orbit of An>
where « is an automorphism on Ar defined in §6.2. Let
be the set of all «-orbits of A . Then there exists a naturaln
e»
map n* *n ■* *n, most of the results on An can be carried over
•0
to An under this map with slight modification. We shall define
an operation of deletion on some special kind of elements 
<• <• •*
Q € An which sends w into Am for some m < n. The commutativity 
between interchanging operations and deletion will enable us to 
simplify the proofs in the subsequent chapters.
§8.1 DEFINITION OF In
Let An be the set of all matrices w which satisfy the 
following conditions<
(i) w is an “ x ~ matrix with no bounded edge in any direction.
(ii) Each row (resp. column) of w contains a unique non-zero 
entry and this entry is 1 .
(iii) If e, e' are two entries of w with r(e,e') ■ c(e,e') € nX, 
then e is non-zero if and only if s' is non-zero, where the 
function r( , ), c( , ) are defined in the same way as in An>
AS A»So w € An can be determined by any of its n consecutive 
rows (or columns).
For y, y' € A , we say y ■ y' if there exists entries 
eQ , e^ (not necessarily non-sero) of y, y', respectively, such
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that for any entries e, e ’ of y, y ’f respectively, with 
r(eQ ,e) - r(e^,e’) and c(eQ ,e) * c(e^,e’), we have that e 
is non-zero if and only if e 1 is non-zero.
For any w € An , we say an entry e (not necessarily non-
A*zero) of w is diagonal if there exists non-zero entries
e 1 ,e2 ,...,en of w such that r(e,e..) - j for any 1 < j < n
n n
and £ c(e,e.) - £ j.
j- 1  3 j« 1
Lemma 8.1.1 There exists a unique diagonal entry in each row 
(resp. column) of w for any w € An .
Proof: By symmetry, it suffices to show that there exists
A*
a unique diagonal entry in each row of w. Now let us fix a 
00row of w and take any entry e (not necessarily non-zero) in it.
Assume that e^,...,en are non-zero entries of w such that
n
r(e,e.) - t for 1 < t < n and £ c(e,e.) - m. Since c(e,e.)*s
t - 1  z *
are incongruent mod n, there exists some q 6 I such that 
n
m « £ t + qn. Let e' be the entry of w satisfying r(e,e') « 0
t - 1
and c(e,e') » q. Then r(e',et) ■ t for 1 < t < n and 
n n
£ c(e',e.) - £ t. So e' is the diagonal entry in the given
t - 1  t - 1
row. The uniqueness of e' is obvious. o
By the property that if e, e' are two non-zero entries of
w with r(e,e') € nX then c(e,e') - r(e,e'), we can easily see
00
that if e, e' are two entries of w (not necessarily non-zero) 
with c(e,e') - r(e,e') then e and e' are either both diagonal 
or both not. So the set of all diagonal entries of w forms a
diagonal line of w which is uniquely determined
§8.2 THE MAP n* * , A .___________ n_____ n
For any w C Ar, let n(w) be the matrix which comes from w 
by forgetting the integers labelling the rows and columns of 
w. He can check that n(w) £ AR . This defines a map n«*n -► *n
Lemma 8.2.1 n is surjective.
Proofs For any w € An , there exists a diagonal entry, say e, 
of w by Lemma 8.1.1. We give integer labels to all rows and 
columns of w such that e lies in the (0,0)-position. Then we 
get an element of An > Clearly, the image of this element 
under n is w and so n is surjective. d
§8.3 THE PARTITION ASSOCIATED WITH AN ELEMENT OF An *(i)
Let « be the automorphism of An such that «(s^) - *1 + 1  
for any i € X. Then the following lemma is clear.
Lemma 8.3.1 For any w € An , n_ 1 (w) is just a «-orbit in An>
Remark 8.3.2 (i) By Lemma 8.3.1, An can be regarded as the 
set of «-orbits of An .
mm 1 w I mm(ii) One can show that |n (w)| n, for any w € AR. Fix 
d € *+ with d|n, let *n (<*) - (w € An | In“ 1 (n (w)) | |d). Then 
there exists a map *d **n <d > Ad by regarding any w € *n <d)
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as am element of A^. One can check that P^ Is bijective.
For w € *n, assume that A ■ {ew (it,jt> |1 < t < m, 
i1 < ... < im, j1 > ... > jm ) Is any descending chain of w, 
then A' « {%(w) ^ t +1' |1 < t < m} Is the corresponding
descending chain of $(w). By this fact, one can easily see 
that if w 6 a- 1  (X) then 4>(w) € o""1 (X). So we can define a 
map a:*n -*■ An by a(w) * o(y) for w € An and any y € n” 1 (w) • 
Then we get a commutative diagram as follows t
$8.4 THE FUNCTIONS l(w), £ (w) , R(w) AND STAR OPERATIONS IN
Definition 8.4.1 We say that J « J 1 U ... U € A is a 
standard decomposition of J into indecomposable subsets if
there exist integers i, my, kv for 1 < v < t with 0 < mv < ky 
t
and r k ■ n such that for every 1 < h < t, 
v - 1  v
— {s^+ 4 u 4 Bjj)• Call (m.j,k^), ( ' k2 ) » • • • * (ni^ ik^ )
v - 1  v
the sequence associated with such a standard decomposition of J 
and call t the number of components of such a standard 
decomposition of J.
For example, supposa n ■ 5 and J - {s^s^s^}. Then 
j ■ {a^Sj} U {Sj} is a standard decomposition of J with the
i<s
93
associated sequence (2,3), (1,2).
For any J € A, we can see that the sequence associated with 
a standard decomposition of J is uniquely determined by J up to 
a cyclic permutation, where a sequence x^,x£,...,x^ is said to 
be a cyclic permutation of a sequence x^,x2 ,...,xt if there exists 
an integer h, 1 < h < t, such that (x^,x£,...,x^) »
(xh' Xh+ ^ I • • * , Xt ,X^  ,X2, . . . ,  ^) •
He say J, J' 6 A are similar, written J a« J', if there 
exist standard decompositions of J, J' which have the same 
associated sequence.
For example, when n ■ 5, J ■ {s^,s2) U and J ' * ^S2'S3^U^*5^
have the same associated sequence (2,3), (1,2) and so J ^ J'.
This is an equivalence relation. Let Cl (A) be the set of 
all such equivalence classes of A. Then there exists a natural 
map from A to Ci(A) by sending J to J, where J € CA(A) is the 
class containing J .
For any J, J' € CA(A), we say J c J' if there exists JQ e J 
and J' € J' such that J, c J'. Clearly, this defines a partial 
order on Cl(A).
By Lemma 8.3.1, for any w € *n , elements y in n” 1 (w) have 
the same length and the sets £ (y) (resp. B(y)) are all similar.
So one can define l(w) - l(y), £ (w) - fly) and K(w) • T(yj for 
any y € n- 1 (w). If y € ®L (»t) *or some 1 < t < n, let y' - *y
in PT (»4.) and l«t y' - n(y'). We see that the element y' is
L t - 1  »
independent of the choice of y € n (w) in the following sensei
Suppose x € rf1 <w) with x - ih (y). Then x € ®L <»t+h>*
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x' = *x in DL (sfc+h) and let x ' ■ n(x'). Then x' ■ y'. So we
00can say that y 1 is obtained from w by a left star operation. 
Similarly one can define a right star operation on w. So one
am
can define the equivalence relations and £ on A in a
*L *R w n
natural way. One can also define a descending chain, a block, 
a DC block, an MDC block, a local MDC block, an entry (resp.
am •*
row, column, row-column) class, etc, of an element w C An, and
•m am
then define p, 6 operations on w and the sequence £(w,p)
(resp. £ (w,e)) corresponding to p(resp. 6 ) on w in a natural 
way. For example, we say a non-zero entry set {e^,...,et> of 
w is a descending chain of w if for any 1 < i < j < t ,  we have 
r(ei,e^) • c(ei,e;.) <0. We say a submatrix consisting of any 
m, m < n, consecutive rows of w is a block of w. We say w has 
DC form (A^,..., A^) if A£f...,A1 are consecutive DC blocks of w 
downwards with I |At | < n. In that case, etu (or etu(w))
ts 1 w
usually denotes the u-th entry of Afc(w).
$8.5 INTERCHANGING OPERATIONS ON BLOCKS IN An<
Since An can be regarded as the set of 4-orbits of An, we
00
can get the analogues for AR of most of the results on An 
immediately.
« **Assume that w € Afl has local MDC form (A2 ,A.,). Set
4o - 0 (8.5
iu ■ min {h|c(*2h , e 1 u^  > ®' ^u- 1  * ^ ^ I ^ * 1 ^u<|A^
(Compare with formula (5.3.2))
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Lemma 8.5.2 (Compare with Lemma 5.3.4)
Assume that w € AR has local MDC form (A^A.,).
Then (^(w) exists «■*> all iu , 1 < u < jA^, exist.
When they exist, let ftu(w) be the row of w containing
•0 00 etu(w). Then w' (w) is obtained from w by permuting
the rows in the block [A2(w ) , Al1 (w) ] as follows.
” f 1u (w') comes from f 2 'i., <” > for A C A
- if v  t U J 1 I M > (8.5.3)
f- (w') comes from
{ .
| A , |f1u (w> if v  * iu for some 1 < u <
where is the row of w' containing efcu(w’).
So w 1 has local MDC form (A1, A2). o
Lemma 8.5.4 (Compare with Lemma 5.3.5)
00 0Assume that w € *n has local MDC form (A^A^.
Then w '  ■f A 1 (w) exists A 2 ( w ) is a longest descending chain
in the block [A2 (w), A., (w) ] . o
Tfomm» 8,5,5 (Compare with Lemma 5.3.7)
Assume that w £ *n has local MDC form (A2 ,A1).
Then w* - 0. 2 (w) exists «■* A 1 (w) is a longest descending chain 
____________^ 1________________ \__________________________________
in the block [A2 (w), (w) ] . a
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In formula (8.5.1), If w has local MDC form (A2 ,A.j) which 
is quasi-normal for the first k layers, then i^ = h for 1 < h < k. 
When they exist, let i-u+k * k ♦ i£u for 1 < u < |A.j | - k, where
H u  ° e^2 ,k*h, e 1 .k-t-u* 1 * » °' H . u - 1  < h < IA 2 I ' k} (8‘5*6)
with the convention that i* =0. (Compare with formula (5.3.11)) ___________________________ kfi_____  ______________________________
Lemma 8.5.7 (Compare with Corollary 5.3.12)
Assume that w € has local MDC form (A2 ,A.j) which is quasi-
normal for the first k layers. Then 
— ^A. ^
w' ■ ^ A 1 (w) exists all 1 < u < |A^  | - k, exist. d
When all i£u , 1 < u < |A.,| - k, do exist, we have |A2 | > |A1 | . 
If k < |A1|, then
"flh<w*> comes from f-K (w) -,2h „ } for
f ^ w - ) 0 0 1 m from f 1 h (w)J
f 1 ,k+u (”
MS
') comes from f2 »ik+u(w )
,£2 ,k+v(w*
£2 ¿k+v(w1) comes from j
■ f1 ,k+u'w *
k > |A1|, then
•¿ 1 h (w-) 0 0 1 • from f (w) i2h - } for 1
f2h (w-) •800 from i^^ <w)J
,f 2 t (w.) o 0 s • from f2 £(w) for | I ^ ^ 1 ^ 2 *
We see that the choice of i£u 's is only dependent on the set of
inequalities
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{c(e2.k+h* e 1 ,k*h* ^ * 0 I1 < h < 1*2 I ~k > 1 < h ' < |An | - k} (8.5.9)
in the case that w has local MDC form (A2 ,A.j) which is quasi- 
normal for the first k layers.
Lemma 8.5.10 (Compare with Corollary 5.4.3)
—Assume that w € A has local MDC form (A ,...,A.). Let
— K--------r----- ------------------------ ------- --------** 1 * • • • „w' = H  (w). Then w' exists •«* A (w) is a longest
_____* SL_________________________________  1________________
descending chain in the block [A^(w),...,A 1 (w)]. □
Lemma 8.5.11 (Compare with Corollary 5.4.4)
Assume that w € A has local MDC form (A ,...,A.). Let_ . X i
« «Aj r.a.fAg .
»' ■ 0A? (w). Then w' exists A^(w) is a longest
descending chain in the block [A^(w),...,A^(w)]. a
Lemma 8.5.12 (Compare with Lemma 5.4.5)
Assume that w € I has local MDC form n
(A^^ ,...,A^^,A2  ^ f...fA2 ^/Aj^ f . . .fAj^ fA^^ f...fA^^) which is 
1_____________2 3 . (
quasi-normal (rasp, normal) for the first k layers. If there
_ «A,. ».«.»A.« » ^
exists w* ■ « <w)» then w' has local MDC formVA 2 1 ,...#a 2i
^  i •.• i >Aj^» • • •»As^ A jj^j.• • >A2 ^>A^^i.. M ) which is(A1 , *.« »*
quasi-normal (rasp, normal) for the first k layars. Lat efcu(w)
(rasp. •tu(v')) be the u-th entry of tha t-th block in such a
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form of w (resp. w'). For 1 < u < k, let i1#...fi with
4
(resp. i^,...,i£, with
4
1 < i! < ... < i', < z i ) be the integer set such that 
1 t _t a
e^tw) exists if and only if v € {i1 #...,it> (resp. e^iw') 
exists if and only if v C Then t - t 1 and for
which is normal for the first k layers. If there exists
1 < i < j < i. Let S be a descending chain of w. Then 
|E n S| S 1. □
(8 . 6  TOTALLY ORDERED SETS WITH A DISTANCE FUNCTION
Our purpose of introducing a totally ordered set with a 
distance function is to establish the commutativity of inter 
Changing operations with deletion.
any 1 < a, ß < t, we have c(e^ (w), e± u (w)) -
c(ei' u ^ ' 1' ei ’ u<*'» * °
Lemma 8.5.13 (Compare with Corollary 5.4.7)
Assume that w e A has full MDC form (A__________________n______________________ ;V m ,,'A^< A4'***'Av +1
•H(w) for some 1 < v < if then w 1 has full MDC
form (A A.) which is normal for the first k layers. □
Lemma 8.5.14 (Compare with Lemma 3.10)
For w € An , let E - |1 < u < i> U (e|r(e,eu) -
c(e,eu ) e nZ, for some 1 < u < A) be a set of entry classes of
w such that 0 < rte^e^) < n and 0 < c(ei>ej) < n for any
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We say that 8 is a totally ordered set with a distance
function if 8 is a non-empty set with a map 8 x 8 -*■ Z s 
< , >
(a,6 ) ------* <a,B> satisfying« for any a, B, v € 8 , we have
r(i) <a,8> * 0 a = B
 ^ ------------------------------------- ( 8 . 6 . 1 )
Mil) <a,v> =■ <ct,6> + <B,v>
We can also write 8 = {8 , < , >}. Clearly, for any a,B € 8 , 
the equation <a,8> = -<B,a> always holds.
We say a < B if <a,B> > 0. This is a total order in 8 .
We say a sequence in 8 is descending if <a^,oij> < 0
for any 1 < i < j < & .  Set |€| ** l.
_ « 2  Let 8 be the set of all descending sequences in 8 . Let 8Q
be the set of all ordered pairs (£,c) with £«a a n d
5 « B.j , ...,Bm belonging to 8 and t Bu for any 1 < t < i,
1 < u < m. Let
ri_ - 0| - 2 ------  (8 . 6 . 2 )
iu - min (h|<ah ,8u> > 0 , iu - 1  < h < i}, 1 < u < m
Clearly, there exists a maximal integer k, 0 < k < m, such that 
i exist. We call the sequence i0 ,...,ik the p sequence
associated with (£,£). When k ■ m, such a sequence is called a 
full p sequence. Let 8* e 8* be the set of all pairs (£,c) which 
have a full p sequence.
For any (£,c) € **# l«t U',t') be the ordered pair with 
£'ia^, •••#<*£ and C* such that
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Oj , 1 < u < m 
xu
ov , V t {iu , 1 < u < m} (8.6.3)
6U , v iu for some 1 < u < m
Clearly, (a^,...,a£, S ,..., 6^ ) Is a permutation of
m» 2(a1,... /ct^ , $^,...,8 )^ and (£',5 ') € RQ . So we have defined 
•*»2 ~2a map p: 8 1 -*■ Rq by p
iat»8u l1 < t < l, 1 < u < m} to {1 ,2 ,...,1 +m} such that 
<(>(at) - t and $(BU)
V£'c)
fees ,b; i
c> *
1 )
,+u. Set
1 4+1
♦ (oi
,
), <m b ;>
’2 00t: to u s ,
n> 2  n
\
group on {1 ,2 ,...,n}.
Definition 8.6.4 Assume that 8 , 8 ' are two totally ordered 
sets with distance functions. Let (5 ,5 ) € 8^, € S'*.
We say U,t> <v U ’ rC’ ) i £ |C| - |C|» ICI - |C* I and
p <e,c) ■ ?a R'
Clearly, (5 ,5 ) ~ (£',c') lf »nd onlV i£ their p sequences 
are the same.
tjibm« fl.6.5 Assume that (8 , < , >R), (8 ', < , >RI) are two
totally ordered sets with distance functions. Let (£,() € 8*
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C':6}»•••, 8^» If for any t, u with 1 < t < i and 1 < u < m,
• ~ 2we have <at»BU>R * <®t,Bu>«' > °* then U»C> € Ri if and only 
if (5'c’) € R'2. When (5,5 ) € R2 and (5 *, c * > € *}2, we have 
U,C> ^  (C'rC’).
~  2
Proofs Let Isio,...,ik and I'»i^,...,i£, be the p sequences 
of (£,c) and (E',c'), respectively. Then to reach our goal, 
it suffices to show that k * k' and (iQ,...,ik ) “ (i^,...,i£•). 
Clearly, iQ * i^ - 0. In general, assume i£ » ifa for some u, 
u < m and all h, 0 < h < u. We have <0^ » B ^ ^ r * <oth'®u+1>R' > 0 
for all h, iu < h < l and <»t*Bu+1>a < <®t+1•®u+1>8'
<°t'6i+1>R' < <at+1'eu+1>R' for any tf Sx K * * A* By formula 
8 .6 .2 , this implies that either iu+1, i^ + 1 both do not exist
or i + 1 ■ i^+1. By induction on u, we have k' - k and
(i ,...,iv) * (i',...,i/). o
Example 8 .6 . 6  For any block, say A, of w € Aft with |A| < n, 
let E be the set of integers labelling the columns of w which 
contain some entry of A. For any j, j' € EA , we define a map 
di (j , j ') j'-j. Then U A »d< , ) } is a totally ordered set•M
with a distance function. We have EA ■ * ^2 >
> jo, € Ea>* <£a>2 i» ^ e  set of all pairs (5 ,5 ) of £A 
such that all terms of E,c are distinct. (EA)2 is the set of 
all pairs * 6 < ^ 0  with *t,;)t1'3t2' * * * '^tmt' t “ 1,2
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such that for any 1 < u < m2, U h l 2^u"^ 1h > °* 1 < h < m 1 >| < m2 -u. 
In particular, if A2, A 1 are two consecutive DC subblocks of A 
with A2 lying above A1, let £t * »• • • » (w), t = 1 ,2 , where
|Afc| * mt and e((w), j“ (w)) is the u-th entry of Afc. Then
>A2 (w) exi8ts (52 'C-,) € (5a >i
by definition of p operation on w
m.
If
_ A.
w' = r A (w) does exist, 
let q«j;<W), j2 (w'),..., jtfc (w'), t = 1,2. Then it is clear 
that (£',£^) € (Ca )q satisfies formula 8.6.3 by replacing (£,?) 
and (C *, c *) by < 5 2 'e1> and reBPectively,
p(52 ,51) ■
Example 8.6.7 For any block, say A, of w € *n with |A| < n,
let be the set of entries of A with the map (e,e') — — *— — >c(e,e')
Then (cA,c( , )} is a totally ordered set with a distance function.
We have - { 5 1  e. ,...,e, |c(e, ,e, ) < 0 for any t < u}.
A X 1 a t ^u
( £ A ) 2 is the set of all pairs (5 ,5 ) of £A such that all terms 
of are distinct. U A )^ is the set of all pairs (c2 'C-|) € <cA)*
with Ct,et 1 '* * *'°tm ' t " 1'2' such that for any 1 < u < m2, 
|{h|c(e1h ,e2u) >0, 1 < h < m^l < m2 ~u. In particular, if 
A2, A 1 are two consecutive DC subblocks of A with A 2 lying above 
A1# let (£2 *^) be as above with |Afe| - mfc and efcu the u-th 
entry of Afc. Then
ft. 1 (w) exists «-*
* 2
<C2 'C1 * € (^ A l 1
by definition of p operation on w. If w 1 = ^ A 1 (w) does exist,
assume that is the row of w' containing the u-th entry
of Afc(w') and assume that ffcu(w') comes from the row ffcu (w)
% Ai wof w under the operation ^*A . Let e^u be the entry of ftu (w) .
Then e^u € cA . Let ?t,et1'* * *,etm ' = 1'2* Then we see that
p(C2»C1) “ <C2»Ci> € (5a )q *
S8.7 DELETION OPERATIONS IN I__________ n
For a given set E of entry classes of w € Ar, we define
a#the corresponding set of rc-classes of w to be the set of
all rows and columns of w which contain some entry of E. The
size of Co is defined to be the size of E, and is written
|cE |. Every rc-class of w is defined in this way.
Let c be a set of rc-classes of w € Ar with 0 < |cI ■ m < n
and let v be the matrix obtained from w by deleting all rows
»  **and columns of (. Then v € An_m . In that case, let e, e ’ be 
any two entries of w not lying in ?. Then the corresponding 
entries eQ, e^ of «, e' in v satisfy
W o »
c<»(e ,e*. v o o
r-(e,e1) _M______
c-(e,e')
(8.7.1)
where ag (e,e’> (resp. b g ^  (e,e')) is the number of rows (resp. 
columns) of c lying between e and e'.
Let 1 - n-m. Then we have the following results.
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Lemma 8.7.2« (1) r~(eo ,e') > Q «•» r~ (e,e') > 0 
r;teo>e^) < 0 ~  x~{e,e') g 0
(ii) For any q € i, r^(eo,e^) = qi, «-» r~(e,e') = qn
(iii) 0 < r3fleo,e^J < i w  o < r-(a,a') < n
(iv) Let r^(eo,e^J = q V  + r', r-te/e') = qn + r with
q, q ', r, r ' £ Z , 0 < r' < £ and 0 < r < n . Then q = q '.
In (i) - (iv) , by replacing r~( , )f r-( , ) by c~( , ), 
c-( , ), we have the corresponding results.
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quasi-normal for the first k layers. Let v € *n_2k be obtained 
from w by deleting c, where c is the set of rc-classes of w 
containing all entries efcu(w), 1 < t < 2 , 1 < u < k with |cI = 2k.
Lemma 8.8.1 w' * (w) exists «-* v' * »v) exists.
When they do exist, let c 1 be the set of rc-classes of w ' 
containing all etu(w'), t ■ 1 ,2 , 1 < u < k with |c'| * 2k.
Let v "  € * n _2k be obtained from w’ by deleting c ' .  Then v" = v ' .
Proof t Clearly ft - {ietfk+u*"> I i<u<mt-kJ • c» ( *
ft1 * iietu (^ )I1<u<m -kJ' cv ( ' are two totally ordered sets 
with distance functions, where mt ■ |At (w)|, t = 1,2. Let
Ct(wJ » et,k+ 1 ('^ )* * * * 'et,m,
c t ( v )  * e t i (^ )• •*'et,mt-k(v)
for t - 1 ,2 .
Then by Lemma 8.5.7, we have 
w* - ^  (w) exists «— —
v 1 exists
<C2 <w), C^w)) €
<C2 <v), C1 <v)) 6 ft'*.
Since for any u, u ’ with 1 < u < m2 ~k, 1 < u' < n^-k, we have
c»<«2 ,k*u<*>' •l,k*»'(5)> * °v‘;2 ,u(^ '  * 1 ,»•<*>> > °' W*
by Lemma 8.6.5 that (c2 <w># € ft* if end only if
<C2 (v),c1 (v)) € ft’*. It follows that w ’ exists if and only if 
,Xi,ts. When they both exist, also by Lemma 8.6.5, we have
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(C2 (w), (w)) ^ (C2 (v), c1 (v)). So by Formula 8.5.3, we get
v" ■ V*. □
Assume that w has an MDC form (A^,. . . , )  which Is normal 
for the first k layers with k < min i|At | | 1 < t < 4). Let
am
C(w) be the set of rc-classes containing all efcu, 1 < t < 4 ,
1 < u < k with |c(w) | = 4k. Let v € be obtained from w
by deleting ( (w). Then v has the corresponding DC form 
(A£,...,A,j) with |At (v)| = |At (w)|-k (where we admit some 
|At (v)| = 0) for 1 < t < 4 and the u-th entry of Afc(v) comes 
from the (k+u)-th entry of Afc(w).
Lemma 8.8.1 implies the following corollary.
Corollary 8.8.2 Let w , v be as above. Then for any 1 < j < 4, 
A A
w' *> P  ^ (w) exists mm v' « P  ^ (v) exists. When they both
V Aj + 1___________________ V A 1 + 1_____________________________
exist, let t(w') be the set of rc-classes of w 1 containing all
etu(w'), 1 < t < 4 , 1 < u < k with |c(w')| “ 4k. Let v" €
be obtained from w' by deleting e (w '). Then v" - v 1.
Proof i Let Cj j .. (w) be the set of rc-classes of w containing— —  J 9
all ®tu(w), t - j, j+1 , 1 < u < k with - 2 k.
Let u € *n_2k be obtained from * by d®letin9 Then
v € i* obtained from u by deleting Cj,g7i<3), where
Cj J+1 iB ^  *#t 0i rc_clai,saa of ® containing all «t u (u),
1 < t < t, t i j, j+1, 1 < u < k, with |Cjfp j  (3) | • (4-2)k.
By Lemma 8.8.1, y - p A j + i<*> •xi,t* ~  51 "?A*+1(5) axlata- 
When they both exist, let cjfj+1 <y> *>• tha *at ot rc-classes
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of y containing all etu(y), t «= j, j + 1 , 1 < u ■< k with | c j j + 1 (?) |«2k. 
Then also by Lemma 8.8.1, is obtained from y by deleting 
Cj j+1 (y), i.e. the diagram
„ deleting j;. . .(w) 
w ■ - ---- ■ ■ J t J------> u
deleting . . (y) y ---------- U lIIJ----» Ui
commutes. But by the same argument as that in the proof of
Lemma 8.8.1, we can show that
A A .
u, ■ P   ^ (u) exists «-* x - P  (v) exists.
1 V Aj+i ' Aj+i
When they both exist, the diagram
«. deleting c? 
u ----------  J/J + 1--- > v
Aj
Aj*i
- deleting _r
Ul -----------■L“ ------► x
commutes. Combining the above two results, we reach our goal. o
(8.9 COMMUTATIVITY OF INTERCHANGING OPERATIONS WITH THE MAP n.
Assume that w € has a DC form (AjiA^) at i € S. We 
assume that the corresponding DC form of w ■ n(w) is also
(A2 ,A.j). Then by definition of p, 6 operations on both w and 
w, the following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 8.9.1 Assume that w € A_ has a DC form (A.*, A.) at i £ Z. .... — _________________ n z i _________
Then
A A
»■ ■ (w) exists n(w) 1 ■ ?Aj <«> 1
Also, w" - ft. 2 (w) exists ~  n(w)" - 0 . 2 (n(w)) 
A 1 A 1______
When they all exist , the diagrams
exists.
exists.
w -> n (w)
- . A , e.
w* -*• n(w')
-> n(w)
Q A 2
O a , J1 1 C
-► n(w")
commute □
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CHAFER 9 s THE SEQUENCE EXw.k) BEGINNING WITH AN 
ELEMENT OF Nx.
In the present chapter, the partition X * * { X . > . . . > X } € Ai r n
is fixed, y- {y1 > ... > ym >is the dual partition of X. To 
avoid the trivial case, we assume X/ { 1 > ... > 1 }.
In chapter 10, we shall introduce a raising operation on 
an element w of and show that if w' is obtained from w by 
a raising operation and w 1 € then w' lies in the same left 
cell as w. In order to do this, we shall make use of a certain 
sequence £(w,k) which is discussed in this chapter.
§9.1 A DESCRIPTION OF
Lemma 9.1.1 Assume that w € *n has a full MDC form (Ar ,...,A1)
at 1 E I which is normal with |At (w) | - Xfc, 1 < t < r. Then
w € a” 1 (X) and so w €
Proof: Assume that w € a 1CX*) for some X' > . . .  >X^ } € AR.
It suffices to show X' ■  X. We claim X' > X. For, let
St - {e((w), j“ (w))|1 < u < Xt >, 1 < t < r. Then S - 8, U .. .  U Sr
satisfies C (w,r) with |S. U . . .  U S.| - Z Xh for any 1 < t < r.
n • * h-1
On the other hand, i f  for some 1 < t' < r ' , S' - S' U ...  U S£,
satisfies Cn(w,t'), let eu be the u-th layer of w, 1 < u < X,.
Then by Lemma 3.10, |e n S'| < 1. So | ( U S^ ) He |< min {y ,t'}
t , v-1
for 1 < u < X.. This implies |S'| < I Xh. So X' - X and 
1 h"1
w € o"1(X). The latter part of this lemma is immediate. a
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By Lemma 3.10, we need at least (r+1) descending chains of w
to contain an entry set {e((w),j ) | 1  < v < r+1 } with
{jv M  < v < r+1} «= {j^Of^l < v < r-1 J (w), j“_ 1 (w)}. This
contradicts w £ o_ 1 (X). So jrf"1 (w) < j“- 1 (w) (since
jr-1 1(w) * j“"1 ( w ) i *e * ^r+1 ( w ' 1 < 3r”1(w,)*
On the other hand, if j *“lw) < j^+ 1 (w), let
S 1 = {e ((w), j“ (w)) 1 1 < u  < i1 }U (e( (w) , j^ .+ 1 (w)+i^ } U (e ((w) , j^ + 1 (w)+n)|
ir- 1  < v < Xr- 1 >
Sh * {e( (w) , j“ (w)) | 1 < u  < ih} U (e ((w), j^ _ 1 (w)) |ih - 1  < v
1 < h < r-1 .
r- 1
Then S = S1 U ... U Sr - 1  satisfies Cn <w,r-1) with |S| - z Xh + 1.
h“ 1
This also contradicts w € o"1 (X). So jrf^1 (w) > j^+1 (w) (also
since jrf^ 1 (w) + j^ + 1 (w)). i.e. j^+ 1 (w') > jy+t(w). Since
jr+1(w) > jr (w) “ 3?(w’>* ifc follow* that
jj(w') < jj+ 1 (w) < jJ+ 1 (W) < j“"1 (W). D
For 1 < m < X , let H? _ be the set of all elements w € o“ 1 (X) r a t r
which have a full DC form (Ar+ 1 ,...,A1) at i for some i € X 
with |At (w)| - Xt, 1 < t < r, |Ar (w)| - Xr-1jAr+ 1 (w) | - 1
and j“ (w) < j,+ 1 (w) < j“" 1 (w). Then it is clear that Hx - r>
r,.M. Q.2.2 For any w € H ^ r, 1 < m < Xr, there exists— -----------j.— «---------------------------
x € «uch that x m (w).* * X,r ______V ,.»* >*r
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Proofs As in Lemma 9.2.1, there exists w' « P  r+ (w)
'. 1 '* * *' r- 1
such that j” (w') < j^+1 (w') < j^-1 (w'). So there exists 
A
x = ^ Ar+1<w '>* Obviously, x € H ^ ,  as required. □
By Lemma 9.2.2, for any w € which has a standard MDC 
form (Ar,...,A1) at i € S, let A° (reap. A^) be the block 
consisting of the first row (resp. the last Xr ~ 1 rows) of Aff.
Then there exists a sequence of elements wQ = w, w.,... ,w^
o A° rsuch that for every 1 < j < Xr, w^ ■ Xif,. ,A ,A1 *wj-1 * € HX+r*
w.,r .... v . ' V ' 1 e “»•
Let £(w,r) be the sequence obtained by linking all the 
rtA°
sequences * ^  , a£ >' 1 < j “ V
*A°
5 (w, iv r ) together. (These sequences have beenAy"* y t• • • # ^
defined in S5.4). We can see that when A^  t Xr, such a sequence
exists and is unique, but when X1 - Xr and r > 1 , there may
exist r different such sequences beginning with w because we
can name any MDC block of w by Ar. But in either case, the
length of such a sequence is independent of the choice of w
in H x and of the choice of the standard MDC forms.
The above results still hold even when X - 1 (the trivial
C%Arcase). In that case, the sequence $(w,r) is just C<w,^A .,#A ^
So we need make no restriction on Xr>
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§9.3 THE DELETION MAP d(X,m)
In the remainder of this chapter, we shall make use of the 
deletion operation introduced in Chapter 8 to relate the con­
struction of the sequence £ (w,k) to the special case k = r which 
has just been considered. In this section, we shall define a
mt 1deletion operator d(x,m) on a special subset F(X,m) of on (X) 
and give some result for this operator, where cn is just o on
W mm mm — 1We define F(X,m) to be the set of all elements w € o_ (X)n
which have the full MDC form (Ar,...,A1) which is normal for 
the first m layers with |Ah (w)| > m for all 1 < h < r. Let 
t * {1.,-Jn > ... > Xr-m} € h n - x r t  We define a map 
d(X,m) :F(x,m) *n_rm by deleting c(w,m) from w € ?(X,m), where 
((w,m) is the set of rc-classes of w containing the first m 
entries of all MDC blocks of w with |c(w,m)| - rm.
*•—1Lemma 9.3.1 Im d(X,m) c on_rm(t).
To show this lemma, we need the following result.
Lemma 9.3.2 Assume that w € g~1 (X) has a full DC form 
(A^,...,A1) at 1. Then for any t, 1 < t < r, there exists
s - S1 U ... U st satisfying Cn (w,t) and also satisfying the
following conditions.
t t
(i) I*t |Sh l ~ » V  1 < h < t. Then ^
(ii) Let Sh ■ {•<ihk ,jhk)I1 < k < ih 1 <* * *<ihmh '^h,” * **>jhmh }*
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Then jh 1 = (w) for some 1 < vh < i'h
Proofs Let E ■ {j^(w)|1 < v < i} c n. Since w € a (X 
exists S ■ S^U... U Sfc satisfying Cn (w,t) such that |S
and Sh = ie(ihk'jhk) I1 < k < “h' < ihmh ' jh 1 >>
), there
t
1 < h < t. If {3^7 |1 < h < t} = E, then S is as required.
Otherwise, there exists 3^7 ^ E* say ^h1 “ j y for some
1 < v < l, u > 1. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that jh 1 - j"(w). Let
Sh “ Sh U Jy(w))I1 < a < u >
{ sj - Sk - {e (i, j) 1 3 € (3 flw) | 1 < a < u}}, 1 < k < t, k * h
Then S 1 ■ s] U ... U satisfies Cn (w,t) with |S1| > |S|.
1 t _iBut IS1! < I Xy, in general since w € a (X). So we must
h - 1  n
have |S1| - |S|.
For S, let a(S,h) > 0 be the largest number such that
e(iw > -«<<»), j“ <w)> for a 1 1  1 < « < a <S,h) and someAa na  v  ^
1 S V < i. Let a(S) - Z a(S,h). Similarly, we can define
h“ 1
a(S^) for S1. Then it is clear that n > a(S^)  ^a(S). If 
S 1 is still not as required, then by the same procedure, we 
can get S2, S3,... in turn with a(S1) j a(S2) j ... .
Since a(S°) 4  n for ill a > 1. This implies that after a 
finite number of steps, we can get the required disjoint 
union of descending chains of w. o
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Lemma 9.3.3 Assume that w e o_ 1 (X) has a full DC form (A^,..., A.|) . 
Then for any 1 < t < r, there exists S * S 1 U ... U Sfc satisfying
Cn <w,t) and also satisfying the following conditions.
-------------------------------------- E-------- E-----
(I) Let IS. I - m. , 1 < h < t. Then £ m. - £
h *___________________h - 1  ^  h - 1  h
(II) Let Sh « U (hk)|1 < k < i^, r(e(hki>, e ^ , )  > 0,
o(e(hk1)' «(hkj)» < °' for any 1 < k, < k 2 < n^}
Then r <e (hlj> ev 1) * C(e(h1), ev 1* € *** for some 1 K vh < i' h h
where euv is the v-th entry of Au .
Proof: This is only a version of Lemma 9.3.2 in An> o
Proof of Lemma 9.3.1 Let y € Im d(X,m) with y € Onlrm<T').
Let w € F (X ,m) be such that y * d(X,m)(w) and w has a full MDC
form (Ar,...,A.|) which is normal for the first m layers. Let
euv(w) be the v-th entry of Au <w), for u,v with 1 < u < r,
1 < v < IA (w)I. First we claim that t ' > t . For, suppose 1 U 1 £
that S - S. U ... U St satisfies Cn (w,t) with |S| ■ £ Xh, 1 < t < r
« h* 1
Let S' be obtained from S by deleting Then by Lemma
t
8.5.14, |S'| > |S| - tm - £ Th . Since S' satisfies
h» 1
c (v.t') with t' < t, we must have t ' > t , where t' ■ t if• n-rm'J'
T > 1 or t' ■ «ax {h | 1 < h < r, rh > 1 } if Tt ■ 0 .
Secondly, we claim that t ' < t. For, by Lemma 9.3.3,
for any 1 < t < r, there exists S' - S' U ... U S£ satisfying
r (v t) and all conditions obtained from those in Lemma 9.3.3 v'n-mr'jr'
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by replacing X, w by t', y. This implies that for any 1 < t < r, 
there exists S - S., u ... U Sfc satisfying Cn (w,t) such that
(i) no entry of S lies in z (w,m)
(ii) |s| * hV h -
(iii) Let Sh = {e(hk)11 < k < lsh l» r(e(hk1)' ®(hk2)) > °>
c(e(hk1)' ®(hk2)) < 0 for 1 < k i < k 2 < IshI J*
Then r(e(h1), ^ ( w ) )  - e (e (w) , ^  (w)) € n* for
some C {1 ,...,r}.
Without loss of generality, we may assume e .. = e (w)(hi) u^im+i
for 1 < h < t. Let
S" - S. U {e (w) 11 < o < m}, 1 < h < t. h n u. ,a
It follows by w € c” 1 (X) that |SM| < I Xh . Hence I xi < I xh .n h - 1
z x«i ♦ tmh - 1
! t4
n
t
E X.
■ 1 h h - 1  1
So t 1 < t and then t * x1, i.e. y € an .^rm(t ) . Im d(x,m) «= o~2rm T^)
19.4 THE SPBSET OF o~ 1 (X)
In this section, we introduce a certain subset H^ k
of A and show that certain combinations of p operations can n
be applisd to any given element w € H^ k . This will subsequently 
enable us to construct the sequence 5 (w,k).
In this section and 19.5, 19.6, we shall assume that 1 < k < r
xk ) Xk+ 1 *
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B (y) if 1 < v < i., v(£ {i
[B° <y), b ] (y), f, Th , (y)l if v-i * 0 < u < h. 
Au xu *1 1-1 'Ti +X
Av (w) comes from/ [B© (-)# B1 ] if v „ ^
o o
lv 5i- l £ v - 1»-
Clearly, the semistandard MDC form of w is uniquely determined.
h 
[iLet H * 8 Clearly, H . c F<Th ,T^ ) for all 0 < h < t  o , o n , — ut ,k t t # k h
and H. . * H . .A ,X — ” 1,
r . **Let us give an example for an element w € An which lies in
H . and is obtained from y € 8 in the above way, where n « 9,X ,k A
k - 1, X - {5 > 2 > 2}.
/ 1 t-
1 |
1
1
1
LT
1
\ /- !I
1 || |
1
T
1 J
w
Lemma 9.4.2 Hx ^ c o 1 (X).
Proofi Take any w € **x,k‘ ln th* matrix
uv
uv for
(i) 1 < u < r, u t (i1 ,...,it_l)(ii) u*iv
and 1 < v < X. with 0 < h < fc-1. 
T »*1
for (i) u-ih # 1 <h<t, Xiw*u,v- 1  n ' *h+ 1 *h
♦ 1 < v < X
u - V
V
(ii)
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Then 0 < c (®uv»®u «v) < n for 1 < u' < u < r and 1 < v < x^  
when euv, ¿u ,v both exist.
Suppose that w € o_ 1 (X'), X' “{X} > . •• > X^,}. Let 
S = S 1 U ... U Sh satisfy Cn (w,h). Let ¿v be the set of entry 
classes containing all euv, 1 < u < r, which exist, and let 
pv * |®v |* Then by Lemma 8.5.14, |S n ev | < min {yv ,h}. This 
implies
Is| -  Z Is n ev l < i / i
V * 1 i“i
So X' < X.
On the other hand, let S^ - {all entries in Ay (w)}, 
t- 1  .
1 < v < k, S/ ■ ( U {et (%
K h - 1  *h*v
* 1 } u {S,{®
Sh
S'
So
it,vl1 < V <  Xit
X. * 1 < v < X, +
^ + 1 Ti
* 1 < V < X, }, 
o
sk' k < h < r. Then
(w,r) with |S£| ■ V" w ... “ “r ---------~n
X' > X. Therefore X ■ X' and w € o 1 (X) , i.e. c o (X)
For any w £ H. . with semi—standard MDC form (A , ,  A/K
let v - dt-rSti ) (w) . Then v. has the full MDC form 
1 xt -
(At ,.. •,A^ ) satisfying all conditions for ^ t - 1 »*' where
t” (v1) is the MDC block of v 1 coming from {A^(w),...»A^ ^
by^deletion and Au (v,j) comes from Au <w) for 1 < u < it_j* So
i, C H t.,.k , i(T‘ ,Ttt> <»J,X> 2 8,t-1.k - In f°r
, < h I t, »t.,.h ■ 4(th ,Tih )-a(Th*1 , T ^ ’i)...a(,t,t‘iMSi
(W)]
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and has the full MDC form (A, » • • •»A.) satisfying all conditions
hi- 1  1
5 Th-i,k- Th,n £ sTh-iilt- wh“ * Aih-i(ît*,-hl °°“ “
from [A. (v._h),...,A (v h)] and A < v t+1_h) comes from
ih h - 1
Au(Vt_hi, 1 < u < ih_r  Finally, there exists vt = d h ' , ^  M » H ) 
having the full MDC form (IAk+1 #Ak], AJt_1,... ,A1 ) satisfying 
all conditions for S^0 , where Ak+1 (vfc) comes from 
[Ai (vt - 1  Ak+ 1 (vt_1)] and Au (vt) comes from Au ) ,
1 < u < k. Thus we have
V , K  ------- ^  f'k
Under the map w -*■ d(xh ,t^ )*d(xh 1 »t^ * 1 ) •••d(Tt,Ti ) (w) the blocks
h TVM t
of w are deleted into the following ones.
lAi^ i(vt+1 -h*'•••'Ak* 1 (vt+1 -h) ft" 1
. N. i  <;t>
[A^ (w) , • • • » Aj^ +  ^(w) 1
h > 1 
h - 1
[Ar (w) # • • • #Ai (w)]
[Ar (w) , • • • »Aj^ +l(w)] -
i l V  ‘V l - h 1"n-i
V i < " t '
riA, (vt+1.h ),.
n-i
Aiv i (V i »
> *
,Ai 1 ^ t+l-h* * h > 1
ii 1 *1 ^ t * 1 -h,ï h ” 2
h ■ 2 
h * 1
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A? (w) 
*•1
Ain ^ V t*1 -h^
0
h > 2 
h * 2
a ] (V
A .1 (W)
X 1
A 4 (w )
Au (wi
( 1 <u < k)
t+1 -h'
{  1 1
1 w v
A ^ f l - h 1
• Ai1 .|»lil-i'»t-i'
. ' W ’t*
V^tel-h*
h > 1 
h * 1
h > 2 
h * 2
h - 1
where Ai u (reap. A£ ) ie the block coneieting of the first
u (resp. the last u) rows of A ^  for 0 < u < |AiJ.
.o • ... a ? is the block obtained from A. by
\  V ^ i , 1 “ 1 * 1 1
omitting the first row and the last row. 0 is the’ block of
size 0. A? “ A!
k1
4 1 *
11#1
Now let us observe an example to illustrate what the 
above statement means.
Suppose w € HX 1  with X - ( 6 ► 4 > 2) € A,a which has the 
following semi-standard MDC form (Aj, A2> A,).
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A,C »> 
A»Cw)
V
A,i*)
So by using the above notation, we have k = 1, t = 2, 1^ *
Let t 1 •  {4 >  2} € A6 and x° = {2} € A2* Then
v, = d(T1 ,2)(w) £ H . and v_ = d(T°,2)(v1) £ H - K
1 T l f 1 T , 1  T
\
are as follows.
TiI |!II |
TIIT
^  A ,tw )
A*«/).
:/) A ,IS)
TTI l1I
V,
A,C7t)
A,<v,J
w
A ^ )
A,C^ )
ftilt l )*<*)
144-t J > A,ivJ
where each matrix on the right is obtained from the corresponding 
one on the left by leaving out all rows and columns fully 
shadowed.
We see that the blocks of w here are deleted into the
following ones
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[A3 (w ), A 2 (w )] d(Tl **>■-> A2 (v , ) d(T°,2 ) a 2 (v 2)
A 1 (w) d(T1 .2) t W
d<T°.2 ) , A 1 (V2)
A3 (w ) d(T1 .2 ) „ A2 ,1 (V1 *
d(T°,2 V 0
A2 (w ) d(x1 .2 ) r A2 ,2 (v 1 >
d<T°.2 ) ^ A2 (V2)
A°(w ) dix1 ,2 )_^ A$ (V
d(T°,2 )_,. 0
A2 (w ) AÌ(V
d(T°,2 )_^ a 2 (v 2)
Now we return to discuss the general cases. By Corollary
8.8.2, we have
V a k
1 ,  pAi,  p Ar'*, , 'Ai 1+1 rfx'*  * * ,Ak+1®X,0 “1
k \ V * ,*'A)c
p < , ^ iV a *  V a , ............ V i ' V ” * ' ^  ' V * * * ' ^
(w) exists
♦^ 1 “x,o"1
p ^ p ^ . i A ,  i-icn,.! ,V l ,
V a^ \.A1,...#Ak VA,,...,**
p x° , P ^ i
\ Ak \ Ay , . . . »A*., V*!»•••'**
exists, 2 < h < t.
a, «-I
(vt-1) exists ( 1 )
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Also,
Ar,...,Ai  ^pAr »***»Ak + 1 ax 0 - 1
^A^ t • • • tAj^  \A1 § • • • r (w) exists
A ....rA, oAi '"•'Ak* 1 aX,0 _ 1 .
—  ^  ^ .... ^  ’ (vt+i-h
) exists 1 < h < t
/Sc+I
^^A^ , « . < ,
al 0 -) A'°(v4.) exists. ( 2 )
Also,
f%”i nAi,'“ * ,Ak+1 “x.O- 1  _
V  1 * <r. 1 . ) <vt_!> exists> A^ 9 •• • 'A^  f • • • »A^
a. a - 1P ^ + l  (P ’t+1 . ) x'° (v,.) existsV A1,... ,Ak _ 1
(3)
« Ot n ^
. - . G * * * 1 (P 't + 1 . ) x'° (v*.) is theSince vt 1  V A1*••*,Ak-1 \A1'***,Ak t
lM t term of the sequence C(vt,k) beginning with vt € H^Q , we
>**+1see th.t vt ( 1  « 1 M  dc.»'t. It follow fro.
n A l 1 ,cfll.... (i ,
(2 ), (3) that * V Ai»• • • * ^ - 1  VAi • • • • t_
exist. b u t f ^ ( v t.1#1> doesn't, where we stipulate v « w.
claim that 1 <^t-1 , 1We ) exists. Otherwise, there exists
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- Ai- ,u _
< u < |A^| - 1 such that ^  = \ A^ *vt-1 ,1 * exi8tsu with 0
_Ai-  ^ ^
but ' v^t-1 1^  doesn't. Hence vt - 1  2 has the DC»:form
(Ai 1 - 1 ,'**'Ak+1 # Ai,fu' [Ak' Ain> |A± 1 l-u1 ' Ak-1 '*“ 'A 1 ) with
I a 1 ,,|a , ► 'i * 1 “ d th,n
1 X 1
|Au(* t - i , 2>l ♦ MV"t-i,a>' ^ . lA i  l-« ^ t- i.a » l > ui ,  Ti  + u
But by Lemmas 9.3.1 and 3*7' vt- 1 , 2  1
contradiction.
Therefore, by (1), (2 ), we have
o
-, p A 1 , p A 1 1 (
Kv,...,Ai i + 1
w ' s  '•»,.... »k-l' ► # • • •
5 “ 2  ( t 1 ) .  This gives a
6X,1
'A**! °XrO" 1 - , 1) (w) exists
,Ak
butP. 1 (w*) doesn't. This means that w' has the full MDC form 
*k
^ i ^ - V ^ ' N + l »  Ar'*,*»Ai 1 +1 » Ai.,' ^ ^ i ^ »  Ak- 1 ',,,,A1 )
where when t > 1 ,
|AJ - Xu , 1 < u < r, u f k, i,
i* ! , ! -  v 1
• v * ! , 1 1 ■ xk
xr * 1
When t ■ 1» I Au| ■  Xu, 1 < u < i , ,  u + k
i»î,i- »i,
• V
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59.5 THE SEQUENCE Ç (w,k) BEGINNING WITH W £ N .
For any w £ assume that w has the standard MDC form
(Ar,...,Aj). We split A^fw) into two blocks a£(w ) and A^(w),
where a£(w ) (resp. A^(w)) consists of the first row (resp.
the last X^-1 rows) of A^Cw). By Lemmas 8.5.10 and 8.5.12,
there exists w' ■ P  r ^ +1 (w) having full MDC form \A1,...,Ak_1
,Av+l ~(w') since
(AJt,Ar ,Ar-1,... ,AJt+1 ,AJt_1,... ,A^  ) which is normal. We 
claim that there also exists w" =
*k ^ Xh' k + 1 < h < r and *' has local MDC form <A][»Ar > • • • »Aj^ +i 
which is quasi-normal for the first X^-1 layers. Then w" has 
full MDC form ( [Aj^  ,A^] , , . « . rA^^ ^ ,A^ |A^_^ ,...,A^)
satisfying all conditions for H^ k . i.e. w" £ ^ .
Combining the above result with §9.4 and noting that
[Ak'ArJ» ^  play the 
that there exists
saune roles as Ar, in §9.4, we see
A° % 0 (it ^  
1 'A 1 •* * *,Ak- 1 ,Ak VA 1 •‘* *,Ak- 1 ,Aky A a I V 9 • • •
O * * ' "
\  A^ t « •
*,Ak+ 1  
*,Ak- 1 ,Ak
(w) -
r A . Q  Ai +1 |A:'***'Ak+1'^) °X,0
■ V
P  *1\ Aj,.».»Ajj^ r  . 1 .1 (T. . . 1 ) (w) (Dl'A1 ,.^ .,Ak_i,AJc yA,,...,^^,^
but there doesn't exist
we -  w, W1 ' * * " W« x ,o +3
■ y such that
So there exists a sequence
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- r»A' * * * '^ v + 1 ~
wu " ?A1,...,Ak_1,A^(Wu-1)
A , . • . , A ,
for 1 < u < aX,0
aX,0+ 1
ft r” '' '”1 . ^ 1  
\ A 1 ,...,Ak_ 1 ,AJ[ <WoXf
Ai
W°x,o+2 *^Ai '••• ,Ak-i <w“x,o+1
Ai
w«x,0*3
A 9 • • • »A.
By linking all the sequences £(wu , f... ,A^ ' 0 K u < °X,(
0 Ar"'*'Ai1 + 1 ,, Fl~ Q"* l1
W<x\,0 'A1 • * * ’ ,Ak-1 ,Ak * °X,0+ 1 ' A 1' ’ * ,,Ak-1
) and
A s^  ■ »i£ (w o'v ' together (for the definition of these sequences,
°X,0+  ^ \Aj[
see 5 5 .4 , 58.4), we get the sequence 5 (w,k) beginning with w €
Lemma 9.5.2 The length of £ (w,k) is independent of the choice
-of w in Nx.
Proof This follows from formula (1). □
Let x„ - w, x.,...,xn .., Z be such that for
o 1 aX,0 1
1 < j < ax o  ♦ 1 ,
8S
I
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ß  A 1 O  A 1 Q  r' ' rf^r' * * * ,Ak ^ - 1  -
L 1 f A a. r A a. a T a  K  ¡5) (W)Tc XA 1 '* *•' k - 1  x A 1 '••*,Ak-l,Ak vA 1 '* *',Ak-1 ' k
J - P A*....
\ *■!*••• ***-■!»*£
Then all x^, 0 < j < c t X Q  + 1, Z lie in £(w,k) 
Let us consider full MDC forms for these elements.
(i) Suppose t > 1.eAr 1 (w) has full MDC formA 1 '* * *,Ak-1 ,Ak
(Ar-1 ' * * * ,Ak+ 1 ' lAk'ArJ' AJc'Alc— 1 ' * * * 'A 1 } and
,Ak+ 1 'tAk'Ar]jj “ 1. 0 %  D r ' 1 .... il + 1 (f^r- 1 ......* W
Xj * vA^ V.A1 , . . . »Ak_1 V A1 , . . . »Ak_1 , A^  pV1 , . . . »AJc_1 ,A^
Ak<*> f°r 1 < j < aX,0 + 1 ' W® Se® thSt lA^ (Xj) ,Ar(Xj)]
is an MDC block of x. for 1 < j < a\ 0 
A1 '-A1
but
* 1. Since
) doesn't,P a .1 1VAk °A , 0 + 1
DC block of Xj for
? 4 1 (Xj) exists for 1 < j < <*x , 0 ---V A,;
we see that [A^(Xj), A^<Xj)] is not a
1 < i  < «1,0 »“* l*i«ä.x 0.,»> 11 * oc bl“ k
of v . So by Lemma 5.2.3, x. has full MDC form
°A,0+1 3
(Ai _1 » . • • *Ak+1 , IA^»ArJ ,Ar-1 , . . . »Ai  ^+ 1 ,A^ » A ^ A ^  ,Ak_1 » • • • ,A1)
for 1 < j < aX f 0 and xa has full MDC formA,0’
<At Ak+ 1 ,[Aj,Ar],Ar_l,...,Ai^ l,A°i,[Ai,A^l,Ak_1 ,...,A,)
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(ii) Suppose t = 1.
,1 . 1The results on [A^, Ai ] are the same as that in the
case t > 1 .
Since(^ 1 .1(w) has full MDC form
A 1 ' * * *' k- 1 ,Ak
(Ai1 »Ail- 1 »***»Ak+if Ak' Ajc_l»***'A 1 ) and
_A, «*,Ai 'Ai - 1  ' * * * ,Ak+ 1 ' ,Ai  ^ j~1 r%Aix =P 1 (P 1 1 1 1 ) P 1 ^j \ A^ 11 • ■ V A^ , • • • 'A]c ' ^  »••• 1
for 1 < j < 0+1, we see by Lemma 5.2.3 that has full
MDC form (A^ _y ,... , A^k'Ai  ^# Ak f Ai r Alc—19 * * * ,A1 ^
for 1 < j < o. n, and x„ .. has full MDC form
A ' °  a A,0  1
(w)
<Ai - 1  f***»Aic+1 ' A^k #Ai1^# A^Jc#Ai1  ^* ^ - 1 9 * * * 'A 1 1 *
- Q Ar'*’*,Ak+ 1On the other hand, since x - ^ A ... ^  1 ,A)[<w) e Hx,k
has full MDC form ([A^,Ar], Ar_^,... »^ jc+  ^»A^» Ak-1,’**'A 1^
which is normal for the first Ar layers and so has full local 
MDC form (Ar,...,Ak+l,A^,Ak-1,...,A1,Aj) which is quasi-normal 
for the first layer, we see by Lemma 8.5.12 that
J .O** _ 1 (x) has full MDC formV A1,... »A)t_ 1
(A r . . . . . . . . . * k + l ' A J ' Ai ' Ak - 1 ... . . . . . . A 1 ) W h ic h  iS  9 U M i - n o r M l  f o r  t h e
first layer. So we have
.1 . 1
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Lemma 9.5.3 ir(£(x ..)) $ ir(£(x.)) = n U  ( x J ) for any 
aX.0+ 1 7 j___________i__________
1 < j, J' < aXt0. tt(£(z)) - {X1 > ... > Xk _ 1 > Xk-1 > A^., > ♦ ♦
. > xr > 1}.
§9.6 THE SEQUENCE £ (w,k) BEGINNING WITH W  € NX‘
Assume that w £ has the standard MDC form (Ar,...,A1> 
at i € X. a£, A^, A° , a | are defined in the same way as in 
§9.4. Then by Lemma 8.9.1, and §9.5, there exists
P i l P  1 P *  it iP i j (3 i
y W * * * ' * k - r  V - ' - ' V i ' ^ S c  ' Ai'* * * ,Ak - i ' \  V Ai *• • • f \ _ i
A  QV  ’ * * 'A±i+1 jov ** ,Ak+1 ax o
.... nU  fc,.....m
D Aibut \ .11 (y) doesn't exist. Then we can define the sequence
g(w,k) beginning with w in the same way as that in §9.5 and 
conclude that the length of £(w,k) is independent of the choice
, z be
(w)
of w in Hx. We can also define xQ 
such that for 1 < 3 < ax,0+1'
Wf / e e e /
pA!,(i i, pA*.....V 1 up ‘.....w *V-,,.)
‘j ■ VaJ VA, , ... ,Ak _ 1 V A 1 ,... ,Ak _ 1 ,Ak Ia, • • • • * Ak -!
n j»v#...fAk4,1 #Ak
* -Vi A. A.1(W)\ A 1 , . . . , AJl_ 1 »**
and assert that « 1 1  xj( 0 < j < * li* in * (w'k)*
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He also have
Lemma 9.6.1 ir(£ (x .)) i ir(£ (x.)) = tt(£(x .,)) for any
otlxO 1 7 3  3
1 < j r j * 1 ^ OL^ q t *(£ (Z) ) = { ^ ' ' '^^k* 1 ^ ^ J^c+1  ^  .*.^^^^ 1 }
59.7 INCREASING CHAINS
For w € Nx, assume that w has the standard MDC form P :i 
(Ar ,... ,An) at i € *. Let Eu = ijJJ(w) |1 < h <pu > e n, 1 < u < X,. 
Let C(Eu ) be the set of all columns g of an affine matrix such 
that g are labelled by integers which, when taken mod n, lie 
in Eu . Let e((x),Eu ) be the set of entries of x lying in C(Eu). 
Then for any e.,, e2 € e((w),Eu>, we have r (e, ,e2) *c (e., ,e2> > 0.
Definition 9.7.1 For any w € *n, we call a set e of entries
of w an increasing chain if e is a union of some entry classes 
and for e.,, e2 € e, r ( •1 ,e2) *c( •1 ,e2) > 0 holds.
It is easily seen that e is an increasing chain if and 
only if for any e^ S j  € e with 0 < r(e^,e2) < n, we have
0 < c(e 1 ,e2> < n.
By this definition, the sets e((w),Eu), 1 < u < X1 are all 
increasing chains of w. Now we shall consider e((x),Eu>,
1 < u <  X1# where x is some special element lying in the 
sequence e<w,lc) for 1 < k < r with Xk j Xk+1- We want to prove 
that, for this special element, the set e((x),Eu> are all 
increasing chains of x. This property will be essential in 19.8 
for us to make the D-function tables of pairs of special elements.
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(1) The special elements in the sequence €(w,k) will be
introduced first in the case k = r, when they will be denoted
by , xl,...,x' . These elements are defined as
1 Ar 1 r
follows.
.... < h < Xr
A° A° h'-1
x ,' = P  r  * (P ,.r  « . 1 )  (w ) • <  h '  <  X
*h V A*j * • • • *Ar-i YA-| * • • • *Ar- 1  #Ar*
where A°(w) (resp. A^(w)) is the block consisting of the first 
row (resp. the last (Xr~1) rows) of Ar (w). Then by the result 
in S9 .2 , all xh , 1 < h < Xr, exist. Let us denote the u-th 
entry of A^.(xh> (resp. A°(xh> , Afc(xh ), 1 < t < r) by
e ((xh>, jAl(xh )) (resp* e((xh)' ^A® <xh^ ^ ' * ((xh )' 3t (xh n ) * 
Then we have* for 1 < h < Xr,
'•j“(xh),...,l"ul«hl> ■ o “ 1" 1 ... xr < u < X 1 -
........... t A ’i ’V  ' ,J> ......h*’ <u< V
J X .... ..................................!?.,<«». 1 <«<»-'•
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £ m i
and for 1 < h ’ < *r »
(4)
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[ j"( * £ , j" fci.)) = (j'fiw),...,;}'* <w)), X_ < u < X-.
'll
... (x^ ,),j^ 1 <*£.>) - (j"<w),...,j"(w)), h> + 1 < u <  Xj.. ^
j“ (j^l)f...fj^>1 (j^,)fju1(^l)) = (j"(w)+n,j"(w),...,j"_1 (w)), 1 <u<h*-1 .
Hence, from the fact that e((w),Eu>, 1 < u < X.,, are all 
Increasing chains of w, we see that e((xh),Eu) (resp. 
e(x£,),Eu>), 1 < u < X.,, are all increasing chains of xh 
(resp. x£,) for any 1 < h, h' < Xr*
(2) We now define our special elements in the case when k
satisfies 1 < k < r and aA , 0 Xk - Ak+1 > 0. The elements
in this case will be denoted by y,,y2,...,y / yl»yJ
1 2 °X,0 ° 1
They are defined as follows.
.o
'VilX,0
%  ■ ... £ ♦ ’ ,i(w) 1 < h < aX,0
A? A.ii / A ... Aii+1 A ' * ” 'Vn'*khl
yh' ' A1 ,...,AJt_1V A1 ,...,Ak_1 ,Aj[ (w), 0 < h < “ x#0
z . ....W ^ k .  .
U ' *1 ' * * * ' \ - 1  ,A)t
where 1 < k< r with X k ^ X k + 1 and a£, Aj[, A°^, a| , Q ,
i 1 »«**»it are defined as before. Then it is clear that all 
yh » y£.# 0 < h, h' < aX'0' * lia in £(w,k).
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(2a) We first investigate the detailed properties of y.. 
k has the semi-standard MDC form
o 1 r
( /Ar_i * * * * '^ )C+1 ' Ajc/AjC-■)»••• i = i +  Zv=k+ 1
where k = n 1 (H^ k). Since w has local MDC form
(Ak ,Ak - 1  ' * * *'A 1 ' Ar'*'*,Ak+ 1  ^ a*- A 1 + 1 which is quasi-normal, 
by Lemma 5.4.5, for 1 < u < a , we have
i V V '  iS.-iiyi».... j"(yi))(om)
*k
(ju., (W) , j]J_ 1 (w) ,...,j“ (w) , jj(w) + n,...,j“ + 1 (w) + n) 
*k
(om)
where if k |i 1
Let
X . , - 1  if k * 1
5S<yi>
r jw 1 ( y . )  for h - i , U v < t ,  X. ♦ 2 < u < X 1  +1 n 1 xv+ 1 *v(ii) . 1 v
h « A^, Xi ♦ 2 < u < X^.
(y 1 ) otherwise.
(i)
Then
<3u 0 <y -I) # (y l 1 ' * * * '^k +1 <y1 * '^ * 1 <y 11' ^k -1 ( y 1 * ' *' " ^ 1  ( y 1 ** 
- (jJJ(w),...,j“ (w), jj(w) ♦ n,...,jj+1 (w)+n) (om)
(om)
for 1 < u < X..
It follows that the sets e M y ^ E j ,  1 < u < X , ,  are increasing 
chains of y1.
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If we observe y 1 more closely, we find that for any
1 < u < X,, when X, + 1 < u < X, , 1 ■< m < t, e ((y,),E ) 
1 m+ 1 1m 1 u
corresponds to the set of the (u-X, )-th entries of all
^m+l
MDC blocks of y“ under the map d (Tm+1, t?'*'1 »...duSti )*n/ 
1 m+ 1 xt
where ym * d(Tm+ 1 ,t? + 1 )...d<Tt ,T^ )*(n(y.|))« When
^ + 1  xt 1
X^  ^ < u < X.j, e((y1 ),Eu) corresponds to the set of the
(u-X. )-th entries of all MDC blocks A , 1 < v < y . of i1
y°, under the map d(i1 ,T? )...d(Tt,x!: )*n- This fact will i i 1
be useful for the investigation in (2b), (2c) and (2d).
(2b) We now investigate the properties of yh for 2 < h < “x>0* 
We have
*h
,p [Ak ' Ar ] 'Ar - 1 '* * 
VA 1 , • • • » ^ - 1
,Ak+ 1 h- 1 (y.,) •
For 1 < m < t, ?? € H m £ F(tm ,T™ ) has the semi-standard
t /k m
MDC form ( — 1 * * * ,Ak+1 ,Ak ,Ak— 1 * *" * ,A1 ^ which ism m
normal for the first t” layers and y° 6 N Q has the standard
m 1
MDC form ( [aJ,Aj[] ,Ak_1,... ) , where for 0 < m < t, Aj<y?)
comes from [AP(y?+^)»A. (y? 1 ),...,A^ + ^ (y* ) 1 an<i A(y?)
* 1 m+ 1 m
comes from A(y™+ )^ for A € (A^ ,•••»A^^#Ak ,Ak-1* * * *,A1^*
By Lemma 8.5.13 
form (lA^,Ar), Ar_ 
for the first -rf
, for 2 < h < “j^o# ^h " n*yh^ ha" MDC
.,•••,Ak+ ^ 9 A^, A^_^,...,A^) which Is normal
layers. So there exists y£ “ 1 - d(xt ,T^) • (n (yh)
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By Corollary 8.8.2 and Lemma 8.9.1,
yt- 1 = / ' ^ t - l ’- V l  '•••'Ak+ 1 )h'l(yt-1 ) yh *\ A1,... ,a 1 1 ly1 '•
If t > 1, then by Lemma 8.5.13, y^ _ 1 has full MDC form 
( 3 t  ^/ • • • f  ^f • • • ) which is
normal for the first layers. By applying induction on
lt- 1
t-m > 0 , this implies that for 2 < h < Q, there exists
yK = d(
[A^,A. ] ,A. ! » •••  , V 1  h-1
T “ + 1 , , ; + 1 )...dlTt,t; MnlyhD  * ^ ....Vl'*k ’ (V1m+ 1 r
having full MDC form ( [ A ^ ^ ^ A ^  _  ^§ • • • »A^ ,^| $ • • • $A^ )
m m
which is normal for the first layers for 1 < m < t, and
m
K“ O j j 1 1 t j i t t
yh * d T #Ti1*# *#d T 'T ^ ..............
having full MDC form (A^,AJ[,Ak_1,... ,An ) , where H1^  - n (HhQ ).
T ,k T ,k
So for any u with X, +1 < u < X, , 1 < m < t, the set
1 m+ 1
e((y!"),E ) of the (u-X. )-th entries of all MDC blocks
n u_*i . xm+ 1m+ 1
of y® comes from the set 8 ((y?)#E„ . ) of the (u-X. )-th
i»+i ® + 1
entries of all MDC blocks of y® under the operation
,Aim-1 ' ”  * ,A**i h “ 1
1
) comes from
m+ 1  
t t• ((yi)»E„) under the map d(t” * 1 íT? + 1 >*n- This
1 u x » + 1 xt
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implies by Corollary 8.8.2 and Lemma 8.9.1 that e((y™)»Eu_^ *
Sn+I
) Is an Increasingcomes from e((y. ),E ). Since e((yP),Eu -Xjm+i
chain of y®, it follows that e((yh),Eu> is an increasing 
chain of y^, too.
For any u with X^ +1 < u < X^, the set e((y°)»Eu_^
1 i 1
the (u-X< )-th entries of all MDC blocks of y° comes from
1 1 1— 1 1 1  * te((y.),E ) under the map d ( T  ,x. )...d(x »t, ).n. Assume thati u X 1 H
e(y°) is the entry set of y° coming from *((y°), Eu_x ) under
the operation ({■£* . .i)h_1. Then by Corollary 8.8.2
'* * *' ”k- 1 ,Ak
and Lemma 8.9.1, e(y°) comes from e((yh),Eu ). By equation (4), 
e(yj^ ) ia an increasing chain of y^. So e((yh),Eu) is an 
increasing chain of yh , too. Therefore for all u,h with 
1 < u < X 1 and 1 < h < Q, e((yh ),Eu ) is an increasing chain
) of
of *h-
(2c) We next investigate the properties of y^ for all h. Let 
us rewrite
!>Ail
^Ar ,...,A1 ^ + 1
>-o>1 Av .• *,Ak - 1 < A 1 , . . . #AJc_ 1 »A)C(W)
c A°5Aii<0 Aii 1_ f  ^9 • • # f
*h - \ A 1 ' 
k
C a ,,. •,,Ak - 1 K. A 1,... ,A)t_ 1 »A^
1 < h < aX,0
Clearly, y£ belongs to the sequence g(w,k) beginning with w and 
has full MDC form
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o . 1 . 1
(Ai i _ 1 #. • • /Afc+i • tAk'ArJ 'Ar-1 ' * * * 'Ai1+1 'Ai1 'Ak'Al1 'Ak-1 '**",A,)
at i + I X + h* { I X + 1) for 0 < h < <*x 0» and y£
v=i 1 v-k+ 1
has full MDC form (A.
X , 0
,o „ 1  . 1
1  _ v *  ^ + 1  * [Ak ' V  ,Ar-i»* * • ' ^ + 1  ,Ai1' ^  • 
r . E .............( L X„ + 1) since 
v=k+ 1A^_ ..fA ) at i ♦ Z X + ox ,K. I V*i.
A 1 1 Ai
(yh) exists for any 0 < h ■< aX f 0 butfA£ 1 (yix q) doesn't.
Let - n(y£>. 0 < h < eXi0. Let ¿i” « *ux ^ be °bt»ined 
from by deleting the flret tj*’ entries of the HOC
blocks .... *ke,«ih"*'»'
»t ¿**’>.... *i 1 .l« i r ,' ' ^ l'ir*1*- » i ' f r 1»'m+ 1 1 ■
A ^ ^  (y^ m + 1 1 f • • • »A -j J ' 0 < m < t. Then y£m has full MDC
form
(Ai r 1 ' V i ' **k »* lj '*1^-1 ' ^ + 1  '* 1 ,^ 'V i "  * ‘ 'A1 >' m > 1 •
(Af _-|'**"Ak+1' tAk'Ai11' *1^ Ak-1',,,,A1)' m ■ 1*
. <Aj[* Ai^ Ak-1'***'A1)' m " 0
°X,0
has full M X  form
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«, (Ai1-1 '***'\+1 '[Ak'Ai11, [Ak'AI1l'\-l'***,A1 )' U “ 1
„ <tAk'Ai1l'Ak-1 '***'A1 )| m = 0
where A£(y^m ) comes from tA^(y^10*1) ,A±^ ^  (y’^ * ) * • • • 'Aim+ 1 (yh
for m > 1 and A(y^m ) comes from A(y£m+1) for A + a£ under the 
deletion operation. Clearly, for any MDC blocks A(y^ ) of 
~*® u4t-h A rf .we have lA(v.,m. . -
^m+l
~, m+ 1 )]
v m wi + a ) , w | y* )| > X, - X± when 1 < m < t. 
Jh 1i n m i
By Corollary 8.8.2, and Lemma 8.9.1, we can easily show
that
_A? A. A. , . . . , A . . .
S P  ! l p  A 1 p  1«n 1 -i (ym )yo V A^ , . . • , A^_^ \ A^ , . . . , A^_^ »A^ o
A° A. J /«i _i >
- ,m 0  * 1 p  * 1 p  *  m 1® \
yh V A k \ A1,... #AJt_ 1 v  Ai • • • • • ^ - 1  ,Ak
tA^»Ai 1 »A # • • • * * ! + 1
1 <y£)» 1 < h < «X,
for 2 < m < t, and 
A? _ A
A? A,
J. 1 . P  ¡1 ^ 1  m P * . .KyJ), 1 < h < ax 0yh VA^ \A1,...fA)c„1 V AV * » Ak-1,Ak h '
Aj
'k ° - K k
First, 1st us consider y£, 1 < h < a^,0*
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For any 1 < u < X. , there exists m, 1 < m < t, such that
XA + 1 < u < X^  ^ . Let e(y£m ) be the entry set of y£m 
m+ 1 m
consisting of the (u-X4 )-th entries of all MDC blocks except
xm+ 1
a| . Let e(y™) be the entry set of y® consisting of the 
(u-X
Lm+ 1 1
full MDC form { [A^ , A^ ] f A^ __<j r • • • f^ )c+ 1  ^ S^c^ S^c—1m in
normal for the first - X,
1m V h
i )-th entries of all MDC blocks. Then since y® has
A^) which is
layers, by Lemma 8.5.12,
e(y^m) comes from e (y®) under the p operations from y“1 to y£‘~m - .n>
and so is an increasing chain of y£®. Since e (y“‘) comes from
e(ty.),E ) under the map d ( t®+1, t!?* 1 )...d(Tt ,x^ )*n» by Corollary 
n u m+ 1 xt
8.8.2 and Lemma 8.9.1, e(y^®) comes from e((y^),Eu> under the 
map n and the deleting operation. So e((y£),Eu) is an increasing
2  i « i ° i
r
chain of y^.
For any u with XA + 1 < u < X j #  let e(y£ ) , 0 < h < a ^ Q,
be the entry set of y^ 0 coming from the entry set e(y°) under 
the operation
Q  ' Q 1' ,,h‘\\ /see ^ 9 • • •
where e(y°) is the entry set of y° consisting of the (u-Xj^  )-th
entries of all MDC blocks. Then by Equation (5) and noting that 
A^ plays the role of a£ in this equation, we see that e(y^°)
is an increasing chain of y^°. Since e(y°) comes from e((y1),Eu )
under the map d(i1 ,T? )...d(xt,T^ )*n » by Corollary 8.8.2 and
* 1 xt
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This implies that e ((y^),Eu), 1 < u < X.,, are all increasing
chains of y '.o
(2d) Finally we investigate the element z. Let us rewrite
So e((z),E1) is an increasing chain of z since eUy.,)^) is 
an increasing chain of y 1 . For 2 < u < X.j, it is easily seen 
from the corresponding assertion on e((y 1 ),Eu> that e((z),Eu > 
is an increasing chain of z.
By combining (1), (2a), (2b), (2c) and (2d), we have now 
proved the main result in this section, which is as follows.
Proposition 9.7.2 Let w € and x£, yh ,, y£,,z in
£(w,k) and Eu c n be defined as above with 1 < k < r, 0 < h < Xr,
0 < h' < 0 and 1 < u < Aj. Then for any 1 < u < \y,
e((x),Eu ) is an increasing chain of x for x - x£, yh ,, y£,,z.
which has full MDC form
Ak+1,Ak'Ak ,Ak-1'*," A1) at L +
r
(A. Since
. r
y. has MDC form (A. ,A. .,...,A . ,A?) at i + 2 z X + 1 which
* v=k+ 1
is normal for the first layer, it follows that
9 • • • (*),J10 (*)» j1.(z),j
'S« *i
9 • • • /
» ¿ ¿ - 1  (y (y-,) »j 0(yJ + ») \
a
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As a by-product of the above discussion, we also have:
Lemma 9.7,3 Let w 6 and x ^  x£, Yh i» y£,,z in and
Eu c n be defined as in Lemma 9.7.2 with 1 < k < r, 0 < h < Xr, 
0 < h' < 0 and 1 < u < . For any MOC block A(x) of x with
x = xh' xh' yh "  yh ’'2' let e( (x) '^(x)) » e((x),j®(x)) be the
g-th and the &-th entry of A(x), respectively. Suppose 
e ((x), j“ (x)) £ e((x),Eu) and e((x), j®(x)) € e((x),Ev>.
Then a > 8 implies u > v. o
§9.8 THE D-FUNCTION
We shall in this section define a D-function which will 
be used in Chapter 10 to show that each raising operator on 
layers transforms an element w into an element w" in the same 
left cell as w, provided that both w and w 1 lie in .
Definition 9.8.1 For any E c n, we define a map dE *
Z x z ->• j z as follows. For 6.)» 62 e * with < b2 > let 
B0 . • {a C S|6 . < a < B,, a E E). Then we definep«f i \>2 * *
d E ( 8 v 82 ) -  - v v e - , )  -  l Be 1 # e2 1 -  i  I { 5 1 '  b2 ) n E | .
Since dE (8 ,B) ■ 0 for any 8 € the map d£ is well defined 
It is easily seen that for any 8 1 >82 > 03 € Z, we have
dE*®1'®3* " dE*®1 '®2 * + dE*®2'®3* (6 )
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For any 0 l* E c n, let zh e AR , h - 1,2, have a DC form 
(A^) at a^. Assume that e((zh >,E) Is an Increasing chain of 
z^, then there exists at most one entry of A^ lying in 
e((zh>,E) by Lemma 3.10.
Assume that a 1 < a2 and |A^ | = m^, h - 1,2. Let 
ez (B^Y-j) be the entry of flying in e((z.j),E) with B1 > a 1 
and 3. as small as possible. Let e (3_,y,) be the entry
1 Z 2 e  e
of z2 lying in e((z2 ),E) with B2 < a2 + m 2 and B2 as large as 
possible. Let
0 if ez (&1 ,y^) lies in A1 and ez (B2 ,Y2> *n ^
1 2
Ez2 ^ (E) = ^ 2 if neither ez (B^ Y-j) lies In A1 nor ez (62 ,y2> 1
1 otherwise.
We define
Dz A (E) Z1 ' A1
Z 1 ' A 1 1 Z 2 , A 2 
-“»’.a ’«' ' V W  * 5  e *,,a *(E)
Z2 ' A 2and say that the layer e(E) is raised in D_ . (E) terms from
Z1 ' A 1
z A
(z^,A^) to (z2,A2). (Note that D z 2 A2 (E) is a half-integer - it
need not be an integer in general).
Assume that z3 has a DC form (A^) at a 3 with e((z3 ),E) 
being an increasing chain of z3>
Lemma 9.8.2. Let the elements zh 6 *n , the blocks of z^,
1 < h < 3, and the set of residue classes E c n be as above.
Then
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Z 2 ' A 2
D 2 A (E) Z1 ' A 1
Proof By definition of D-function and formula (6 ). □
Lemma 9.8.3 Assume that w, w ’ have full DC forms (A^,...,A^),
(A£,...,A^) at i, i 1, respectively, satisfying the following 
conditions.
(i) There exists a decomposition n - U ... U Efc such that 
e((x),Eu) is an increasing chain of x for all x ■ w, w*, 1 < u < t.
(ii) |Ai | = |A'|, for 1 < j < 1.
(iii) For any 1 < j < 4, 1 < u < t,
Then w = w*.
W,A!
Dw , A^(Eu> 0 .
Proof By (ii), (iii), the set of integers labelling the columns 
of w containing some entry of Afc is the same as the set of 
integers labelling the columns of w* containing some entry of 
A£ for any 1 < t < 4 .
Let e((w),j^(w)) (resp. e ((w*) , j“ (w')) be the u-th entry 
of At (w) (resp. A£(w')). Since Afc, A£ are both DC blocks, this 
implies j“ (w) - j“ (w') for 1 < u < |At |. So
Z j"(w) - Z ji?(w'). Sines (A.,..., A. ) , (A!,..., A')
K U l  * 1<t<4 z * 1 * 1
1<U<|At | 1<u<|A£|
are full DC forms of w, w', respeetivsly, by definition of affine
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matrix , we have i = i '. Hence w = w '. a
Corollary 9.8.4 Assume that w, w', w" have full DC forms 
(A.i•••/A-)f (A! §•••»A! )f (AJ ,•••#A? ) at if 1 1i i"i
*______ 1 ______ zi________________
respectively. Suppose they also satisfy the following conditions.
(i) There exists a decomposition n = E.j U ... U such that
e((x),Eu ) is an increasing chain of x for any x £ {w,w',w">, 1 < u < t .
(ii) There exists a permutation s € such that
(s(t)>■>«(B(1 )) * and |A^ | a |A^ = IAg (j)I *  ^< j < t-
(iii) For any 1 < j < i. 1 < u < t, we have
w' ,a :
3w ,Aj± u
V1 w" A
D„ » * ^  > (E„) = Du * (Eu) . Then w' * w".
JL
WM Ji M• Aa (A)proof By Lemma 9.8.2, we see that D , J (E ) * 0 for any --- —  w ,As(j) u
1 < j < &, 1 < u < t. So our result follows from Lemma 9.8.3. a
Example 9.8.5
(i) Let £ An be such that z^  has full MDC form (A&,...,A^)
at i £ S which is normal for the first m layers with
> i\i “ d * 2 f°r 1 < v <*• ^
Eu - (jjji*,) 11 < h < ou ), 1 < u < m, au - max {h 11 < h < i, | Afc | > u), 
Then e(Eu) is raised in Dz A (x j (Eu) terms from (s1 #At (s1)) to
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(z2 ,At (z2)), for any t, u with 1 < t < A and 1 < u < m, where
if au > v
if au < v
*5 »A. (Z_)
.A* (»,)«»'
“u"v
(ii) Let w € have a standard MDC form (Ar»»«»»A^) at
i € *. Let x1 ■ w, x2,.***J^ , xj*•••»x' such thatr t
for every 1 < j ■< Xr , 1 < j ' S Xr> xj “ ^ A 1, w  . f Ar _ 1 ,a 1 (xj- 1  * '
A° 1x <, = 0  r . (x.,), where A? (resp. a J.) is the blockJ \ A 1 ,...#Ar_i 3 1
consisting of the first row (resp. the last Xr ~ 1 rows) of 
Ar . Let Eu - {jjjw |1 < h < wu>, 1 < u < Xr  Then by
Proposition 9.7.2 and the formulae of p-operations, we can 
calculate the D-functions as follows»
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(iii) 
1  £ X.
and k
Let w £ Nx have the standard MDC form
^ y 0 * w' yi... y“x,o'Yi....y“ x,o"*** “
< r such that
= X
,A.,) at 
k"Xk+ 1 > 0
yh
••*'Ak+ 1 1 h " 1
• ' w M
rAjc+l
?  »1 (w),
,Ak- 1 ,Ak
1 < h < aX f 0
D Ail N  f A .... V 1 , ^ r ....V l 4 h -
yh' “ \Aj[ PA 1 ,...,AJt_ 1V A 1 ,...,Ak_1 ,A^\Al,...^k_I^ k X'°
where a£ (resp. A^) is the block consisting of the first row 
(resp. the last Xk > 1 rows) of A^, A°^ (resp. A ^ ) is the block 
consisting of the first X^ - 1  rows (resp. the last row) of A^.
Let Ev - (j£(w) |1 < h < yv>, 1 < v < Xr  Then by Proposition
9 .7 . 2  and the formulae of p-operations, we can calculate the 
D-functions as follows, where the notation 6^  in these tables
is a Kronecker delta.
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CHAPTER 10 s RAISING OPERATIONS ON LAYERS
So far, we have considered various operations on the affine 
Weyl group *n which are successions of left star operations 
and which therefore, when applied to an element w, give us 
another element in the same left cell as w. In the present 
chapter, we introduce a new type of operation which, when 
applied to an element w in N^, gives us another element of 
in the same left cell as w but which is not in general a 
succession of star operations. This operation is called a 
raising operation on a layer. It is defined in S10.2 and is 
proved to give an element in the same left cell in $10.3 and 
$10.4. By means of a succession of these operations and left 
star operations, every element of &n can be transformed into 
a principal normalized element.
$10.1 REFLECTIVE PAIRS
In this section, we introduce a criterion for elements 
y, w e *n to satisfy y < w and i(w) ■ i(y) + 1. This criterion 
will be used subsequently in this chapter.
For x € An, we call an entry pair {eti^j^), e(i2 ,j2)} 
of x reflective if the following conditions are satisfiedi
(i) either |i.,-i2 | < n or |j1 ”j2 l < n
(ii) For any entry e(i,j) of x, (i-lj)(i-i2) < 0 implies
<3-3,) <3-32> > 0 .
In that case, when (i1-i2)(31~j2) > 0 (*•■?• (l1~i2)<31“J2) < 0), 
{•(i^j,), *(i2,32) } ia called a positive (rasp, negative) 
reflective pair.
For example, suppose n > 4. Then in the following 
elements w, y € AR.
are reflective pairs. In particular, Ew Is negative and Ey 
positive.
Lemma 10.1.1 Let y, w € AR. Then y < w and Mw) * My) + 1  
if and only if w is obtained from y by transposing the i.j-th 
and the i2~th rows of y for some integers i1# i2 with i1 + i2 
and {•y (l1 ,31)# a P°,itive reflective pair.
In the above example, suppose that (i^, ,i£,j£) - 
(i1 ,J2 ,i2 ,j1) and suppose that w is obtained from y by 
transposing the 1.,-th and the i2~th rows. Then we can see
Mw) - 4 - +2*i1,i1+1y) " *(y> " 3* So w* hav* y < w
and Mw) ■ My) ♦ 1.
Proof of Lemma 10.1.1
(••) We can write y ■ xz, w ■ xsz with ■ € A and x,z € *n such 
that My) ■ Mx) ♦ Mz) and i(w) ■ tlx) ♦ Mz) *1. If x ■ 1,
j.-*
/
w y
that w * s y with
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x = svx ' for some sv £ £(x) Then sv £ £ (y) n £ (w)
then the result is obvious. Now assume that x + 1. We write
Let
y' * svy and w' • ®vw. We have y' * x'z and w' = x'sz which 
satisfy i,(y') * i(x') + i(z) and i,(w') * i(x') + i(z) + 1 * 
My') * 1. Since y' < w', by applying induction on i(x), we 
see that there exists i^, i£ with i,j + ij such that w* is 
obtained from y' by transposing the i^-th and the i^-th rows 
of y' with {ey ,(i',j')f eyl(i£,j£)} a positive reflective 
pair. Without loss of generality, we may assume i]j < i£.
If {v, v*1} n {I},ip - 0, then w is obtained from y by 
transposing the i}-th and the i£-th rows of y with 
iey (i',j'), ey (i^,j^)> a positive reflective pair. If 
|{v, v+ 1 } n {TJ/Ip | - 1 , then since sv £ £ (y) n £ (w) , one 
of the following four cases must occur.
(i)
J-4 jl-tk
l\-* —  
—  il-4 —
y' w'
where v + 1 ■ I ^» v  and j < j J < j £ •
(1^ ij ^i ^2 *^ 2^ u:-1, ji, 1£*
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(iv)
/-
3l-tk j-«fc
I l
3/—tk j'-tk J-tfc
T
1
k 1 7
y' w'
where v = l£, v+ 1 i and < S* Let »3^»A2 '^2  ^ =
(i•,j• , i£ + 1, j£). Clearly, in any of the above cases, we see 
that |i1 —i2 | < n if and only if |i} - ij| < n and also that 
|jn-j2 1 < n if and only if < n * So w - svw ‘ is obtained
from y - svy 1 by transposing the i1-th and the i2~th rows of y 
with {e (i,,j,>, ey (i2 ,j2)} a positive reflective pair. If 
{v, v7T} - then since uy € £ (y) n £ (w) , y ’, w ‘ have to
be of the form:
Jr* (fo-H
1 I I  I
i
¿r* Uirtn)-tk (3i+5n>U
' ' ' ' \
-il-4» _
y' w'
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where v = i£, v+ 1 = and i^ + qn = i£ + 1 , + qn >
for some q > 0. Clearly, by the hypothesis that either 
|1 ‘ - ijl < n or |j' - jjl < n, we have |j]j - jjl < n * Let 
d 1 , j 1 ,i2, j2) = (1' - 1, j’, i.'2 * 1, j£). Then | j 1 - j2 1 < “ •
So w = svw' Is obtained from y = s^y' by transposing the i^-th 
and the i2-th rows of y with {e ey d 2 ,j2)} a positive
reflective pair.
(«) Since w is also obtained from y by transposing the j^th 
and the j2**th columns of y, we may assume 0 < i2 - i^  < n by 
symmetry. When i2 - i1 * 1, we have w = s^ y with £(w) * i(y)+1 
and so our result is true. Now assume i2 -i.j > 1" If• for anY
i, i 1 < i < i2 , the entry ey d,j) satisfies j > j2, 
si € JC(y) n £ (w). Let y' « sA _ 1 y, w'
then
s, ,w. Hence we
L2  • * 2 1 I2 “ 1
see that y' < w' if and only if y s w and also that
A(w') * i(y') ♦ 1 if and only if i(w) * i(y)+1. But w' is
obtained from y' by transposing the i^-th and the d 2 - 1 )-th
rows of y' with {e^.d^j^), ey , d 2 -1 ,j2)} a positive reflective
pair. By applying induction on ¿2~^1 > 1, we get y' < w'
and i(w') ■ i(y') ♦ 1. So y < w and i(w) - i(y) ♦ 1. If there
exists an i with i^ < i < i2 such that the entry ey d,j)
satisfies j < j2, then by the conditions that i2 - i^ < n and
isy d 1 ,j1), ey d 2 ,j2)} is a positive reflective pair, we have
j < j.. Let i be as small as possible. Then for any iQ with
i^ < iQ < i, the entry e d 0 #jQ) satisfies jQ > j. Let
y' - ■i1,i1* r and w ' " *i,*!,♦!****i-iw * Wa hava
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My') ■ My) - d-i.,) and Mw') = Mw) - So y' < w*
if and only if y < w, and also Mw') = My') + 1 if and only 
if Mw) = My) + 1. By the same argument as the above,we get 
y < w and Mw) E My) +1. By induction, our conclusion is 
proved. o
§10.2 RAISING OPERATIONS ON LAYERS
Let w € *n and i.,...,it be integers satisfying 
i 1 < ... < ifc < i 1 + n. Let f(ih) be the ih~th row of w for 
1 < h < t.
Procedure (i) i Let B 1 ,...,B^ be the blocks of w such that 
for every h, 1 < h < t, Bh consists of rows of w from the 
(ih _ 1 + 1 )—th to the ih“th and B^ from the (it+1 -n)-th to the 
i 1 -th.
Let w' € A be obtained from w by permuting f(iv) from n n
the bottom to the top in Bh for all h, 1 < h < t.
Procedure (11)i Let Bj,...,B£ be the blocks of w such that
for every h, 1 < h < t, consists of rows of w from the
ih-th to the (ih+1 - 1 )-th and B£ from the it-th to the (1 ,,-1 +n) -th.
Let w" € *n be obtained from w by permuting M i h) from 
the top to the bottom in B^ for all h, 1 < h <  t.
Let F be the set of row classes of w consisting of 
{f(ij),...,f(lfc)} and their congruent rows. Then procedure d) 
is called "raising F by one term" and (11) called "lotrering F 
by one term". Let i(w) be the set of entry classes of w
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consisting of all entries lying In F. Then we can also say 
that procedure (1 ) raises e(w) by one term and (1 1 ) lowers 
e(w) by one term. So w' Is obtained from w by raising e(w) 
by one term and w" from w by lowering e(w) by one term. Let 
E c n be such that E < {h | there exists some ew (i,h) £ e(w)},
P mm athen we write w' = L£ (w), w" = L (w) and write e (w) * e((w),E). 
Clearly, LE.LE (w) * LE.LE (w) = w.
Assume that w £ has a standard MDC form (Ar ,...,A^) 
at i £ S. Let Eu c n for 1 < u < X1 such that
----  t "  r
Eu = {j^(w) | 1 < u < uuJ, where X », {X1 > ... > Xr> £ AR 
and y ■ {y1 > ... > ym > is the dual partition of X.
Definition 10.2.1 For any u, 1 < u < X., the u-th layer
e((w) ,E ) of w is movable if L_ (w) £ N. and immovable otherwise, u Eu A
Clearly, the layer e((w),E.|) is always movable, w € 8 X 
if and only if the layers e((w),Eu), 1 < u < X^, are all 
immovable.
E
When w' ■ Le (w ) € (resp. w" ■ L u (w) £ for some u,
1 < u < X., we let (Ar ,...,A1) be the standard MDC form of w' 
at 1 * 1  (resp. of wM at i-1 ).
Clearly, for any v, 1 < v < X.,, the layer e((w'),Ev) is 
an increasing chain of w 1 in that case. So we can work out 
the following D^ j -table.
Table (VII)
where Afc h Is the block consisting of the first h rows of Afc, 
A£ h Is the block consisting of the last X^-h rows of Afc.
Lemma 10.2.2 Let w € and Eu c n be defined as above.
Then there exists a sequence of elements wQ ■ w, w^,...,w£ 
in such that for each 1 , 1 < i < Jt, wi ■ L£ (w^^) ior
some u^, 1 < u^ < X1# and w^ € 5^. *1
Proof If the layers e((w),Eu ) are immovable for all u with
1 < u < X.j, then w € 5^ and the result is trivial. Now 
assume that w are not In such a case. Then there exists a 
smallest number k with 1 < k < X1 such that the layer 
e((w),Ek) Is movable. By definition, we havew^ - L^(w) € M^. 
w. has a standard MDC form (A , ...,A.) at 14-1 with
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^j“ <w 1 > ■ j£(w) for any u,t with 1 < t < r and 
( 1 < u < min {k-1 ,xt }
j£ ” 1 (W) > j£(w.,) > j£(w) for any t with 1 < t < r and k < xt *
Clearly, the layers ¿((w^),^), 1 < h < k, are immovable.
If e((w^),E. ) is still movable, then the same procedure could 
be carried on. We then get wQ * w. w^,..., in such that 
wh has a standard MDC form (Af ,...,A1) at i+h for h = 0,1,2,..., 
satisfying
** j“ (w) - j"(Wi> = j“ (w2) ■ ••• for “ y t,u with 1 < t < r
and 1 < u < min {k-1 ,Xt>
4 j£<w> < jj<w,) < jj(w2) < ...
j£(wh) < j£_1 (w) for any h > 0 and t with 1 < t < r 
and k < Xt.
So after a finite number of steps, such a procedure has to 
stop. i.e. there exists h > 0 such that e Mx has a standard 
MDC form (Ar,...,A1) at i' and the layers e((wh ),Eu>, 1 < u < k, 
are all immovable. By applying induction on X1-k > 0, our 
result follows. a
In the following two sections, we shall showt
Proposition 10.2.3 Let w € *x and Ey c n, 1 < u < X.,, be defined 
as in Lemma 10.2.2. If w' - L& (w) lias in *x, then wo have
w' ^ w
-16
By Lemma 10.2,2, if Proposition 10.2.3 is true, then 
it is immediate that:
Proposition 10.2.4 For any w € H. , there exists y 6 fi. such
________________________* ___________ - _________
that y £ w. □
Furthermore, by combining Proposition 10.2.4 with 
Propositions 6.3.7 and 7.4, we see that:
Proposition 10.2.5 For any w € a-1 (X) , there exists y € 5^ 
such that y £w. d
510.3 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 10.2.3 WHEN 1 < u < Xr «
In this section, we wish to show that if w, w 1 € and 
w* is obtained from w by raising the u-th layer where 1 < u < Xr , 
then w' lies in the same left cell as w. The idea for proving 
this will be as follows.
We consider the sequences £(w,r), £(w',r) beginning with 
w, w', respectively. We pick a certain element yft in the 
sequence £(w,r) and define y^ ■ w'. We define yQ to be the
last term in the sequence £(w,r) and define y' to be the elementc
in the sequence £(w',r) obtained by applying the same sequence 
of left star operations to w 1 as are needed to obtain yQ from 
y^. We then consider the cycle of elements shown in the 
figure
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r* Yc
We show that y' < y and y < y'. It follows that all the 
a L c l c
elements In this cycle lie In the same left cell. Since y,SL
lies in the same left cell as w and w' = y ', we see thatOL
w, w* are in the same left cell.
In order to show y ' < y and y < y'f we argue as follows. 
a L a c L c
We find a certain element yb in the sequence £ (w,r) which lies 
between y and y , and define y,* to be the element in £(w',r) 
obtained by applying the same succession of left star operations 
to y^ as are needed to obtain yb from ya in £(w,r). We thus 
have a figure
To Show y 1 < y  , it i s  enough to Show the two Statements. 
a L a
( i )  JC(y^ ) £  i(ya). ( i i )  E i t h e r  y ^ ^  y a  o r  y a  ^  y ^ .  S ta te m e n t  
( i )  w i l l  f o l lo w  r e a d i l y  b y  o b s e r v in g  th e  f u l l  MDC form  o f  y ^  and  
y a . In  O rd er t o  p ro v e  S ta t e m e n t  ( i i )  i t  w i l l  b e  s u f f i c i e n t  to
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find yfa f yfcr such that either yfa 4  y£ or y£ ^  yfa by Theorem B.
The proof of y_ < y ' is similar. He shall show in fact that 
c L c
y^, y£ can be chosen so that yfa > y£ with l (yfa) = My£) + 1 
or y£ > y^ with My£) = My^) + 1* This will certainly imply
*b >  yb or yb >  yb ‘
Now let us start our proof. Assume that w € has a 
standard MDC form (Ar,...,A1) at i £ X. Let A° (resp. A^) 
be the block consisting of the first row (resp. the last X -1 
rows) of Af.
If X * 1, then w ' ^ £ r . (w) and the result is true,r \A^,...»Ar _ 1
So we may assume Xf > 1.
inLet y, = P . r . ,1(w), y' ■ w'. Then y liesa \ A 1 »••• f*r-i' *  a
y.the sequence €(w,r) beginning with w and the Dw -table is 
obtained from Table (I) by substituting y& , w for x2* x1. 
Clearly, ya (resp. y^) has the full MDC form (A°,A^,Ar_1 ,...,A1) 
(resp. (Ar,Ar_ 1 ,...,A1)) at 1+1. This implies C (y^) £ JC (ya) . 
When u ■ 1, we have the following D-tables.
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y _ , A (y  i \ A
• i » ?
3 <  v  < 0 o 0
1 11 1 7 7
1 12 0 7 7
y aDwa-Table
y ; , A (y;) \ A
» ? » ?
3 <  v  <  X 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 1
2 0 0 0
yàDwa - T « b l .
Then b y  Lemma 9 . 8 . 2 ,  we g e t
.»;•»*;» . A  » 
y.'»(y.' “ A
A^ ,...(Aj_^ Aì »?
3 < V < Xn 0 0 0
1 0
1
7
i
7
2 0 " 7
1
• 7
y
Dv a -T a b le
y a
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(i+a)-
y  y *
By tables Dwa , Dwa, we see that e ((ya> , j1Q (ya>) £ e((y ),E2)
1 - Ar yand e((y'), j (y')) € e((y'),E1). Then by table D a anda a 1 ya
the full DC forms of y , y' at i+1, we see that y' Is obtainedcl cl 3
from y by transposing the (1 +2 )-th and the a-th rows, wherecl
the a-th row of y contains an entry belonging to e((y ),E1)Cl Cl I
and also to a !(y ). So by Lemma 9.7.3, y , y ' must have thej. cl a a
following forms
T )
I
✓
y*
I 1
i
sss
s
* -
y;
Thus by Lemma 10.1.1, we have y' > y. with l(y') « l(y.) + 1Cl A  Cl Cl
and hence y^ >• Ya* So y^ < yft.
L
When u > 1 , let
[D Ar ¡¿■I
*b J .... Ar_ / 6 s
0 A?y . J V a  A (\ 9 • • • 6 s
u - 2
Then y fa ( r e s p .  y£ ) h a s  th e  f u l l  DC fo rm  (A^,A®,Ar - 1 , . . . ,A 1 )
a t  i+ u  w h ic h  I s  an  e le m e n t  o f  t h e  s e q u e n c e  £ ( w , r )  ( r e s p .  
£ ( y i » r )> b e g in n in g  w i t h  w ( r e s p .  y ^ ) . y ¿  i s  o b t a in e d  from  
y ^  b y  a p p ly in g  th e  sam e s u c c e s s io n  o f  l e f t  s t a r  o p e r a t io n s  
a s  a r e  n ee d ed  t o  o b t a in  y b from  y # in  £ ( w , r ) .  From T a b le s  (XX)
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(III) and Lemma 9.8.2, we get
y
D b-Table w
yb .A<yb > \ »  
_  DA ( . )  IEv > \ t • • • •i »?
1 1 17
3
7
2 < V  < u-2 1 1 2
u - 1 1 1 2
u 1 17
3
7
u < V < Xr 0 0 1
Xr < V < X1 0 0 0
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y 1
D, b - T a b le  w
y¿»My¿> \ *
9 • • • — »? »?
1 1 17 37
2 < V < u -2 1 1 2
u -  1 1 17 37
u 1 1 2
u < V < Xr O o 1
X < V < X. O 0 0r  1
Hence b y  Lemma 9 . 8 . 2 ,  we h a v e
y¿,A<y¿) V  
^ ■ » < ^ 1  <Ev \ 9••• »? »?
1 < V < X1 0 0 0
V 9 u-1,u
1 1u-1 0 ■  7 " 7
1 1u 0 7 7
D^h-Table
y b
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li+u+Ar)
y  y  •
By tables Dwb , we see that e((yfa), j1 Q (yb )) € e((yb),Eu>
Ar
*band e((yb ), j 0 (yb>) € e ((yb ) »Eu_-|) • Then *>y Table D
A_ ^b
and
the full DC forms of yb , y£ at i+u, we see that y£ is obtained 
from yb by transposing the a-th and the (i+u+Ar)-th rows, where 
the a-th row of yb contains an entry belonging to e((yb),Eu_1) 
and also to A .^(yb ). So fay Lemma 9.7.3, yb , yb must have the 
following forms
r \ \
\ \
I
^ /
i ---- > n; (i+utM-t*. _
/*//
I/s/S
1 --------- J
/t
l £
n  y;
Then by Lemma 10.1.1, we have yb > y£ and M y b ) - L (yb) + 1
and hence yfa y  y£. Therefore, either y^ >. ya or y^ 4  yft
holds by Theorem B. This implies y ' < y .
* L a
On the other hand, let
A° »o Ar-1 pO j O  Ar-2
ye <V| .....» J . , .»»J..,,»J ,y.'
U i  ........................... 2,yi’ -
Then ye is the last tern of the sequence £(w,r) but y^ is not 
the last tern of C(y^»r). So yQ has the full MDC forn 
((A^,A°],Ar_ 1 ,...,Al) at i ♦ Xr and y£ has the full MDC forn
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(A^.,A°,Ar_ 1 ,...,A1) at i + Xr. This implies £(yc> £ JC(y^).
Now y^ is obtained from by the same left star operations 
as are needed to obtain y from y in £ (w,r). According to 
Theorem B, either y > y' or y„ .< y' holds and so y„ < y'.
C  C  G  '  C  C  y  G
Therefore, we have y y„ < y' Jv y' < y and this
1 a PL C L C PL a L a
implies y J1 y'. So w „ y and w' * y 1 imply w''f w*.
cl L  A  P  j £1 3  L
§10.4 PROOF OF PROPOSITION 10.2.3 WHEN Xk + 1 < u < Xk AND 1 < k < r.
We now consider the situation when u satisfies Xk + 1 < u < Xk 
for some k with 1 < k < r.
The idea of the proof is generally similar to §10.3 but 
is a little more complicated. As before, we pick a certain 
element y in the sequence £(w,k). We also consider a certain 
element y' e K. obtained from w' by certain p-operations. We 
compare the sequences C(w,k) and £(y^»k). Let yo be the last 
term of the sequence £(w,k) and y^ be the term in 5 (y^*A) 
obtained by applying the same sequence of left star operations 
to y' as are needed to obtain y_ from y in £(w,k). We then 
have a cycle of elements as in the figure
*  Yc
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We show that all the elements in this cycle lie in the 
same left cell as before by finding corresponding elements 
yb* yb in the two sequences satisfying yfa > yb and 
i(yb ) = i(yb) + 1. Since Ya b w and y^ £ w '* we obtain 
w ^ w' as required.
Now we start to prove our result.
Assume that w has a standard MDC form (Ar,...,A.j) at i £ X 
and let blocks A^, A^, A° and a | be defined as in §9.6.
<w), y' = P . r * M W ) .  ThenO \ A,j t • • •Let y
0 Ar'* * * ,Ak+ 1 ,Ak 
\  A , , • • •  , Aj^_^
y' lies in 8. and y is in the sequence £ (w,k) beginningcl A cl
with w. Both y and y' have the full DC formcl 3
(A^ , • . • , Aj^ +  ^t Aj^  / Aj^  , A^_ ^ , • • • , A^ ) at i', i 1 = i +
r
Z
j-k+ 1
Xj ♦ 1 .
Since, by Lemma 9.6.1, [A^(y^), A^(y^)] is a DC block but
[Ak<ya ) , K y i {y t i ) ]  iB n o t' th ia  imPl i e s  th a t £<y^ > £  £(ya ) *
For u ’ * u-X. , let 
X 1
....V i rfk'V  * * * ,Ak+1 U'"p V  *
\A1, • • • ,Aj[) VAj^ ,.
p **....V 1 , ^ r ' ” ,'*k+1 ,J^ ) u’_1 
^ 1 »• ’ ’ ,Ak- 1  ,Ak } <Ya)
o  *1 ,0 *1 - o Ak'***,Ai-+ 1 * * * '^ k-H u ' - 1  
<'Al'” ,,\ - 1 'Ak> <Ya)V I1v 1 v  1 1^*k 'A 1 '**"Ak- 1  'kA1 '***'Ak-1 'Ak
<w)
Then yb (rasp, y¿) is an element of the sequence £<w,k) (rasp. 
£(y^,k)) beginning with w (resp. y^). y¿ ia obtained by applying
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the same sequence of left star operations to y' as are needed 
to obtain yfa from yft in g(w,k). The tables for functions 
yb yhDw and Dw can be worked out by Example 9.8.5(i), Tables
(IV), (VI), (VII) and Lemma 9.8.2 as follows.
-17-
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Then also by Lemma 9.8.2, we get the following table.
yb'A<yb) V V  Av  <
1 <h < r , h + k, i1 ■ i,
•i
1 < V  < X. 0 o 0v t u-1,u
1 1u - 1 0 " 7 ■ 2
u 0 17 17
yD b - Table 
yb
Since both yfa and y£ have the full DC forms
IAk'ArJ' Ar- 1 '**,'Ai 1 + 1 'Ai 1 ,Ak'Ai 1 'Ak- 1 '*,*'AV 
r r
at 1", 1" ■ u'( E X. ♦ 1) ♦ E X. , we see from tables 
h-k* 1 h h-i1 h
Dwb ' Dwb ' Dyb that e((yb ) , j 1 1 ‘V ] € • ((yb)'Eu )'*b X.
e ((yb ) > ^¿)) € • < 'Eu- 1 * and yb ia obtain*d from yb
by transposing the o-th and the B-th rows, where a - 1" * h „
the 8-th row of yfa contains an entry belonging to a ((yfa),Ey_1) 
and also to A^(yb). So by Lemma 9.7.3, yb , y¿ must have the
forms as belowi
■ 
M
 H
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(■ /•
V
s
s
s'
s
I
S ’
S’
S'
s'
1
flL
yb n'
So by Leirnna 10.1.1, we have yfa > y£ with My^) * A(y£) + 1 
and hence y^ y  y£. According to Theorem B, either ya y y^ 
or y_ ^  y * holds. Therefore y • < y .a cl a ^ cl
On the other hand, let
-1
p ^ p r i ,  p * k ' V  • • * ,Ain+1 rfk'V ' * * ,Ak+1 '*X'° p  V  • * * ,Ak+1
yc  \ A 1, . . . , A k_l V A 1, . . . , A j c_1^ j [  * ^ | , . . . , A j c_1 ,A j[) \  A1 , . . . » A j^  ,a £ <w)
.o ot, „ - 1
c f t e h  p**......... Ai 1+1 A ' V ^ I ^ ^ O - '
'M \ Ai» “ " Ak - r  Ai'-* * 'Ak - i 'Ak ('A i'-* -'Ak - r Ak) ^
. . p Ai p A±i ........ * V 1 p * ........ ^ i ,Ak a x,<T1
c ....\ - A * i ... ..............\ - v » i ) (yi>
Then y_ is the last term of £ (w,k) but y ' is not the last term c c
of £(ya ,k). By Lemma 9.6.1, we see that £ (yc) £ £(y^).
We know that y^ is obtained from y'a by applying the same 
sequence of left star operations as are needed to obtain yQ 
from ya in £(w,k). According to Theorem B, we have either 
yc «< y; or yc y  y¿. So yc < y¿. Hence ya p* yc < y£ p* y; < y..
This implies y„ <v y!. Finally, it follows from w £  y and 
* L * L “
w' o y. that w ~ w*.
CHAPTER 11 : THE LEFT AND RIGHT CELLS IN p~1 (X)
In the present chapter, we are able to determine the left 
cells of *n which lie in o~1 (X). We recall from Chapter 6 that 
o_ 1 (X) is a union of left cells. We define in §11.1 a map 
T:N^ -*■ from the set of normalized elements of type X into 
the set of x-tabloids, and we shall show that two elements of 
lie in the same left cell if and only if they have the same 
image under T.
In proving this result, it is of crucial importance to 
identify certain particular left cells in o_ 1 (X). These are 
obtained from one fixed left cell by applying powers of the 
automorphism $. This fixed left cell is obtained as follows:
We show in $11.3 that there exists a subset J of A such that 
{w e o- 1 (X)|*(w) ■ J} is a left cell.
The result that any two elements x, y lying in the same 
left cell can be transformed from one to another by a succession 
of raising operations in and left star operations will be 
applied in Chapter 15 to prove the connectness of cells of AR , 
where X ■ o(x).
I
111.1 THE MAP T FROM K. TO THE SET OF X-TABLOIDS~ A _ _
Fix X - {X1 > ... > Xr ) € An . Let y - {y1 > ... > ym > be
the dual partition of x.
Recall the definition of a tabloid in 11.2. Now we define a 
X-tabloid to be an array of n numbers {1,2,...,n} into X^  columns
-182 -
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such that its u-th column contains pu numbers for any u,
1 < u < x. We say two x-tabloids are equal if, for any u with 
1 < u < x.j# the u-th columns of these two tabloids contain the 
same set of numbers. Let be the set of all x-tabloids. Then 
we have
Lemma 11.1.1
For any w € N^, w has a standard MDC form (Ar,...,A^) at 
i € Z. Let E ■ {j“ (w)|1 < t < yu> c n. Clearly, Eu is independent 
of the choice of the standard MDC form of w. Let T(w) be the 
element of C^ whose u-th column contains all numbers o with 
1 < a < n and a € Eu for any u, 1 < u < X.,. Then T(w) is uniquely 
determined by w. So we can define a map T»NX C^ by sending w 
to T (w).
Lemma 11.T.2 The map T is surjective.
Proof For any X € C^, assume that the set of numbers in the t-th 
column of X is
K ... < ^t1 ^
for 1 < t < X,. Let M - (M.,M; ,M.,) be an n X X,,n matrix
(1) for any t, 1 < t < X.,, with Mtj being a
-18 4 -
Xj x n matrix, 1 < j < r.
(ii) the entries of Mt_. are all zero if yt < j < rj and are 
all zero except the (t,itj)-entry which is 1 if 1 < j < yfc.
mmIt is clear that there exists a unique element X(M) of An 
with M as a submatrix.
Suppose i „ = 1 for some a, 8 with 1 < a -< X. and 1 < 8 < y .Ct p I cx
Then there also exists a unique element X(M) of with M as
a submatrix and with (o,i .)-entry of M lying in its firsta 8 ap
column, where H . is a submatrix of X(M) in M which, regardedCXp
as a submatrix of M, is just defined as above.
Clearly, X(M) has the full MDC form (Ar,...,A,j) at i which
is normal for some i € I, with |AjJ ■ X^, 1 < h < r. By Lemma
9.1.1, X(M) is in K^. Also clearly, we have T(X(M)) ■ X. This
implies that T is surjective. o
If w, w' € H, with w' - L_ (w) for some u, 1 < u < X,,
7 u
where Eu is the subset of n such that e((w),Eu ) is the u-th 
layer of w, then we have T(w) ■ T(w'). So by Lemma 11.1.?, it 
is immediate that
Corollary 11.1.3
The map T ■ T|o i 5. + C. is surjective. aX X ....
111.2 THE SET S OF PRINCIPAL NORMALIZED ELEMENTS *
*  ......................
He shall show in this section that for any given X € C^ 
and any number a in the first column of X, there exists a unique 
element w of K. such that w has a standard MDC form (Ar,...,A1)
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at 1 for some i € X with (w) = a and T(w) = X. By using 
this result, we can precisely calculate the cardinal of T-1 (X) 
for any X € and then the cardinal of 5^.
The main purpose of this section is to show that for any 
X € (X) lies in some left cell of An.
Suppose that E = c n  is a non-empty set with
1 < i 1 < ... < it < n. Let e((w),E) be the set of entry classes 
of w € *n such that e( (w) ,E) contains all entries e(i,j) with j £ E. Let 
e((w),j 1), e((w),j2> be two entries of w lying in e((w),E) with j1 < j2 such that 
there exists no entry e((w),j) of w lying in e((w),E) with j1 < j < j2* Suppose
j. = Ia (resp. J2 = Ia) for some a, 1 < a < t. This implies 
j2 * Ia + 1 (resp. 3 1 = T^_^) and 0 < j2 —^ 1 < n with the convention 
that i « i . £°x any 6 » <3 with 1 < 6 < t and q € X.
Now suppose X ■ {X1 > ... > Xr} € An and w £ has a standard
MDC form (Ar,...,A1) at i for some i € S with T(w) ■ X € C^.
Let X^ be the set of all numbers in the k-th column of X,
1 < k < X1• Then X^ • {j£(w)|1 < t < pk>. Since e ((w)»E^),
1 < k < x^r are increasing chains of w, we see by the above
Vstatement that for any k, 1 < k < x^> once one number jt (w) is
vknown for some t, 1 < t < yk, all the numbers jy (w), 1 < v < y^, 
will be determined.
We say an increasing sequence Eii1 ,...,it of X is compact 
with respect to n, n > 1 , if inequality it - n < i^ <... < ifc 
holds. (Subsequently, the number n is always fixed. So we 
may just say E is compact without danger of confusion.)
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Clearly, if and Ft j fJt are two compact
increasing sequences of Z such that Ë, F e n  with E = F and 
i 1 = j.j, then we have i^ =* jQ for any a, 1 < o < t.
Suppose E:i1 #...,it and Ftj1 ,...,jt are two compact 
increasing sequences. We say E dominates F if the following 
conditions are satisfied:
(i) 1, F e n with Ë H F = 0.
(ii) i > j for any a, 1 < a < t. a a J
Suppose E dominates F. We say E, F are interlocking if 
the following additional condition is also satisfied:
(iii) There exists 0, 1 < 0 < t, such that ie - 1  < with the
convention that i'a a+qt 
a,b,q C X with 1 < a, b < t.
- qn and j. - jb+qt - qn for any
Examplet Suppose w € has a standard MDC form (Ar,...,A.j)
at i € S. For any k, h with 1 < k < and 1 < h < let
Ek :j* <w), jj -<w),...,j*<w) and let B¿«j¡ (w), jj .^w),...
k Vk 1 yh+ 1 Mh+ 1
•*»j^(w). Then by definition of we see that E^, E¿ are 
all compact increasing sequences of Z and that E¿ dominates 
Eh + 1 for any h, 1 < h < X«. Moreover, w is in Sx if and only 
if E£, Ej^  at® interlocking for any h, 1 < h < Xj.
Lemma 11.2.1 Suppose Esl.,...,^ is a compact increasing
sequence of I. Suppose there exists D e n  satisfies |D| ■ t
and D n I  - 0 in n. Then there exists a unique compact increasing
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sequence Fij^,...., jfc such that F = D, E dominates F, and E,F 
are Interlocking.
Proof Obviously, there exists a compact increasing sequence 
F 1 sj1 1 ,...,j1t such that F^ = D and E dominates F^. if e ,
F 1 are not interlocking, then for any 8 , 1 < p < t, we have
i6 - 1  > ^16* Let F2 !j2 1 ',,,,j2 t 8uch that j2a “ j 1 ,a+ 1 for 
1 < a < t with the convention that = j1 ,(j+qt - for any
8 , q € * with 1 < 6 < t. Then F2 = D and E dominates Fj. If E,
F2 axe still not interlocking, then the same procedure can be 
carried on and we get F^,F2,... such that for every c > 1 , the 
compact increasing sequence Fc :jci•••••jot satisfies jca = ^1 ,o+c- 1  
for all o, 1 < o < t. It is clear that F, = D for c > 1.
If E, Fb _ 1 are not Interlocking, then E dominates Fb for any 
b > 1. We claim that there exists some c > 1 such that E, Fc 
are interlocking. Otherwise, E dominates F_ for any c > 1.w
This implies ifl > jca - j 1 0+c_-| for any c > 1 and any a with 
1 < a < t. In particular, i 1 > 3i#a+qt for any S > 0. But * 1  
is finite and lim j. t - lim (j1a +qn) ■ «•» this gives a
q-w 1 , 0  ** q-M»
contradiction. Thus the existence of p is proved.
Now we shall show that such a sequence F is unique. Suppose 
P i j j fc and F ’» j a r e  two compact increasing sequences 
of S such that F - F* - D and E is dominantly Interlocking with 
both P and P'. We may assume If j1 ^ j], then there
exists soms c > 1 such that ■ j1+c and hence ■ ja+c *°r 
all a, 1 < a < t with the convention that Ja ■ 3a+qt ” 9n ior
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any a, g with 1 < a < t and q € X. Since E dominates F', we
have ig.-t > “ Jg+c- 1  > foE “ y &» 1 < B < t. This
contradicts the fact that E, F are interlocking. Hence we
must have j, = j! and then j ■ j* for all a» 1 < a < t. i I a a
This proves the uniqueness of F. a
Given X = {X1 > ... > Xr> € An and X 6 C^. Let X^ be 
the set of all numbers in the j-th column of X, 1 < j < X..
Then for any a € X^, we denote the following conditions on an 
element w of N by A(X,a)*A
(i) T(w) - X
(ii) w has a standard MDC form (Ar,...,A.j) at i for some i C X 
with j 1 (w) = a.
Lemma 11.2.2 Let X £ An , x e cx and ° € X 1 ^  defined as above. 
Then there exists an element w £ which satisfies A(X,a).
Proof We know from Lemma 11.1.2 that there exists an element
y € which has a standard MDC form (Ar,...,A,j) at i for
some i £ X with T(y) ■ X. Suppose that E is the sequence
j^(y), jy_1 (y)#...»j](y). Then E is a compact increasing
sequence of X with E ■ X,. Suppose (y) - a for some k,
1 r+ 1 -k
1 < k < r. Then there exists an element w ■ (P. . ) (y)\A-| 9 • • •
of An by Lemma 5.3.5. Hence we see from Corollary 5.4.7 that 
w is in M. and has a standard MDC form (Ar,...,A.j) at 
i ♦ (r+1-k)xr with T(w) - X  and j 1 (w) ■ j^(y) ■ o. 
as required, a
So w is
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Lemma 1 1 .2 . 3  Assume that w e N, has a standard MDC form
(Ar,...,A1) at i for some i e Z . Assume that w' € N satisfies
w' = L_ (w) 
Eu
for some u, 1 < u < X1. Then w satisfies A(X,a)
if and only if w' satisfies A(X,a) , where X £ An» X £ c x a n d
a £ X 1 are as in Lemma 11.2 .2 .
Proof This is obvious.
Proposition 11.2.4 Let X £ An » X £ and a £ X^ be as in Lemma
11.2.2. Then there exists a unique element w in 5^ which 
satisfies A(X,g).
Proof The existence of w follows from Lemma« 11.2.2, 11.2.3 and 
Proposition 10.2.4.
Now we shall show the uniqueness of w. Assume that 
w £ Nx satisfies A(X,a) and has a standard MDC form (Ar,...,A1) 
at i for some i e X. We may assume 1 < jj|w) < n in this form. 
Then the number j](w) is uniquely determined by equation j^w) - a.
Let Et *j£ (w),...,j*(w) for any t, 1 < t < A,. Then are 
all compact increasing sequences of Z with Et ■ Xfc. Since
(w) - a and E., - the sequence (w),...,jJ(w) is uniquely
determined by j](w). In particular, the sequence
Ei*Jy jj(w) uniquely determined. It is obvious that
E^ is also a compact increasing sequence of I such that E^ J, E2 
are interlocking. Since E2 ■ X2 c n satisfies |E2 | ■ |E^| and
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Ej n = 0 k  n, we see by Lemma 11.2.1 that the sequence E2 
is uniquely determined by E|. In general, assume that for some 
k, 1 < k < X.j, the sequences E^, 1 < h < k, are all uniquely
V Vdetermined. We know that E/tj (w),...,j.(w) and E. . areK yk + 1 i Kfi
two compact increasing sequences of Z with E£, Ek+  ^ interlocking. 
We also know that the sequence EJ and the set Ek + 1 = X ^ ^  have 
been determined. This implies by Lemma 11.2.1 that the sequence 
Ek + 1 must be uniquely determined. By applying induction on k,
Vwe see that for any k, h with 1 < k < and 1 < h < j^(w)
is uniquely determined. Then by equation
k nl j{*(w) = in ♦ I h
1-<k<X1 n h-1
Kh<pk
we can get a unique integer solution for i. This means that w 
is uniquely determined by condition A(X,a). Our proof is 
complete. a
Now we can prove the main result in this section.
Proposition 11.2.5 For any X € C^, the fibre T 1 (X) belongs
to some left cell of A .n
Proof Take any number * in the first column of X. By Proposition 
11.2.4, there exists a unique element w in which satisfies 
A(X,o).
Now let y be any element of T~ 1 (X). By the proof of Lemma
1 1 .2 .2 , we see that there exists x C N. satisfying x ft* y and
A L
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A(X,a). Then by Lemmas 11.2.3, 10.2.2 and Proposition 10.2.3, 
we can transform x by a succession of raising operations on 
the u-th layers of w with 1 < u < X1 and get an element of 
which is in the same left cell as x and satisfies A(X,a)• Thus 
by Proposition 11.2.4, this element must be w. Hence we have
y r w - Thus any element of T- 1 (X) lies in the same left cell
as w. Our conclusion follows.
s- 1For any X € C^, let y, y' € T (X) be such that y (resp. y') 
has a standard MDC form (A£.,...,A1) at i (resp. i'). Let X 1 
be the set of numbers in the first column of X. Then by
T TProposition 11.2.4, we see that j.j (y) = l-j(y') implies y - y'.
If X 1 = Xr, then by proper choice of standard MDC forms of 
y, y', we can always make j(y) * j!J (y') • So in that case, the 
cardinal of T_ 1 (X) is 1. But if X 1 ^ Xr, then the residue class 
j(y) (resp. j^y')) is independent of the choice of the standard 
MDC form of y (resp. y'). Clearly, when j^y) j4 (y‘), we have 
y )< y'. So the cardinal of T~ 1 (X) must be r.
Proposition 11.2.6 Assume X ■ {X. > ... > X r) € An « Then for 
any X € C^, |T~1 (X) | is a constant» it is equal to 1 if 1-j ■ Xgi
nlor equal to r if X1 ÿ Xff. So | |  is equal to —
n
_________________________________________________ lil
if
V I
j
x1 - xr or equal to ^ (nl  ^ if X1 ÿ Xr, where p - {p1 > ... > um }
n vj i 
3-1 3
is the dual partition of X.
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Proof By the above statement and Lemmas 11.1.1, 11.1.2. a
§11.3 THE SUBSET Xx OF Nx
For any v, t with 0 < v < n and 1 < t < X^, let
r
Evt = {v + I h“ j Xh '
Of Cx with the setn-1
Ev f Let X, * Uv=0
tabloid
n- 1
In this section, we shall show Xx ' {« 6 Sx|w 1 £ Hx> 
and then show that for any x,y € o- 1  (X) with x - 1  € H x f x £ y 
if and only if S(x) - ft(y).
For any v with 0 < v < n, let Jx (v) ■ Jr>v u ••• u J1,V f
where J.h, v {8oh+ 1 ' S< V 2 '*“ 'Bcth+Xh- 1 }' “h " v + 1 Xi*h+ 1  
JX (v)Then by the latter part of Chapter 3, we see that w q  
T_ 1 (Xv). So by Proposition 11.2.5, it is immediate that
i. * 
is in
Lemma 11.3.1 Any w € T_ 1 (Xv ) is in the same left cell as w^ 
for any v, 0 < v < n. o
Let w € Kx have a standard MDC form (A£,...,A1) at i € I. 
Let e((w),Eu ) be the u-th layer of w for any u, 1 < u < X ^
Lemma 11.3.2 Assume that e(±t,jt) are in e((w),Eu ), t ■ 1,2, 
with < i2 and > j2< Then < u2>
J, (v)
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WeProof By Lemma 3.10, we know u 1 f u2* Suppose u 1 > u2<
U1may assume without loss of generality that (w) for some
h, 1 < h •< y.. Let e(±3 ,j3) be e((w), jh 2 (w)) . Then i < i, 
u~ u <•
and j3 = 3h > jh <w > * J f  So e<i3 ,j3> is not e(i2 '^2 >*
Since e((w),E ) is an increasing chain of w, we have
u 2
(i2 -i3 )(j2 -j3> > 0. But on the other hand, ± 2 - ± 3 -
(i2 ~i1) + <l1-i3) > 0 and j2-j3 ■= <j2"j1 ) + (i r j3 l < °' 
implies (i2 -i3) (j2-j3) < 0, a contradiction. Therefore
This
U1 <  u 2 *
If w € with w - 1  € H^, then there exists i' € X such
that {e (iY (w), i' + Z XK ♦ 1 -v) 11 < v < X.} is a descending 
* h*t n
chain of w for all t, 1 < t < r. Assume that the entry 
r _
e(iY(w), i’ Z Xw ♦ 1-v) is in e((w),E ). Then by Lemma
h-t n tv
. < atx for 1 < t < r. Since11.3.2, we have ot 1  < at 2  <
( i 1 h*t
♦ 1-v|1 <  t < r, 1 < v < Xt} - n, by successively
considering the sets {atv|1 < v < Xfc) where t runs from 1 to r, 
we can see that a.
E -  U '  ♦ I 
v  h - t
we h av e  w € X . .
Xfcv ■ v for any t, 1 < t < yv . Therefore 
Xh + 1 -v | 1 < t < yv J for all v, 1 < v <  X,, and
Proposition 11.3.3 {w € N. Iw■ Jk
- 1
P ro o f We h av e  shown {w € * x | w "1 € Hx > c  Xx> By Theorem  A ( i ) ,  
we know ft(x ) -  8 { y ) f o r  a n y  x , y  w i th  x  £ y .  So Lemma 1 1 . 3 . 1  
t e l l s  u s  t h a t  f o r  a n y  w € Xx , 8<w) -  J x <v) w i th  soma v ,  0 < v  < n .
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i.e. vT 1 e H . This implies X. c {w e N |w~ 1 e H }. Our
A  A  ™  A  A
result follows. o
Proposition 11.3.4 Assume x,y € o (X) with x 1 € H^. Then 
x J1 y if and only if 8 (x) = 8 (y) .1j __________________
Proof (■•) By Theorem A(i) .
(«•) By Proposition 10.2.5, there exist x', y' € such that 
x' £ x and y' £ y. Then condition B(x) ■ 8 (y) implies B(x') * 
B(y') = B(x) by Theorem A(i). Since x~ 1 € H , it follows that
A
x ,_1 ,y , _ 1 € H^. Hence Proposition 11.3.3 together with 8 (x') ■ 
B(y') implies that T(x') ■ T(y') ■ Xv for some v, 0 < v < n.
So by Proposition 11.2.5, we get x' £ y' and then x £ Y* D
§11.4 THE NUMBER OF LEFT CELLS IN p~1 (A)
So far, we have shown that for any X € C^, the fibre T- 1 (X)
lies in some left cell by using the properties of a principal
normalized element. In any principal normalized element, we 
see that the distance between any two adjacent layers is very 
short. Now we shall define a new kind of set which consists 
of all elements w of such that the distance between any 
two adjacent layers of w goes beyond some fixed bound. By 
using the properties of these elements, we shall find all the 
left cells of o~1 (X)>
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Assurne that w € has a standard MDC form (Ar,...,A.j)
at 1 6 Z and E.!u  * {j£(w) I1 < h  <  Mu >» 1 < u  < Xn * F o r  i > 0,
we say that x *> (L )A(w) is available from w in N if
Eu K
(L_ ) ^  (w) € N. for any j, 1 < j < l. We say that >
u ^^ 2j Z Z
x = (L ) 1 (L ) 2...(L ) fc(w) is available from w in S if
U 1 u 2 ut
xh = (LE.. ] ^ E .
“h
l z
) h + 1 ... (L_ ) fc(w)) is available from
uh+ 1 ut
z z
(!.„ ) h + 1 ... (Lw ) t (w) in sx for any h, 1 < h < t.
uh+ 1 u.
Suppose that w 1 = (L^ ) (w) is available from w in
then w 1 has a standard MDC form (Ar,...,A.j) at i 1, i ’ = i + yv, 
and for any t, 1 < t < r,
j“ (w) if 1 < u < Xtr u t v
it**!* " {
jt (w)+n if u ■ v.
my
By this formula, it follows that if w 1 - (I*B ) v (w) is available
from w In I. , 1 < v < X 1 f m > 0 ,  then w, - (L_ )*(w.) is availablea i * av+i
from w n in »x for any l, 1 < 4 < »Vv+1* In particular, <I*B >“ <w)
is always available from w in for any m > 0. Given any 
integer N > 0, let mo, 1 < a <  X.,# be a set of integers such 
that m., > ... > m x > 0  with m ^ - m ^  > N ♦ 2 , 1 < J < X1 then
a .— I^X,“!su y. Xs“ 1 ®iPi
w ’ - (Le ) ~ 1 X 1 (Le ) 1 1 ... (Lw ) 1 1 (w) is available
X.”1k1 “1
from w in M. such that
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(w')-j^|(w') > Nn, for any t,t',u,u' with u < u',
1 < t < yu and 1 < t' < yu ,
jV(w*)-n < ju <W) < j“ .(w1) < ... < j“ (W), for 1 < u < x.
Uu 1 1 1
.u lU,
By Proposition 10.2.3, we see that w' € satisfies w' £ w.
For a € X, we define N^(a) to be the set of all elements 
w of such that w has a standard MDC form (Ar ,...,A^) at 
i € X satisfying j“ (w) - j“ ,(w) > a for any t,t',u,u' with 
u < u ', 1 < t < yu 1 < ^ Mu • •
For example, suppose n = 7, X = { 3 > 3 > 1 } .  Then the 
following element w is in N^(1 ) but not in N^(2 ).
U+0-tJi — r 1 11I 1 .11
\
)
It is clear that (-n) - and (a) e K^(a') for any 
a, a' € X with a > a'.
By the above discussion, for any a € I, w € H^, there 
always exists an element w' in K^(a) such that w' £ w.
Lemma 11.4.1 For a > n, let w € N (a) have a standard
MDC form (Ar,...,A1> at i € X. Let e(it,t) be in the layer
e ((w), E ) and • d«.* ,,t*c) in the layer e((w),E ), e ■ 1 ,2 .
_______ _t_________  c___________________________ °t*c___________
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Then (i) at = «t+e —  0 < 1 - < n
(ID at < afc+e —  l t e^ - l t > n
<iAi> °t > “t+e **» 1 fc+ e  - it < 0
Proof Since t + t+e, we have ifc + ifc+ .
‘ , a
So it+£ - it i 0,n.
'*4*We may assume that e(it,t) is e((w),j^ (w)) for some h, 1 < h < po 
We need only show the Implication in the direction for all
these three cases.
(i) Either e(it+e, t+e) or e d t+£ -n, t+e-n) is e((w),jh ,t+e (w))
c* * If at * at+e' then t+e
for some h ’, 1 < h ’ < pc
h ^ t w )  - jh- ‘ (w)| > a > n. But in fact, | (w) -jh^+e (w) | =
Jt-(t+e)| or 11-(t+e-n)| which is less than n. This is a 
contradiction. So = at+e’
(ii) Let ifc+e - ifc ■ qn + p with q, p € X and 0 < p < n.
Then q > 0. Let e d 0 ,j0) )*• e ^t+e ” <3n ' t+e_<3n ) • Then
e(l ,jj is in e((w) ,E ). Since i < i and t > j , thiso o “t+e
implies < ®t+e ^  Lemma 11.3.2
(ill) By Lemma 11.3.2. o
Let w be as in Lemma 11.4.1. Let e(ig(w),B) be in 
S((w) ,E0 (w) ); for B - t, t+1, t+2 with t € X. Then w € 0R (St)
P
if and only if one of the following cases occurs by i2.3.
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ti> it+1 (W) < it (w) < it+2 (w)' (ii) it+1 (W) < it+2 (w) < it (w),
(ill) ifc(w) < ifc+2 (w) < ifc+1 (w)i (iv) it+2(w) < < it+1 (w).
By Lemma 11.4.1, we have
inequality (i) holds «-► ot+1 (w) < at (w) < afc+2 (w) 
inequality (ii) holds •»+ <xt + 1  (w) < “t+ 2 (w) 14 °t(w) 
inequality (iii) holds •«+afc (w) < ot+2 (w) < «t+1 (w) 
inequality (iv) holds < at (w) < “t+1 <w)*
When w € DR (st)# let w ' “ w* in cR (st). Let e(ig (w'),B) 
be the entry of w', 0 ■ t, t+1, t+2. Then we have
(it+ 1 (w,)' m * ’* 'it+2 (w’) ] “ (it+2 (w) »it (w) 'At+ 1 (w) 1 in case (i) 
(it+ 1 <w'* ,JLt+ 2 (w' * ,JLt <w' 1 “ U t (w) »1 t+ 2 fit* 1 (w) * in case (ii)
U t (w'),it+2 (w'),it+1 ( W )) ■ (ifc+1 (w),it+2 (w),ifc(w)) incase (iii)
(it+2 (w'1 'At (w'*fit+1 ( w ' 1 * * (it+1 ,it <w>»it+2(w)* incase (iv).
Since w' is obtained from w by transposing two consecutive columns 
of w which contain the entries lying in distinct layers of w, we 
see that w' lies in N^(a-2) which also has a standard HOC form 
(A ,.. . , )  at i.
Assume that e(ig(w'),0) is in e((w')r Ea^(w>) ). Then we have
(®t+1(w'),°ttw'),°t+2(w ')) * (at+2*w)»°ttw),at+1(w)* incase (i) 
<“t+l‘w V t + 2 < " ,>'®t<w,>> " *°t<w) '°t+2 f°t+1 <w> * incase (ii)
(ofe( W ),at+2(w'),ot+1( W )) ■ (at+1(w),at+2(w),afc(w)) incase (iii)
(°t+2 iw','0lt (w’,,at+ 1 (w,,) " <at+ 1 *°t+2 (w) 1 incase (iv) .
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So in other words, we can say that w € 0R (st) if and only 
if one of the following cases occurs:
(i*) ot (w), at + 1  (w) and <*t+2 (w) are distinct, one of (w) 
and at+2 • saY a(w), lies between the others.
(ii') Two of afc(w), at+ 1 (w), at+2 (w) are equal, but the remaining 
one, say a(w), is distinct. When a(w) t at+1 ^ ' th-en either 
a(w) - at (w) is maximum or a(w) - at+2 (w) Is minimum among 
{otg (w) | B ■ t,t+1 ,t+2 >.
In case (i1), let a'(x) * (at (x), afc+2 (x)} - {o(x)} for 
x = w, w'. Then (a^lw'ljalW'ija'iw1)) = (o' (w) ,a(w) ,at + 1 (w)). Incase 
(ii'), vdien a(w) jt at+1 w^*' let <*'(x) = (at(x), at+2<x^  “ {a(x)>. Then 
(at+i<w '>» a'(w'), a(w')) * (a(w), a'(w), at+1<w )).
When a(w) - at+1(w)' then
(<xt + 1  (W ) ,at (w') ,at+2 (w')) - (at (w) ,at + 1  (w) ,ofc+2 (w)) if ufc+1 (w) 
is maximum.
(at+-| (w ‘) *at (w'* »°t* 2 (w'* * " (at+ 2 '°t(w) »°t+ 1 (w) 1 If ot+i (w)
is minimum.
Therefore we have
Lemma 11.4.2 For w € N^(a), a > n and t € I, whether w is in 
DR (st) or not is entirely determined by T(w). That is, for any 
X € and %r, y 6 K^ta) n T_ 1 (X), we have that w is in DR (*t>
if and only if y is in &R (*t)< When they are in ®R (*t)# 1 st 
w' ■ w*,. y*. ■ y* in DR (st). Then w', y' 6 N^(a-2) and T(w') ■ T(y').
□
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Now we can prove the following result.
Proposition 11.4.3 For x,y € 8 ,^ we have x £ y T(x) = T(y)
Proof (••) By Proposition 11.2.5
(«•) Otherwise, for any a,b € Z with a > b > 0, there exists 
x,y with x ? y such that for some X, Y € C, with X / Y, we have 
x € 8 (a) H T- 1  (X) and y € 8 (a) n t ”" 1 (Y) . By Proposition 6.3.7,
A A
there exists a sequence xQ ■ x, x^,...,x£ such that for every j,
1 < j < i, x71 » *(x71 ,) in 0T (s. ) with some t. £ X, i.e.3 J“ 1 j
x^ * xj- 1  in ®r (*t )> and x~ 1 € Hx* Clearly, the number i is
independent of the choice of a. Now we take a,b £ X with b > n 
and a > b + 2l. Then we have x.. £ 8 ^ (b) for any j, 0 < j < i. 
Since x £ y, we see by Theorem A(i) and C(ii) that there also 
exists a sequence yQ - y, y 1 #...,yA such that for every j,
1 < j < if Yj ■ in ®R <st > n Hx (b), yj £ x^ and then
8 (yj) * 8 (Xj). In particular, y& £ x& and R C y - »(x^). So
• 1 yby Proposition 11.3.3, we have x^, y^ € T (X ) for some v,
0 < v < n. Now we start with the pair {x&, y &} and consider 
the sequence of pairs {**_•) » * * - 1  >• • • • • {X0 »V0 > * <*'*>•
Then by repeatedly applying Lemma 11.4.2, we have T(y^) ■ T (x^  ) 
for all j, 0 < j < l. In particular, T(y) - T(x). This gives 
a contradiction. So our conclusion is shown. a
Proposition 11.4.4 Any two elements x.y in the same left cell of 
An can be transformed from one to another by a succession of
raising operations in 8  ^ and left star operations, where X - o(x).
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Proof By Proposition 6.4.1, we have y € a 1 (X) by x £ y and
x € o” 1 (X). It follows from Propositions 6.3.7 and 7.4 that
there exists x', y' € N, such that x' x and y* ^  y.A l L
Proposition 11.4.3 tells us that T(x') ■ T(y') since x' £ y'.
Let a be any number in the first column of T(x') . Then we 
see in the proof of Proposition 11.2.5 that both x' and y' can 
be transformed to the unique element of which satisfies 
A(T(x'),a) by a succession of raising operations in and 
left star operations. This implies that x and y can be trans­
formed from one to another by a succession of raising operations 
in and left star operations. a
Theorem 11.4.5 For any X € An, o”1 (X) is a disjoint union of
— — ---  left (resp. right) cells of A . where y * {y. > ... > y }m I* i inn y. , 1
3 - 1  3 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
is the dual partition of X.
Proof By Propositions 10.2.5, 11.4.3 and Lemma 11.1.1, we see
that o“ 1 (X) is a disjoint union of mn *---  left cells of A R .
n y,l
j - 1  3
Since the map w w - 1  induces a bijection from the set of left
cells of A to the set of right cells of A n  and since o~1 (X) is n n
invariant under this map by Lemma 3.3, the remaining result of 
this theorem follows. o
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CHAPTER 12 : g~1 (X) IS AN RL-EQUIVALENCE CLASS 
OF An
Fix X ■ {X, >  ... > X_> € A_. We have shown in S6.4 thati r n
g 1 (X) is a union of some RL-equivalence classes of An> Now 
we shall prove that g~1 (X) is an RL-equivalence class of Ar .
We may assume X + {1 > ... > 1} and n > 3 by Chapter 4. We
know from Proposition 6.3.7 that any element of g- 1 (X) is in
the same left cell as some element of . But by Lemma 3.3,
this is equivalent to saying that any element of a- 1 (X) is in
the same right cell as some element of H~1, where
H~ 1 = {x € g~1 (X)lx" 1 € }. By Proposition 11.3.4, we see
that for any x,y € H~1, if R(x) = R(y) then x £ y. So to
reach our goal, it is sufficient to show that for any x,y C H~1,
there exists an element z of H~ 1 such that z £ x and R(z) = R(y).
But this is equivalent to show that for any x,y C H., there exists
an element z of such that z £ x and £(z) « £ (y). By Proposition
7.4 and the fact that c H^, we need only show that for any
x € , y € , there exists an element z of such that z £ x
and £ (z) * £ (y). Note that for any u,v C , £(u) = £ (v) if and
only if there exists an integer i such that both u and v have a
standard MDC form at i. Now assume that x € has a standard
MDC form at h and y € has a standard MDC form at k. We may
assume h < k < h ♦ n. Let E - {j£(x)|1 S t < r> c n. Then by
Proposition 10.2.3, we see that the element z » (L^) (x) has
all required properties. Therefore, we get
Theorem 12.1 For any n > 2 and X € An , the set o 1 (X) is an 
RL-equivalence class of AR . □
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CHAPTER 13 t LEFT CELLS ARE CHARACTERIZED BY THE GENERALIZED
RIGHT t-INVARIANT
In Chapter 11, we have characterized any left cell of *n by
a tabloid of size n by means of the map T which maps all the
normalized elements of this left cell to the corresponding tabloid.
In the present chapter, we shall give another characterization of
any left cell of Ar, i.e. the generalized right t-invariant which
has been defined on an element of any Coxeter group in §1.1.
Let ?n be the standard parabolic subgroup of Ar generated
by {s1 ,...rsn_1> which is isomorphic to the symmetric group Sn.
In §13.2, we shall apply the above result to discuss the relations
between the RL-equivalence classes (resp. left, right cells) in
A and in P . Our main results in §13.2 are as follows: The n n
intersection of «my RL-equivalence class of AR with Pn is non-empty 
and is just an RL-equivalence class of Pn « The intersection of 
any left (resp. right) cell of An with PR is either empty or a 
left (resp. right) cell of PR .
In the proof of these results, we actually give a proof for 
determination of all left, right cells and all RL-equivalence 
classes of the symmetric group SR in our own way which differs 
from Lusztig [1] and Vogan [8 ].
§13.1 LEFT CELLS ARE CHARACTERIZED BY THE GENERALIZED RIGHT 
T-INVARIANT
Lemma 13.1.1 If w,y € An have the same generalized right
T-invariant, than w ^  y.
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Proof By Theorem 12.1, it is sufficient to show that a(w) = a(y).
Assume X = a(w) and X' = o(y). Then w - 1  e o- 1 (X) and y“ 1 € o- 1 (X*)
by Lemma 3.3. Hence by Proposition 6.3.7, there exists a sequence
wQ = w”1, w,j,...,w such that for every j, 1 < j <  1 , wj “ *wj- 1
in Dt (s, ) for some s. € A and w„ € H, . Since y has the same I> ij ij i x
generalized right T-invariant as w, this implies that there also 
exists a sequence yQ = y~1, y 1 ,...,yi such that for every j, t 
with 1 < j < i. and 0 < t < 1, y^ = in DL (si.) and £ *yt* = C *wt*
In particular, JMy^) = JC (w^) . So
X' * a(y) = o(y_1) * a ( y > n(£(yA)) - irdtw^)) = cr(w4) * ° <w 1)
= a(w) - X. i.e. X* > X. By symmetry, we also have X > X'.
So X - X'. a
Theorem 13.1.2 For w,y € *n, w £ y *»• w,y have the same generalized 
right T-invariant.
Proof (~) By Theorems A and C.
(•) By Lemma 13.1.1, we have w,y € a 1 (X) for some X € An . Then 
w-1, y“ 1 £ o_ 1 (X)• Since w_1, y“ 1 have the same generalized
left T-invariant, there exist two sequences w « w -1 w, » e f  W  -
and y, ■ v ‘ 1 . V . ..o 1 1 * 1 '
*Wj_ 1 and y^ ■ m
■ £ (yh ), 0 < h < l, w
€ A, and
we have w" 1 ~ y"', i.e. w^ £ y^. Owing to Theorem C, we get
** _i _iw 4 * y4 for all j. In particular, w £ y 
J r J R
- 1
So w £ y. a
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SI 3.2 THE STANDARD PARABOLIC SUBGROUP P ___________________________________n
For any w £ An, let {ew (u ,j )|u € *} be the entry set of w.
Then we see that w € Pn if and only if j satisfies 1 < j < n
for any u, 1 < u < n.
Now assume that w is in Pn. By the property that ju+n j +nJu
for any u £ X, we see that if u,v £ X satisfy u-v > n then j > jv * 
So for any descending chain {e (u.,j„ )|1 < i < t, u. < u _ < ... < u. }W  1 I e t
of entries of w, there must exist some q € X such that 
qn + 1 < u 1 < u 2 < ... < ufc < (q*1 )n.
Bearing these facts in mind, we shall first show that any
element x of P can be transformed to some element of P_ n H. byn n A
a succession of left star operations in PR , where X = o (x) .
Lemma 13.2.1 For w € A , let A(w) be the block of w consisting■ 1 ' 1 n
of rows from the (i*1 )-th to the (l+j)-th with 1 < j < n.
Let S = {« > b® « longest descending chain ofw U 1
w in A(w). Then we can transform w to w* by a succession of left 
star operations on the block A(w) such that w' has a descending 
chain t«w , (u, j^) |i*j + 1 -t < u <  i+j}.
Remark t He say that a left star operation on w acts on the block 
A(w) if it is defined in 0L («U ) with i+1 < u < i+j-2, where i,j 
are defined as above.
Proof Clearly, t satisfies 1 < t < j. Fix t > 1, let us apply 
induction on j-t > 0. It is trivial for the ease j-t ■ 0, since 
in that ease, we just take w' - w. Now assume j-t > 0.
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(i) If u 1 / i+1, let A'(w) be the block of w consisting of 
rows from the (i+2)-th to the (i+j)-th. Then S is a longest 
descending chain of w in A' (w) and so our result follows from 
the inductive hypothesis.
(ii) If u 1 = i+1 and j1 + 1 < ji+2» where ew (i+2,ji+2> is an 
entry of w, then ew (i+2,ji+2> is not in S. Let
S' = S U {ew (i+2,ji+2)} " iew (i+1,ji+1)}. Then S' is also a 
longest descending chain of w in A(w). This reduces to case (i).
(iii) Let Ul = i+1 and j± + 1 > j± + 2 > ... > ji+h and j±+h < ji + h + 1  
with h > 2 , where ew (i+k,ji+k> are the entries of w for all k,
1 < k < h+1. By our assumption, we see that h is less than j.
Then there exists x € An with w * (i*1 rh f1 x> clearly, x is 
obtained from w by a succession of left star operations in the 
block A(w) and the maximal length of the descending chains of x in 
A(x) is also equal to t by Lenina 3.7 and its proof, where A(x) is the block of 
x consisting of rows from the (i+1)-th to the (i+j)-th. Let ex (i+1, and 
ex(i+2 »j|+2) be two entries of x. Then we have ji+1 < Ji+2* This reduces to case (1 
Therefore our conclusion follows by induction. o
The following is an example for Lemma 13.2.1, where w, x, 
w' € An with n > 6 , j - 6 , t - 4, w * > x and x * (*-+2f 3jJL »  w i
1-*-/
V
I1
1 .1 1' I
— / 1 I
1
1
1
1
—  / T1 T
lI1
w
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Lemma 13.2.2 For w € An , let A be the block of w consisting of
rows from the (i+1)-th to the (l+j)-th with 1 < j < n. Assume that
D = {ew (u,ju> < u < i+j} is a longest descending chain of w
in A. Assume that S = U ... II is any disjoint union of h
descending chains of w in A. Then there exists a disjoint union 
S' = S]J U ... II of h descending chains of w in A such that
|S'| > |S| and S} = D. *1
Proof We may assume S n D j* 0, as otherwise, S ’ = D U s2 U ... U 
would be as required.
Let k be the smallest integer with i+j+1-t ■< k < i+j such
that ew (k,jk) € S. We may assume ew (k,jk> € S1. Let
S' = S! U ... U S' be as follows:1 n
S' = S 1 U {ew (u*ju)|k < u < i+j}
- {ew (u,ju )|k < u < i+j), 2 < l < h.
Then S' - Si U ... U S' is a disjoint union of h descending
1 n
chains of w in A satisfying |S'| > |S|. If k ■ i+j+1-t, then 
S' is as required. If not, then S" • D II SJ U ... U S^ is as 
required since |D| > |S^|. a
Lemma 13.2.3 For X - {X, > ... > Xr> 6 An, assume that
w € t  n o (X) has an MDC form (A. , A. A. ) at Z x h_____»_____________________________K K '_______ ]_____ h«k+ 1 n
with 0 < k < r and ^ ( w ) |  - Xj for every j, 1 < j < k. Then the 
maximal length i of the descending chains of w in B is Xk + 1 # where
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In particular, when j = k, we have a disjoint union
(k) (k) iklS 3 Sk U Sk+ 1 of 2 d e s c e n d i n 9 chains of w in Bk satisfying 
Cn (w,2), Sj[k) = ^  and |S(k)| = £^ Xh . So is a descending
chain of w in B with |sj^| = Xk+1. This implies i = Xk+1. °
Proposition 13.2.4 FOr any X = U t > • •->Xr} £ An , if 
w € a 1 (X) 0 P , then there exists a sequence of elements
wQ = w, Wj,...,wt in ?n such that for every j, 1 < j < t,
w. = *w. . in Dt (s . ) with some i., 1 < i. < n-2 and w. e H, (IP. 3_____ 3- 1 _____ i» i j_____________ 3________3_____________t____X____n
Proof Let Bj, 1 < j < r, be defined as in the proof of Lemma
13.2.3. By Lemma 13.2.3, if w has an MDC form (Ak,...,A1> at 
r
£ X. with 0 < k < r and I A.(w) I - X. for every j, 1 < j < k, 
h-k* 1 h 1 j ' 3
then the maximal length of the descending chains of w in B^.,
is xk+1. So by Lemma 13.2.1, we can transform w to x by a
succession of left star operations in the block Bk + 1 such that x
has an MDC form (A. A.) at £ X. with |A.(x)| * X4 forTt*i 1 h=k+ 2 n J J
every j, 1 < j < k+1. Now we go through the same process by
taking k - 0,1,...,r-1 in turn. Finally we get an element w' of
Pn which has an MDC form (Af,...,A.|) at 0 with |A^.(w')| ■ Xj
for every j, 1 < j < r, i.e. w' € Hx. Since the whole process
from w to w* is a succession of left star operations in PR, this
implies our result. o
Corollary 13.2.5 For any X £ Aft, if w € o" 1 (X) n Fn , then there
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for every j, 1 < j < t, either w. = *w. , in D_ (s. ) or __________________________________J_____ i U_____ **
Wj = w ^ _ 1 in ) with some i^, 1 < < n-2 , and wfc,
w t 1 are both in Pn n H^.
exlsts a sequence of elements wq = w, ... ,wfc in PR such that
Proof By Proposition 13.2.4, we may assume w € ?n n . Clearly 
w - 1  is also in the set a- 1 (X) n Pn. Also by Proposition 13.2.4, 
there exists a sequence of elements wQ = w 1, w 1 ,...,wfc in PR 
such that for every j, 1 < j < t, w^ = *wj_-| in ) with
some ij, 1 < ij < n-2 , and wfc € H^. i.e. there exists a sequence
of elements w - 1 -1 - 1 in P_ such that w - 1W, w1 ,...,wt *n »«W.» -j
in ) for every j, 1 < j < t and wfc € H^. Since this
sequence is in o  ^(X) and also in some left cell of Pn, we have
£(W;1) £(wt-i)
- 1... *■ £ (w) by Theorem A and hence wfc € H^.
Our assertion follows. □
Now we can consider the relations between the RL-equivalence 
classes (resp. left, right cells) in and in
For any X »  { X ^ > . . . > X r } £  An, let J^(0) “ Jr u ...UJ^ =
with J.
(V ,'*“h*2' +XV-1}> °h "
J. (0)
is clear that wfi 
result.
h h 
-1
r
Z
i«h+ 1
X.. Then it
€ F n o (X). So we get the following n
Proposition 13.2.6 For any X € An, the intersection of any 
RL-equivalence class of *n with is non-empty.
Proof By Theorem 12.1, any RL-equivalence class of *n has the
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form a 1 (X) for some X € A . Thus our result followsn
Immediately a
By Proposition 13.2.6, we see that the Intersection of any
KL-equivalence class of An with PR is non-empty and hence it is
a union of some RL-equivalence classes of Pn . Now we shall
show that such an intersection is actually an RL-equivalence
class of P .n
Lemma 13.2.7 For X = (X1 > ... > Xr> € An , assume that
- 1  J,(0 )w, w € H, D t . Then w = w *________ X____ n_____________ o____
Proof By the assumption that w € n P^, w has a standard 
MDC form (Ar,...,A1) at 0. Let e(i“ (w), j“ (w)) be the u-th
IT 4
entry of A. (w). Then i“ (w) ■ £ X. ♦ u. We claim jJ(w) - n.
* z h-t+ 1 n 1
For suppose that j](w) < n. Then there exists an entry ew (i,n)
of w with 1 < i < n and i t i*(w). We have i i i](w) by the
fact that A 1 (w) is a DC block. So we must have i < i] (w). But
then S - {ew (i,n)} U A 1 is a descending chain of w with |S| - X., + 1.
This contradicts w € o"1 (X). So w has the entry ew (n+1-X1 ,n).
Also by the assumption that w_ 1 € n Pn and the fact that the
matrix w~ 1 is the transpose of w, we see that e _ 1 <n+1-X^,n)
w
is an entry of w - 1  and so #w (n,n+1-X^) is an entry of w, i.e.
some k, 1 < k < r and all t, u with 1 < t < k and 1 < u < X*.
. Now n ■ j] (w) > j*(w) >... s 
So we get j^(w) ■ n+1-h for any h, 1 S h < X
i 1> J1 (w) - n+1-X1
1
Now suppose that we have shown j“ (w) ■
r
I * 1 - u for 
h-t h
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Now we consider the relations between the left (resp. right)
cells in A and in ( .n n
In general, the intersection of any left (resp. right) cell 
of An with is not necessarily non-empty. But what will 
happen when such an intersection is non-empty? Clearly we can 
at least say that it is a union of some left (resp. right) cells 
of ?n . The following result gives us a more satisfactory answer.
Theorem 13.2.9 The Intersection of any left (resp. right) cell 
of An with Pn is either empty or a left (resp. right) cell of Pn.
Conversely, any left (resp. right) cell of Pn can be expressed as
an intersection of some left (resp. right) cell of Ar with Pn «
Proof Let x,y € Pn « It is sufficient to show that if x and y
are in the same left cell of An then they are in the same left
cell of P .n
Now assume that x and y are in the same left cell of An.
By Proposition 6.4, we have a (x) = o(y) » X for some X € AR . By 
Proposition 13.2.4, we may assume x,y € 0 Pn. Lemma 3.3 and
Theorem 13.1.2 tell us that x“1, y- 1  are in o“ 1 (X) and, they 
have the same generalized left t-invariant in Aft and hence in PR. 
So by Proposition 13.2.4, there exist two sequences of elements
-1 , x 1 f...,xt and yQ - y“1, y.,,...,yt in Pn such that for
every j, k with 1 < j < t and 0 < k < t, - ‘x^., and y^ - *y3 - 1  
in 0^ )  with some i^, 1 < i^ < n-2 , £ (xk) - X(yk > “ »d
x^, yt € fl Since xQ ■ x , x^, • • • are all in the
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same left cell of P , we have R(x. ) = R(x~1) - £ (x) and thus 
-1 n t J (0)
x. € H, il P . By Lemma 13.2.7, we must have x. = w 
X n J.(0) t o
Similarly we can show yfc = wQ and so xfc = yfc. Thus x^ = y^
for all j. In particular, x - 1  = y~\ i.e. x « y. S o x  and y 
are in the same left cell of Pn . Our proof is complete. □
We know that any standard parabolic subgroup of *n which is 
isomorphic to the symmetric group Sn has the form 
Pt = <8^11 < 1 < n, i j< t> for some t, 1 < t < n. Clearly, the 
automorphism 4>t of An fixes all a 1 (X), X € An and induces an 
isomorphism from Pn to Pfc which preserves the left, right and 
two-sided cells as well as RL-equivalence classes for them.
So, if we replace Pn by P, where P 6 (Pfc|l < t < n > ,  then all 
results in this section still hold.
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CHAPTER 14 ~ THE TWO-SIDED CELLS OF THE AFFINE WEYL 
GROUP An
We have shown that for any X € AR, a 1 (X) is a RL-equivalence
class of An which consists of — —  left (resp. right) cells of
Z wjl 
j» 1
An , where y = {y^ > ... >Pm> is the dual partition of X. From
this, we know that the total number of left (resp. right) cells
of A is n
nl
Z r
{X1 > ... > V  e An xj‘
Since any two-sided cell of A is a union of some RL-equivalencen
classes of An, this implies that the number of two-sided cells
of A is finite and is less than or equal to the number of n
partitions of n. So far, all the results here have been obtained
by our own elementary methods and do not rely on the knowledge
of the intersection cohomology theory. But now we shall use a
recent result of Lusztig, i.e. Theorem E [6] in Chapter 1 to
prove that any RL-equivalence class of AR is actually a two-sided
cell of A . Then we can determine the exact number of two-sided n
cells of A which is equal to the number of partitions of n. n
This result of Lusztig comes from the deep theory of inter­
section cohomology
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To show our result:, we shall first give some lemmas. The 
notation y p w means that y, w are In the same two-sided cell of
*n* 
Lemma 14.1 If y, w € Ar with y ^ w, then
(I) y < w implies R(y) * R (w) .L
(I I ) y < w implies £ (y) = £ (w) .
R______________________
Proof It is enough to show (1). Since y < w, there exists aL
sequence yQ = y, y^,...,yt ■ w such that either y^_^ -< y^ or 
y± -< y ^ r  and £ (yi_1) t £ (y±) for every i, 1 < i < t. Clearly,
* w. Since y ^ w, this implies that all
7  “ yo L y 1 L Z * *
y^, 0 < i < t, are in the same two-sided cell of Ar . By 
Theorem A (i), we have
R (y) - R(yQ) £ R(y.,) £ ... £ R(yt) ■ R(W).
In particular, R(y) £ R(w). If R(y) ^ R(w), then there exists 
at least one j, 1 < j < r, such that R(yj_.|) ^ R(y.j), i.e.
R(yj—1) ^ R(yj). So by Theorem E, and y^ are not in the
same two-sided cell. This gives a contradiction. Hence we 
must have R(y) ■ R(w). □
Lemma 14.2 Let y,w € AR with y £ w.
(i) Let y, w be two elements in D- (s.). If y < w, then ______________________________ *» *_________ R________
*y < *w and *y £ *w.■* b  r
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(ii) Let y,w be two elements In PR (sfc). If y < w, then
y* < w* and y* 'O
Proof We first note that, if x € DT (s ) , then *x y x, hence, 
by Theorem A(i), we have R(*x) = R(x). Now let y, w be two 
elements in ®L (st) such that y ^ w and y ^ w. Then there 
exists a sequence yQ = y, y.,,,.(yc = w such that either
yi- 1  *< yi or yi- 1  ^  yi' and R(yi-1 ) R(yi) for every i» 
Clearly,
yo t  y 1 t  • ”  $ * r w.
Since y p w, this implies that all y^, 0 < i < r, are in the same 
two-sided cell. So by Lemma 14.1(ii), we have
£<y) = r<y0) - ¿(y^ £ (yr) * £ (w)
Hence, *y^r 0 < i < r, are well defined. Theorem B shows that
either *y^_i "< *y^ or ‘y^ ■< *yi-i for sv«ry 1 < i < r.
By the remark at the beginning of the proof, we have R(y^) “ R(*y^)
for all i. It follows that R i ^ y ^ )  ^ Ri^y^ for i, 1 < i < r
and hence *y - *y^ < *y, < ... < *y„ - *w. In particular, *y < *w.° R 1 R R r R
On the other hand, we have *y j* y J; w J *w and hence *y £ *w.
(i) is proved. The proof of (ii) is entirely similar. a
Lemma 14.3 Let y, w € AR with y ft w.
(i) y < w  implies y £ w. (i)
(ii) y < w implies y £ w.
Then
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Proof It Is enough to show (i). Assume y 6 a- 1 (X) and w € a-1 (X') 
for some X, X' € An . Then y - 1  € a- 1 (X) by Lemma 3.3. So by 
Proposition 6.3.7, there exists a sequence yQ = y-1, y.j,...,yr 
in a 1 (X) such that for every j, 1 < j < r, y^ ■ *Yj_i in 
D_ (s ) with some s £ A, and 6 H. . Now we define a sequenceLi Ctj Ct j X A
WQ , w 1 f...,wr as follows: Let w q = w“1. Then by y £ w and y
we have y ^ w and y < w . Thus by Lemma 14.1 (ii), we have -o r o o r  o
= £ (w 1 and o then w € Dt ) .O L 01 ^ Let W1 as *W4
By Lemma 14.2 ( i ) , we see that y. < w.• K and * 1 r W1
Lemma 14.1( i i ) ,  we have £ (y1 ) = £(w1) and then W1
Let w_ = *w, in D_ (s„ ). In such a way, we get a sequencez 1 Li ct £
W„ * w- 1 ,w., ,wr such that w^ *wj _ 1 in Dl (.0j), yh f wh,
yh ^ wh and £ (yh ) - £ (wh> for every j, h with 1 < j < r and 
0 < h < r. In particular, £ (wr> * £ (yr>- So
X' ■ o(w) - o(w_1) - o(wr) > w(£(wr)) <■ w(£(yr)) - a(yr> - X.
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3, w 1 € a 1 (X'). So by
- 1 , X 1 , . a « ,XtProposition 6.3.7, there exists a sequence xQ ■ w 
in o”1 (X') such that for every j, 1 < j < t, x^ - in
D-(s. ) with some sa £ A and x. C H.,. Then we can define a 
sequence zQ ■ y"*1, , . . . , sfc from the sequence xo ,x.j # ... #xfc
in the similar way as w0 ,w1 f...,wr from y0 ,y1 »...»yr such that
« j  "  * * J - 1  i n  V V , » '  *h  i  * h ' *h  r  * h  and  £ (x h ) “ £ (x h> f o r
FA
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every j, h with 1 < j < t and 0 < h < t. In particular,
£ (zfc) = £ (xfc) . So
X = a(y) - a(y-1) = a(zt) > Tr(£(zt)) = n (£ (xfc)) = a(xt) = x'.
This implies X ' - X and then yr, wr € with £ (yr) = £ (wr).
So (yr* 1) \ ( w r1) 1 € with »(y”1) = R(w~1). By Proposition
11.3.4, we have yr 1 £ w~1. Therefore, by repeatedly applying 
Theorem C(ii) to the sequences y~ 1 = y, y^ 1 ,...,y~ 1 and
w“ 1 * w, w ; 1 .... w^1, we get yT1 £ wT 1 for all j, 0 < j < r.
In particular, y £ w. □
We now can determine all the two-sided cells of A .n
Theorem 14.4 The set o~1 (X) is a two-sided cell of A_ for any 
X € An* Conversely, any two-sided cell of AR has such a form.
Proof We have already shown that a” 1 (X) is in some two-sided
cell of A . So it is sufficient to show that for any y, n
w € An with y £ w, we have o(y) - a(w). Now assume y £ w.
Then there exists a sequence yQ -  y, y 1» . . . » y r  ■ w in some two- 
sided cell of An such that for every j, 1 < j < r, either 
y^ _ 1 £ yj or y^ _ 1 ^ y^. So by Lemma 14.3, we have either
yj- 1  L yj or yj- 1  R yj 4111(1 th*n oiyj-1 ) " °^yj) ior a 1 1
1 < j < r. This implies o(y) - a(w). a
Corollary 14.5 The number of two-sided calls of An is equal to 
the number of partitions of n .
Proof This follows immediately from Theorem 14.4. o
Note that if x,y € P (for P, see the end of Chapter 13) 
are in the same two-sided cell of P then they are automatically 
in the same two-sided cell of An. So by Theorems 13.2.8 and 14.4 
we can describe all the two-sided cells of P as well.
Theorem 14.6 For any X e Ar, the set P n a 1 (X) is a two-sided 
cell of P. Any two-sided cell of P has such a form. □
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CHAPTER 15 t SOME PROPERTIES OF CELLS AND OTHER 
EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF Ar
In this chapter, we shall discuss some properties of the 
equivalence classes of An> Two such properties are particularly 
interesting: one is the commutativity between a left star 
operation and a right star operation? the other is the connect- 
ness of these equivalence classes.
§15.1 THE COMMUTATIVITY BETWEEN A LEFT STAR OPERATION AND A 
RIGHT STAR OPERATION
Given two integers, t,u, we say w € A^ has a special (t,u) 
form if w has one of the following forms.
(i)
t-tk__
(utin)- tk
I
I
\
i
(ii)
**tk — / I 1I
(iii) (iv)
T
1
I
T -
11 //
for some q € *
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Lemma 15.1.1 Assume w, wV € A . s. £ A.------------  -------- -------- n t_____
(i) If w,w' € DR (st) with w* = W* in DR (s^), then £(w') = £ (w).
(ii) If w,wr € DL (sfc) with w' = *w in DL (sfc), then R(w') ■ R(w). *(i)
Proof (i) w' = w* in DR (st) implies w' ^ w.
By Theorem A, we have £(w') = £ (w).
(ii) Similarly. a
Assume w € A .  s., s„ € A such that w € DT (s. ) n D (s, ).
n  t  U Li u K u.
Let x = w* in D (s ) and let y = *w in DT (s. ). Then by Lemma 
15.1.1, we have x, y 6 PL (sfc) n ®r *su* • Let 2 = *x in ®L (st)»
Lemma 15.1.2 Let w, x, y, z £ An be as above. Then yw“ 1 / zx” 1 
if and only if w has a special (t,u) form.
Proof (•■) Suppose w has a special (t,u) form. We can see 
that if w has special (t,u) form (i), then x ■ w* *> wsu + 1 in 
Dr (su) has special (t,u) form (iii). So y ■ *w » 8t+1w ' 
z * *x ■ s.w in D_(s.) have special (t,u) forms (ii), (iv),t L w
respectively. Thus yw 1 ■ l* ■ 2 2  That is, yw / zx
If w has special <t,u) form (ii), (iii) or (iv), then the similar 
argument can be used.
(•) Now suppose yw- 1  + zx“1. Since yw 1, zx 1 6
by symmetry, we may assume yw 1 ■ sfc and zx 1 ■ That is,
y ■ sfcw and z ■ Since y ■ *w and z ■ *x in ®L**t1#
Implies that w has one of the following formsi
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(1* ) (ii*)
i-ti. j,-*
1
\
1
1 J
VA i-A j,-**'
■fe-tK 1
1
1
and x has one of the following forms:
(i") (ii")
— j 1
1
— — 1
t-t). — J 1
1
1
But x > w* in t.(i ). So x is obtained from w by transposing R U
two adjacent columns which contain their entries lying in the
block A(w), where A(w) consists of three rows of w from the t-th
to the (t+2)-th. In case (i’), these two adjacent columns of
w must be the j^-th and the j 2“th columns and then by the fact
that x ■ w* in D_(s ), w must have special (t,u) form (iv).R U
In case (ii*), these two adjacent columns must be the j2-th 
and the j^-th columns and than by the fact that x ■ w* in 
w must have special (t,u) form (iii). Our proof is complete, o
Proposition 15.t.3 Assume w €  DL (sfc) 0 BR (su) for some
st , su .€ A. Let x = w* in DR (su) x '  = *x in DL (sfc), y = *w in
DL (sfc) and y' = y* in Dr (su). Then x 1 - y'.
Proof We see in the proof of Lemma 15.1.2 that if any element 
z € D t ( s .) D D (s ) has a special (t,u) form, then z* in D_.(s )L u K U K II
and *z in D_(s.) also have special (t,u) forms.Ij u
First assume that w has special (t,u) form (i), then 
x = w* = ws , in D (s ) has special (t,u) form (iii) and so1 R  U
x ' = *x = s.x = s.ws in D_ (s.) has special (t,u) form (iv).
On the other hand, y = *w = st+iw in 0L (st) **as special (t,u) 
form (ii) and so y' = y* = ysy ■ st*iW8u i*1 ®r 8^u  ^ l^as special 
(t,u) form (iv). Since the process of passing from w to x' or 
from w to y' only involves the transposes among the rows from the 
t-th to the (t+2 )-th and among the columns from the u-th to the 
(u+2)-th, we have x' = y*. Similarly for the cases when w has 
special (t,u) form (ii), (iii) or (iv).
Next assume that w has no special (t,u) form. By Lemma 15.1.2, 
we have yw  ^ * x'x (1). Also since w has no special (u,t)
form, we see by Lemma 15.1.2 that x 1(w 1) 1 ■ y ' 1(y 1) 1 • (2)
From (1) an d  (2), we get y' - yw 1x ■ x'.
So i n  a n y  c a s e ,  we a lw a y s  h a v e  x' ■ y ' .  Our r e s u l t  i s  
p r o v e d . a
P r o p o s i t io n  1 5 .1 .3  t e l l s  u s  t h a t  l e f t  s t a r  o p e r a t io n s  commute w ith  
r i g h t  s t a r  o p e r a t io n s  on a n y  e le m e n t  o f  Aft. T h is  im p l i e s  th e  
f o l lo w in g  r e s u l t .
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Corollary 15.1.4 Assume that y, w are in with y ^ w. Then
R(w) R (y) . If y, w are also in 0R (st) for some st € A,
let y' = y*, w' = w* in DR (sfc). Then y* w '
Proof By Theorems D and A, we see that y ^  w implies y £ w 
and then R(w) = R(y). For the remainder of this corollary, we 
may assume that y, w are in ®L (SU) with y = *w in DL (su> for 
some su € A. By Proposition 15.1.3, we see that
y' (*w) ’ *(w*) « *w' in D_(s.) n 0 (s ) . So y' w'K t  i i  U PT
§15.2 CONNECTNESS OF CELLS AND OTHER EQUIVALENCE CLASSES OF Ar
In this section, we shall discuss the connectness of cells
of A . The definition of a connected (resp. left connected;n
right connected) set given here is in a pure algebraic sense 
rather them in a geometric sense, although it initially comes 
from geometry when An is regarded as the set of alcoves in an 
affine Euclidean space of dimension n-1. The reason for this 
is as follows. We want to discuss three kinds of sets; a left 
connected set, a right connected set and a connected set. But 
only a left connected set can be described explicitly in a 
geometric way. Now from the algebraic point of view, we can 
see that essentially a right connected set is entirely similar 
to a left connected set, and a connected set is only a natural 
generalisation of the former two kinds of sets.
The connectness is one of the important properties in the 
structure of cells of An .
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j = si for each j, 1 < j < t,
Definition 15.2.1 We say a set H e  is left connected if, 
for any x,y 6 M, there exists a sequence xQ = x, x 1 ,...,xt = y 
in M. such that for every j, 1 < j < t, x.. = s± xj_i with some 
s^ C A. Similarly, we can define a right connected set by 
Xj * x^^s.^ instead of x^ , x
as above. We say a set N e A^ is connected if for any x,y C N, 
there exists a sequence zq = x, z^,...,z = y in N such that 
for every j, 1 < j < u, either x.. = x^ _ 1 or x^ =
with some s, € A.
Clearly, any left (resp. right) connected set of Ar is 
connected.
Our main result in this section is as follows.
Theorem T5.2.2
(i) Any left cell of A^ is left connected and is also a maximal
left connected component in the two-sided cell containing it.
(ii) Any right cell of Ar is right connected and is also a
maximal right connected component in the two-sided cell containing it. 
(ill) Any two-sided cell of An is connected. *12
Remark 1 5 .2 . 3  F or a n y  s e t s  M, N w i t h  M e  N c  An , we s a y  M i s  
a  m ax im al l o f t  ( r e s p .  r i g h t )  c o n n e c te d  com ponent in  N i f  M 
s a t i s f i e s  t h e  f o l lo w in g  two c o n d i t io n s »
(1 )  M i s  a  l e f t  ( r e s p .  r i g h t )  c o n n e c te d  s e t  o f  AR.
(2 ) I f  K i s  a  l e f t  ( r e s p .  r i g h t )  c o n n e c te d  s e t  o f  An s a t i s f y i n g  
M c  X c  N, t h e n  we h a v e  N ■ X.
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It is easily seen that if M, N are two left (resp. right) 
connected sets of Ar with M n N / 0 then the set M U N is also 
a left (resp. right) connected sets. By this fact, any set of 
An can be expressed uniquely as a disjoint union of some maximal 
left (resp. right) connected components of it.
To show Theorem 15.2.2, we need some lemmas.
Lemma 15.2.4
(i) Every PT-equivalence class of A_ is left connected.Li n
(ii) Every P -equivalence class of A is right connected.k n____________________
(iii) Every P-equivalence class of An is connected.
Proof The PL~equivalence relation is generated by w *w in 
1>T (s ) with s 6 A. If w € D_ (s ) , then *w in PT (s, ) is either 
suw or su+ 1w. This lollies that every PL~equivalence class is 
left connected. The remaining results cam be proved similarly, o
Lemma 15,2.5 Assume X * {X.j > ... > XE> € A^. Let w,w' €
be su c h  t h a t  w ' ■ L_ (w) w i t h  1 < u  < X ..  Then t h e r e  e x i s t s  a
............................................................ ......................................................................1 _____________________
s e q u e n c e  xQ ■ w , »  w ' i n  a**1 (X) su c h  t h a t  f o r  e v e r y  j ,
1 < j  < t ,  x .  »  s ,  x .  .  w i t h  some s ,  € A. 33 ij 3*“>
P ro o f Assum e t h a t  y - {y, , > . . . >  ym > i s  th e  d u a l  p a r t i t i o n  o f  X. 
Assume X j^., < u  < X^ f o r  some k ,  1 < k  < r ,  w ith  th e  c o n v e n t io n  
t h a t  Xr%1 ■ 0 .  A ssum e t h a t  w h a s  a  s t a n d a r d  MDC form  (Af , . . . , A 1 ) 
a t  i  € S .  Then w ' h a s  a  s t a n d a r d  MDC fo rm  (Ar , . . . , A . | )  a t  i+1 and
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the u-th layer e((w),Eu > of w is movable. So the following 
properties are obvious:
(i) j£(w) < (w) for any t, 1 < t < k.
(ii) j£(w) < j^_ 1 (w)-n and so j“ (w) < j^iw) for all h, v 
with k < h < r and 1 < v < x^.
(iii) j^(w') = j^(w) for any t, v with 1 < t < r, 1 < v < xfc 
and v j* u.
(iv) jj(w') = (w) for any t, 1 < t < k, and j“ (w') » 3^(w) + n
For any h, 1 < h < k ,  let fhu(w) be the row of w containing 
the u-th entry of A^(w) and let A^(w) (resp. (w)) be the block 
consisting of the first u - 1  rows (resp. the last X^-u rows) of
V w)-
Now we define an element y of A_ which is obtained from w byn
permuting the row f^u (w) from the bottom to the top in the
block [a£(w ), fhu(w >] for all h * 1 < h < k and also permuting
the row f^u (w) from the bottom to the top in the block
[Ar,...,A]t+1 ,A^,fku(w)]. Then by properties (1), (ii), we see
that there exists a sequence wQ ■ w, w^,...,wa ■ y such that
for every j, 1 < j < a, w, ■ s. w. . with s .  € A and3 lj 3-1 ij
&(Wj) -  A (W j_ ^ )-1 . By Lemma 3 . 4 ,  t h i s  im p l i e s  
X ■ c(w) ■ o(wQ ) > otw^ > ... > ■ o(y) •
y  h a s  t h e  DC form
( f k u 'Ar ' * * * ' Ak * 1 'Ak ' Ak ' f k - 1 , u 'Ak - 1 'Ak ' * * * ' f 1 u 'A1 'A1) a t  i# 
w h e re  e a c h  b lo c k  o f  y  o c c u r r in g  in  t h i s  f o r n  com es from  th e
c o r r e s p o n d in g  b lo c k  o f  w u n d e r  th e  above t r a n s f o r m a t io n  from  w to  y
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It is clear that for every DC block A in this form of y, 
ave j£(y) “ j£(w), 1 < h < |A| .
By definition of the raising operation from, w to w', we
see that w' can be obtained from y by permuting the row f (y)n f u
from the bottom to the top in the block [A^+ 1 (y), fhu^y^  for 
any h, 1 < h < k and permuting the row ^  (y) from the bottom 
to the top in the block [A^J (y) , where a | (y) is the
congruent block Of A!*
i-th row of y.
Since j£(w) > .u+ 13t* 1
and since jJJ(w) > .u+ 13 1
(iv) that there exists
that for every j. 1 <
i(yj ) ■ Uy^.,) + 1 .
(w)-n when u < X1 we see by properties (iii), 
a sequence yQ * y, y y^ ■ w' such
j < 0 » Yj “ 8h;}yj- 1  Wlth 8hj € A •“*
a(y) a(w') - X.
w ' such
j\jrQf — u •••
Now we define a sequence £ * x 0 ” w, x 1 #...,xa+g 
that for any j, 0 < j < a, we have x ^ - Wj and far any h, o < h < o ♦ 8, 
we have x^ ■ yh_a* Then it is clear that for every j, 1 < j < a + 8, 
we have Xj ■ s^x^^ with s^ e A. To show the elements in the
sequence £ are In o”1 (X)» It in enough to show that y is in a 1 (A).
Assume y € a- 1 (X') for some X* € .Aft# We already know 
X' < X. For the DC form ,u,Ak-1 ,Ak -1'* *
..,f1 u,A°,x]) at i of y, let S - S1 U ... U Se, where
Sh - {all'.the entries of Ah (y)} for k+1 < h < r.
S, {all the
,1
of A° +1 (y)> U {the entry of f^iytt U (all the entries
of A'(y) } for 1 < i < k. 
i
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Sv = {all the entries of A°(y)> U {the entry of fku{y)} u {all
the entries of Ai (y)}
W Q  Owhere (y) Is the congruent block of A^(y) between the (i+1 -n)-th 
row and the 1-th row of y. Then we see that S « S 1 II ,,, u s r 
satisfies Cn (y,r) with |Sh | = Xh for any h, 1 < h < r. This 
implies X* > X. So X' = X and £ is the required sequence, a 
An example for the elements w, w ', y in Lemma 15.2.5 is as 
follows.
5-tK 3*tk
1
f
1
1
11
1
(i«)-A —
•w
3-4
U*i)-4 —
iz.
p
■ T
1 111 111
•w*
:\
■ I
where n • 7, X - {3 > 3 > 1), 1c - 2 and u - 2. S - S1 U s2 U S3 
is as defined in the proof of Lemma 15.2.5, where for any h,
1 <  h < 3, S. consists of all entries of y occurring as the vertices
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of the corresponding broken line.
Lemma 15.2.6 Let K be any two-sided cell of An>
(i) Any left connected set of K is in some left cell of &n.
(ii) Any right connected set of K is in some right cell of AR.
Proof Assume that M c K is a left connected set. Let x,y € M.
Then there exists a sequence xQ - x, x^...,xt = y in M such that
for every j, 1 < j < t, x. = s. x. . with some s. € A and so3 ij 3-1
either x^ < xj-1 or xj-1 L x j' Leinma 14.3, we must have
Xj_ 1 £ xj for 3» 1 < j < t. This implies x £ y and hence
M is in some left cell of A . (i) follows.n
The proof of (ii) is entirely similar. □
Lemma 15.2.7 Let X € A^, w,w' € and the sequence
£:x^ * w,x.,...,x. “ w 1 be defined as in Lemma 15.2.5. Then the o i t
elements of £ lie in some left cell of A..n
P ro o f We s e e  t h a t  £ i s  i n  some l e f t  c o n n e c te d  s e t  o f  some tw o -
s id e d  c e l l  o f  A_. So o u r  r e s u l t  f o llo w s  from  Lemma 1 5 . 2 . 6 .  a n
Now we c a n  p ro v e  o u r  m ain  r e s u l t .
P ro o f o f  Theorem  1 5 . 2 . 2
By P r o p o s i t io n  1 1 . 4 . 4 ,  we s e e  t h a t  an y  tw o e le m e n t s  x ,  y  
i n  t h e  sam e l e f t  c e l l  c a n  be t r a n s fo rm e d  from  o n e  to  a n o th e r  
b y  a  s u c c e s s io n  o f  r a i s i n g  o p e r a t io n s  in  X  ^ a n d  l e f t  s t a r  
o p e r a t io n s ,  w h ere  X ■ o ( x ) .  T hus i t  f o l lo w s  fro m  Lemmas 1 5 . 2 . 4
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of the corresponding broken line.
Lemma 15.2.6 Let K be any two-sided cell of An*
(i) Any left connected set of K is in some left cell of A ._____________________________________ _____ _____________ n
(ii) Any right connected set of K is in some right cell of An *
Proof Assume that M c K is a left connected set. Let x,y E M.
Then there exists a sequence xQ = x, x 1 ,...,xfc = y in H such that
for every j, 1 < j < t, x. =s. x. . with some s. 6 A and so
3 3 - 1
either x.. Xj- 1  or xj-1 L xj' Lenuna 14.3, we must have
Xj_ 1 £ Xj for all j, 1 < j < t. This implies x £ y and hence
M is in some left cell of A.. (i) follows.n
The proof of (ii) is entirely similar. o
Lemma 15.2.7 Let A E An, w,w' £ and the sequence
£: x q  ■ w,x1 ,...,xt - w' be defined as in Lemma 15.2.5. Then the
elements of £ lie in some left cell of Ar .
Proof We see that £ is in some left connected set of some two-
sided cell of A . So our result follows from Lemma 15.2.6. □n
Now we can prove our main result.
Proof of Theorem 15.2.2
By Proposition 11.4.4, we see that any two elements x, y 
in the same left cell can be transformed from one to another 
by a succession of raising operations in and left star 
operations, whers A ■ o(x). Thus it follows from Lemmas 15.2.4
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and 15.2.7 that any left cell of An is left connected. Then 
the latter part of (i) follows by Lemma 15.2.6.
The proof of (ii) is entirely similar.
We know that any two-sided cell of Ar is a RL-equivalence 
class. For any x,y with x £ y, there exists a sequence 
xQ = x, x 1 #...,xt = y such that for every j, 1 < j < t, either
xj l xj-1 °r xj R xj-1 * So by (i)' (ii)' we get (iii) 
easily. □
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